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Tliciv was tm extraordinary re-Im 1 orjry at
Macon the other day w hen JetVerson Davis kiss| cl the rebel flag he was wrapped in, and the
old familiar yell rent the air. (icnera! Henry

MoicMNi; n\ tiik
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.laeksoii, formerly Minister

M< xieo and
I “The Atlanta <'oiistitntionV* candidate for t he
;11 >11 in City ami Cnuuty.
j Senate, delivered a spot eh which made those
who read it rub their eyes, wondering if the*
i. 'i'. In juv.iiicf, S’J.noa year;
t i:«• expiration of the ! had none hack to the days of Yd. In describing
to
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1 the march of < ontVderute
principles to “a timil
Kor one-«|Mare. (one ineli
1
lit
week, ami '.!•'> I t rinmph." he said :
•m
vl :<•'!.
\ fraetion of
In that triumphal pre.eession Ahraham Lincoln
a t nil one.
! shall not mn\ca> the rightful President. leu .Jcl
1 ei's«*11 Davis, the so-railed traitor, leader of the s<
.tine i/. il agents for the 1 called lest cause.
This, then, is the latest claim of unrecon\Vi
liosl. n.
>t
structed rebels, Their cause was not iosi; ii is
\\ ;»- <;.»»LTt« »n >1i tost on.
still to he victorious.
I.ineoln was a usurper.
!li> slat in* is to l*e hurled down from it
niche
! ii•• n -I
I’.- I. 'ii
\i \\ 1
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k I in history, and Davis.“therightful President."
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New ’l ..I k.
is to take his place. Davis \\ h not a traitor,
i lie is the “so-called traitor." s:i\s (ienernl
with hitter irony, tuber Southern
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11111” I" j -laeksoii
leaders are of the same mind.
Mr. Lamar,
iia m_ *i. urn -I "tali' I lu‘
III
w ho has for two years occiinii I one of the most
ha
Ii *eiit,
to •_*<>.
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CabPresident
le\elaiid*s
important places
| iuet. and who is probablv soon to he promoted
to the supreme < durt bench, declared on the
II.' notire nf the j
lloor "i he Si mite only a few wi eks before Mr.
i• •! I
t tie
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:iper
! < le\t land made him one of his counsellors that
*vt
'<••!. I-or iii'taiM-i
h
r11»timi i" panl s«. I “no man should in his presence call .1 eller-on
i::e11‘ i- maoe. tile <lati
Da\is a traitor without hi* responding with a
aii*i "I l»>< Kill
>lern ami emphatic denial."
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sovereignty i' not dead." The
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oufed* ale dead of (.eoruia “W ere not LMlill N
"t treason to in r.
To whom. then, could they
h- traitors? Where s|,;,li we seek their hiuher
e
sovn eian? shall w
lit id him in I lie Ledei al < oiisiinni..n? Then then- was a sovereign smilieii
to
a 11 It
on nuil
by I.lUor hand-. t lampled ill the dlM
l»v traitor feet. l*ut the hands and feet weie
Itol 1 :j• ;l s."
I'll* -< ut11 ram-es are worth tlit* serious conlm. ti-.ii.
sideration of the people of the North. Till)
come hot from tlu hearts of flies,- men.
Vet if
any lb publican newspaper has eharvred that
there were leading men in the south still holdiuj' tlies, opinions, it would have been charged
eil .V < •>.,
with a wii-ked lack oi patriotism u, -\v iii^in^
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I.l\ < mill, I sailed for Kurope .,11 < >-T. •J,.»!’l,
by the steamship I mbii.i. If,- was .vrom;
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his family, and for the next time
pm •!
l-.iir uiolUhs he sap lie is bound for pleasure.
t.eorue (...ill.I will have charge of id
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numlnurirol/' Tin- may be true ill (In- line of i.
l11aih111• 111, Inn u.it uli.Ti life i- at stake.
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stork at market—4.-attic, 47-J,
l.aii.W', 7(»o; >wine, |s,000; Horses,
7.'»: number of western cattle,
'•*!!
attl«\ cows, Ac., 170.
Ik.! < attic tF 11hi It. live weight—
•'Hi... •?•*»
.*»»>; first quality, £4 0
■"••I. -» \l ■} a-I s». third quality, $3
t
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Hide-, «;<ji;!2r -tl" !!.; Country Tallow,
>• It’. < alf skins, »;«7r ti* ll>;
Sheep ami
7
a*! each; Hairy Skins, 27ifl.'iOc cneli.
has i*«•• ii a li*rlit supply of western cattle
1 * t., market tlie
past week, all being for the
1;1'1 '' ole. The quality of tint offerings were
•iPiiiarv. and the trade opened ilull; price
»• 11111v -•.I from those noted one week
since,
eattle selling at i'.'5.7ai'ia.aO per 100 lhs.,
W i
> 11.1 Iiiili>. The
supply from the Westconlight, tlieii being large supplies from the
-t. ami western sheep arc costing 4c,
per lb., live- weight, landed at the
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Wr-tern fat hogs are costing 4,*tofic V
at the slaughter houses, all being
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W Hollis A 4*o., and t.aken to the
fur slaughter.
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'Ji'intis •-ounti'rfcitcr was recently reieas"mu a Western
prison after serving a tifteen
.I rearrested on a charge
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tore Vuuiscir.
Don't pay hi'y- lector's hills. The i.est me*: i. I
I.k pnl'ii-h '1. Inn pane-, elegant roloreil plate-,
will II.'
cut to y ri
)| n-eeipt of three J cent -tame
Ir pa
I*. <m<iwn\ A ('**..
postage. A*hire-.- A
I>**.-!on. Mass
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Init i* thrown. alter sonic remarkii'lu'Miife>. i; a lonely Miami. where hM
duty consMM in 1»11iI«Ii11u a lire without any
modern appliance*, and in distilling sea water
that h may iptemh his ihir*t.
Next lie makes
a
ha! 1- r hiuisell. then a knife and a lamp,
af er ihi- lie buil-M a hut: and on an exploring
tour la* di'i'.veis wild goats. the de^a udants of
animals left there a hniidre*} years lie fore by a
previous wi ttier: he lind> <•<»:»!. sulphur, and
wild grap.-. ib* proceeds to make bricks, to
un it iron, to make steel, and to attempt astronomic;! o-.-m r\at ions, lie constructs a submarine ooat. manufactures glass. builds a
tin* remains of a pirate
steam-yacht. di*>
and his millions u treasure, linds gold, and
kills a
All
tliis i* very wonderful.
a-*erpeiif.
Put the best part of tin* -dory, which is told
with exquisite siinpiieity. consists in teaching
a bo\
and uM father !mw to overcome oh'lade*. I:'1 *\ to make mtieli of small things,
how to e*e oia *- h*. :.d and hands, ami h>xv to
make nature *ui.*i rvii
I » human wants and
comfort*.
In an ictore* in.;- note at the close
is a ijI|o|a|i
ffo 1;i the N w York II.fai l IVmrrii.g to the arrival ot William Audi hoii at
New ,1
k, oti the 1'. S. S. S. Tallapoosa.
to tin t lit life of that iigixill- Mlg-'rst i.»i,*
markabh per*oi»a.e. Nospiritedboy.no sensible person of w ha!( v< r
v. ill lay tiie book
a
i d e without bavins caught a part of the author’s courage. manliness and spirit of self-help.
It i> a treasure for which one omrht to bcsp« ak
thewi i' st possible attention.
No popular Hilary ami no box' leading i' •omplrtr without
‘•perseverance III .id.** Price
t.r>0. Lee A
Siu pard. lbistoil.
able
iirst

Lit

No'ii’.s; m: Fifty Vi:\t:>' <M ii.ouk.
By William Hogue. 1*. I >. ’Tin author ol this
Hook died soon after lm had e\amin> d the last
page* of t!.« appendices of the work, and
thus an active life of oxer eighty years was
broil” ).*: to a ••;»,*•,-. Muring tin: sixty years he
serxe.; iij the ministry he held pastorates in
some of th,- icadiug cities, and his iii\. and
•d'ors .ir«* identified with m» inconsiderable
part of tin history of the Baptist < linreli in
Ane rica.
II* was a scholar in the broad sense,
a
eh-r-y man of profound religious convictions
As might
:id >i
per>i;a*i\ eio.pn
spt> .t i hi' re!!:ii.i'*-‘. nsc* are i;■ t■ •:-sting
and ills?!
•;-..* ft i-liflg.
A IboPni lWirWer
ax
: “I:
m* in*a
lihle t-> read deseriptions
of men and things di d took place in ivlhone
and N’t xv ib chrllr durin_ the years preceding
i'll, lioin the
i* of a
man who lias just
liis Iona ami ultimate as.so- k*pa'se.l ax
liou will) xaroi l!inv. his school and academic
life ill oh N. W > o, k. hi* *. libel,| Id” :;t PfilUM
ii oloirical Semimiry -ixty yea
a no. his
ton
with ih:'. Way hind, .bdiu Coda'Mptai. ;..
i: an.
Mi.d i.xic.ni lb e,*Iuf, \x i’ll !’ia. '.•■oil,
(i.irriso*;. I’hilid •*. Ilillar*l. >.tmm r. Lpliam.
< ..ioi ,i.i laido Noil, md other marked
>to\\
characters, ids rc*M»li<--tio.o* of tin
paration
ot ohm •!) ami .* tab* in M:;s*aciiu*( ti*. followed
b\ the | u".- •: 1 -ual ;.ml i.;‘K*ral >!•* ej.:* »ts
in thought, and the an! i-slax cry refor.u in
morals and polities, arc very su_r”v*t;\e."
Aiu.;:”lln
arioii* xx oi k* d which Ih. I !*;«_: U«*
x\a> the :.iith«*r may Ik- m. ,uion -d, •■Tin- Paplist < hur. ii 'rranspkndt d from tin* < Md World
m the N« w.” “(lui.h* t.. « onvei.*ation on the
<:o*pi I of .lohn.*’ “lb x i< x\ of |»r*. Fuller and
Way land on >!ax cry." ‘'Home Life.” “ixinerson.” ilc. Prici si.:,o. Lee A >hepard, l?os>

piano makiim llnus in
make a mtieh better piano
Su.-h i- Amei i* an encivy

*n
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“Adamson*- Doiauir
u^h ItaDam see ms t^ii*' universal sati-lartien, both a- i.. .piality ami
\V<
.1
-<-||
im*re
of
of all other *• m:li
than
price.
meile ine- eomhtm-il. ami have yet t«* hear **| th*

<>t i: Si.xMiAttn P.i AiMdt; or. the Life of
ueiioral 1 ix>'*•> s. (. rant; his \ mil h. his Matij hood, hi- « anipa;a,n', and hi Fminent Services
lii-l intimation in whu li it ha- taile'i t**ai\e -ati.
j in tiie Pecousiruetion of tin Nation his >word
taelioii. Hast l»r**s., .V Itinl, Ito.-ton. Mas.-. '1'rial
has redeemed: ;i- seen and related by Captain
holt le- In emits.
liernai d < ialiiyiaski-n. < osmopoiitan, and xvritteii
out by Oliver Optic.*’
The work is illustra\< the jury in the Middlesex Superior Civil
ted by the well-known artist. Thomas Nash,
Court jjave lt«*tsey Ila/en >-4*»tm in her -nit airain-l
the Ito.-lou ,y Maine railroad
lla/.en hills <ti*lit t *;e.t vetoed.

111 1111 S;in I’edro llivcr Valiev of their
1 eattle.

company, all the

single hottir «»f Ayer’s Sarsaparilla will es
lal.li-li the merits of this me*tirinr a- a blood puri
ii* r. Many thoii-amlsof people are yearly eare*l
*l chronic diseases by tin- faithful use of this rent
•
‘dy. It i- uue«|ualed for the mire of scrofula.
A

A proiuiuent phy siologist says that the coming
man will he rompletely bald.*
I’erhaps by that
time an inventive ireuius will build a theatre with
every seat in the front row.

so

Avoid the harsh, irritating, griping <,ompoumls
often so hi as pur^jitfve meiiieine, and eorreet

the
<

irregularities of the bowels by tin* use of Ayer’s
They are invaluable as a family

athartie Dills.

medicine.
When Mattie I!-, a little Kaltiiuore girl, was
told h\ her mamma that Adam ami Kve were
driven out of the Carden of Kden, she innocently
asked, “Did they jfo in a phaeton or a carriage,
mamma?”
Wonderful lures.
\V. I). Iloyt «V Co., WholesaIt* and Retail Druggifts of Rome, tjia., say We have been selling Dr.
King's New Discovery’, Electric Billers and Buckleu’s Arnica Salve for four years. Have never
handled remedies that sell as ’well, or give such
universal satisfaction.
There have been some
wonderful cures effected by these medicines in
this city. Several cases of pronounced Consumption have been entirely cured bv use of a few hot
ties of Dr. King’s New Discovery, taken in cornier,
tion with Electric Bitters. We guarantee them al
wavs.

Sold

by R. II. Moody.

An instantaneous photograph of a dude’s smile
is on exhibition in Chicago. It closely resembles a
ripe tomato which lias been stepped on bv a spot
ted cow.
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friends, Agassiz. Lowell, Hawthorne, Sumner
and Holmes, and pictures of places and scenes
A III NC!I or Vioi.kts. liy Irene i:. .lei- ; associated with his life and works. Price $1.50.
ome.
This is one of a series oi gift books Lee A Shepard, Boston.
which signalize a triumph of Ameriean bookPetek Bedstone, tiif. Boy that was
making. Mechanically ami artistically nothing Hazed. Bv 4. T. Trowbridge. Tin's is the
could be liner. To the author, .lot: Howard, sixtli in the
author’s Tide Mill Stories, and will
tin* widely known journalist, pays the follow- be found
to be the
of all the series that
ing tribute, after premising tiiai he didn't know have preceded it. equal
which includes “Phil and
her from live. Howard say <: Her‘“One Year’s
His Friends," “The Tinkham Brothers’ Tide
Sketeit-book,” ••Hunch of* Violets,” ••Nature's Mi!!," “The Satin-Wood Box," “The Little
Hallelujah,” and “>!. -sage of the lllucbird” Master.'" and “Ilis One Fault.” The books of
an
a «j:i:.rlt-t of natural photography full of
tliis j-eries are written in the author’s host
liannouy. redolent with truth, indes ribably vein, ami are bright, witty, full of wholesome
Mpuared with fact- a- they present themselves adventure, and arc profusely illustrated. The
i:i fojv
and in abide, in garden and in stream,
moral to he drawn from “Peter Budstonc” is
on leaf
bough and ‘tin capped hi!!. ! under- obvious,
by no means obtrusive—the
stand '!.• i- the d lighter of l!i< late Charles terrible although
It h a
wrong and danger of hazing.
deroine. a 1’n shvu rian clergyman, who died
of the New Lngland coast, and in it are
story
several year- ago in New York State, when* illustrat'-d the
and affection of a hoy of
fidelity
sin* wa- born and grew to young womanhood.
Hi for his older, hut* demented, brother.
Mr.
She received her cducat-on from Clinton and Trowbridge's books
always abound in the sort
Ca/.cnoxia seminaries. largely .-’.rppb.mcub I by ot‘ anecdotes
like, and which carry with
boys
home intliieuee, a good library and intelligent them
strong moral irdhicnces, and “Peter Budfri« mi-.
I 1 »"7*> she went In !i from school
stone” i' just as prolific in this particular as
wb' ia: ihr« e monilis ot her lirst
to < Id'
any of Mr. Trowbridge's stories. Price, $1.2r>.
year w :> i; i v -•» to ora wing from easts in tin*
Leo A .Sie-pard, Boston.
Academy of ) >• -igo. With the c\< epiiou of
th.
three imuitii-. -he is -elf-taught in her
Beady Amu r, on Sailing the Boat.
art.
Krom May until October for the last
By Oliver Optic. This i- the sixth of “The
three y :ir- -hi* il ls d» Voted le*rse!f to outdoor Boat Builders Series,” which includes in six
work,
i a ]>T2 sii" vi-iied < 'oiorado ami pa.' sod
suceosive volumes the
whole art of boata great d< a! of tiuu in L-tes I‘ark and Maniloit.
building, boat-rigging, boat-managing, and
(Hi her v- turn she exhibited Is of the ehoieest
pr:ieti**:d hints to make the ownership of a
of lmr skriehes of Co!orai|o -eeiu ry and wild
boat pay.
Aside from the practical and useful
dowel's,
I wa- somewhat -urprised. within
information given, each book contains a story,
and the author aims to have his stories also ina shut time, at In ing ollercd by artists and
others who appreciated lmr work a mueli large!* structive and an incentive to manliness and
sum for tin m than -In* bad expected in eonmorality. “Oliver Optic" is really Mr. William
r.e ii-nj u uli their value.
! Miring the whole ••!' \ T. Adams, a native of Massachusetts but now
the !;.-t two summers -h-* ha- work, d amid !!.*•• I a resident of Minneapolis, but to his thousands
beautiful -eencry of New Lngland. Mi-s.ler- ( of young readers he is best known and will be
ome ha- the <pii< i d« termination and spirit of
best remembered as Oliver Optic. Illustrated.
one who feel-that the ohjeet of life is To grow, I Price, gl.L’o.
Lee A Shepard, Boston.
and it is w omh rful t » note how quick site east
The Debaters Handbook. This is dea-ide tin oi -taelt T!sat aii-e in the way of her
signed for practical exercises in declamations
onward maivh. She po--essi > great fertility
and as a model for debating clubs, also for
of fan *y and an • xuh.rant *-cnsc of the !*i auty
It inclasses in public am.l private schools.
of outward ohjeet-. but more« peeinlly marked
cludes
a debate upon the character of Julius
i- the ii.b iii o ut tidelity with which she ab< :esar.
adapted from 4. Sheridan Knowles,
solutely eprodtfes her love- of tiel l and farm, and
directions for the conduct of debate, with
of Wood .ml stream.
[Lee A Shepard. It os- a list of
subjects and references. Lee A Sheptoil.
ard. Boston.
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Boat Sailing.”
little book a- a result of the study of child!<-.
1*l«i" \ «>!iiiiti- might \\. !! have be* u billed
nature, ami hopes it w ill ho found of use as
a* the author
the Anuuitan lioiiiusun
hit veim-nt' "1 :i Vermont
sitppl. ::ient:iry reading for elasses in geod« m iUiii*'
anand. in oases of voting rhildron. as
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graphv,
k«<■ .in
Miami
Pacific, v. Ik re la:
state\\:t'
‘liipw r< rko.l. and yet anained wealth. preparatory to the definitions and torse
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text hooks, whieli are to the ehildivn
ments
<■ •!11?"*»11. and
ill that i- worth having. save
and
it
not
mere
••sound*"
•‘signifyfury.’*
1111111 a M companionship. The >i».r\ i> told withing not hing."
out ::i\ alteii.pt a! line writing: hut tin- hotiiel\ la: u u..
of t h. xohnm will make it ;dl the
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no\el.
She has also two plays
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how much a man may achieve who knows how
partly written.
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Not a few of the citizens of Belfast have recently become greatlv excited over the astounding
facts, that several’ of their friends who had l*een
pronounced by their physicians as incurable and
beyond all hope—suffering with that dreaded monster Consumption—have been completely cured by
Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption, the
that does positively cure all throat
and lung diseases, Coughs, Colds, Asthma and
Bronchitis.
Trial bottles free at It. II. Moody’s Drug Store,
large bottles i?l.

only remedy

Raw onions are now eaten to cure insomnia.
Where it fails to cure husband or wife it will at
least keep the other awake for company, and that’s
some consolation.

“My love, what magic spell is thrown
Upon your face? Its charm I own.
whence came
thy pure and pearly teeth?
Thy rosy lips? Thy perfumed breath?”
•’■'he said, in accents sweet and clear.
’Tis only NOZODONT, my dear.”
The

Atmosphere

of

Love

Isa pure, sweet breath. This desideratum is one
of the results of using NOZODONT, which not
only invigorates and preserves the teeth, but renders the mouth as fragrant as a rose.
Im tt

Dynamite cartridges will not only blow up
stumps, but farmers, hired men, milkmaids and
A Michigan farmer who
young men as well.
thought them Intended only for stumps lost Ids
head the other day.
Birklei’M Arnica

Halve.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts, Bruises,
Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
Eruptions, and positively cures Files, or no pay
required. It isguaruuteed to give perfect satisfaction, or money refunded. Fricc 25 cents per box.
For sale by Richard II. Moody.
F. T. Barnuin says the day of the circus clown
has passed, and that no such individual will accompany his shows next season. Mr. Barnuin has
done a great deal for this country, but this is liis
master-stroke.

Advice

to

Mathers.

Mur. Winrlow’r Soothing Sykup for children

teething is the prescription of oncof the best female
nurse:) and physicians in the United States, and lias
been used for forty years with never-failing success
by millions of mothers for their children. During

the process of teething its value is Incalculable. It
and
relieves the child from pain, cures
diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,.amt wind-colic.
By giving nealth to the child it rests the mother.
Price tfte. a ImUle.
Iy48

dysentery

of the many record* of tin*

military

career

of

<ienerai €irant issued at the close- of tin- Civil
War, none were more jiopular than this om* by
Oliver Optic, xvliieli pa"cd tliroimli many editions. and has been for a loin; lime out of print.
The a\xakeiiiii”' of interest in ciironi> !i*s of tinart at IJehelli m Inis made a lively demand for
“The Standard I tea re r,” xvliieli is now issued as
a new edition, retaiuimr the original preface.
The addition to the history relates lo the civil
career of the <ienerai as President for two
terms. Ids remarkable journey alu oad. bis life*
in New York, bis sickness, death, and burial.
The boy* and jrirls of to-day not only wish to
know about the facts connected with the Civil
War. but they desire to become acquainted
with the personal history and deeds of the
great actors who were the chief instruments in
bringing the war to a triumphant close; and
tin y. :is well a> those of a larger growth, will
limi in tlu *e pages a condensed and faithful
history of the war itself, in addition to being
furnished with abundant personal illustrations
of the noble character and worth of the e\Pre*i lent. The book is literally full of anecdotes Rearing upon Cen. Cram's‘military record,
which makes it especially pleasing and instructive reading. Price $1.50. Lee A: Shepard.
Boston.
Tiik Lin: and Timks of \Vfxi>i:u. I’iiii.llv Lcorgc Lowell Austin. (New edition.) Tiie amiior says in a Preface: “Mr.
Phillips came prominently before the public in
the year 1K17. From that time onward lie was,
in a large sense, a public man. At no time in
bis career was In- regarded as a statesman; he
never cast a vote at the polls, and never played
the n>lr of a politician, so-called. Notwithstanding all this, lie was, in a very great measure. a public man. During the period in which
the slavery question was agitated—that is from
the year 1NH7 until the adding of the Thirteenth
Amendment to the Constitution—his name, his
utterances, bis ai ts, were constantly recorded
in the newspapers,
lie was an acknowledged
leader in the movement, and the part which he
played tended to shape the course of American
history. With the Woman's Rights Movement,
with the causes of Temperance, of the Irish
nation, of Labor Keform, of Prison Iteform,
and indeed with every effort seeking the good
of humanity, Mr. Phillips was closely identified.*’ It is of his connection with public events
his biographer has written, holding that,
“What Wendell Phillips was in his own home
belongs exclusively to that home and to the
beloved companion who was the centre of that
home and of his lift*.*’ A closing chapter is
devoted to Eu ogles ami Tributes, from one of
wliieh we quote:
By his life lie taught, by his dentil we learn,
the great reformer’s creed,—
The rigid lo lie free, and the hope to be just.
and tin- guard against sellish greed.
And richest of all are the unseen wreaths on
his coftindid, laid down
Itv tile toil-stained hands of workmen,—their
soli, their kiss, and their crown.
With portrait and illustrations. Price, £1.50.
Lee A Shepard, Boston.
i.irs.

IlKNiiY W’Aiiswoiuii IaiN(;kki.i.ow; iiis
Life, His Works and His Friendships, lty
(Jcorgc Lowell Austin. (New edition.) The
Portland Advertiser says: Mr. Austin’s biography of Longfellow was published in 1882, soon
after the poet’s dentil. Mr. Longfellow himself had suggested to Mr. Austin, who was his
neighbor at Cambridge, I he preparation of a
biographical dictionary of American poets, and
although tliis plan was never executed,copious
materials were collected relating especially to
Longfellow’s literary life and labors. To these
materials Mr. .lolin Owen, Longfellow's lifelong friend, made large contributions, and with
the consent and cordial approval of tile Rev.
Samuel Longfellow, the book was completed
and published, it is a clear and interesting account of the poet’s literary life. The plan involves of course a sufficient outline of the biography of Longfellow, hut the details of his
personal and private life were purposely left to
iiis brother, who lias since given them to the
public with admirable judgment and taste.
Mr. Austin’s liook nevertheless, is of permanent value, as is shown by the demand fora new
edition at this time. It it illustrated by portraits of Longfellow at different times, from
1825 down to his last years, portraits of his

the book reviews are specially interesting. The
Art Amateur announces a colored plate with
every number for lsss and numerous other attractive features which will make it more than
ever indispensable to all students and lovers of
art.
Price Jf> cents a number.
Montague
Marks, publisher. 23 Union Square, New York.
November ends the Wide Awake year with
a thanksgiving number in all but the*technic;:!
sense.
Besides the long stories that come to
an end—there are none beginning; next month
is the time to begin—there is rich aud varied
fare.
“Baked Beans" and “Brown Bread"
were little twin negroes, to whom befell as
strange an adventure on Boston Common as if
they were winged fairies; all of which is related in as jolly a little story as ever was told
by Edward B. Payne. Jessie Benton Fn-mont
describes a visit to Ilans Andersen at bis home
in Denmark; and those brief four pages are
full of delightful history. The Luck of Fdenhall gives occasion to an illustrated sketch of
the real Fdenhall, the manor-house in England.
There are pictures of the Hall, in the lawn, in
the park, the church, an old cottage and Eden
bridge. Pictorial Concord comes loan end with
its old houses and many mementos of patriotism
and genius. The year has been a rich one.
We look with expectation—What can the new
year bring to surpass it! But we have a hint
in the Premium List, a wonderful document.
We never saw such a list, so generous a handling .of generous things! Let every family
send live cents to i>. Lothrop Company, Bos
ton, for a sample copy, if only to get that li-t
of good tilings to he got fur a little neighborly
work.
A Cyclopedia which presents concise* and
readable biographical sketches together with
choice and characteristic selections from the
writings of eminent authors of all ages and all
nations, surely ought to be in great popular
demand if its cost were not prohibitory, rsuch
a
work is Aldcii’s < yclopedia of Universal
Literature, Volume VI. of which, now published, contains 47!> pages, largo type, beautifully printed and hound, and include* within
it ttie names of eighty-two eminent authors,
among which arc: Dana, Dante, Darwin, D:uidet, Jefferson Davis, Sir Humphrey Davy, DeFoe (of Robinson Crusoe fame). Demosthenes,
DeQuincoy, Descartes. Dickens, Disraeli, Doddridge, and Douglas. It would seem hardly
possible to plan any literary work more eminently readable and interesting, if the compiling and editing were well done—and the nearly
universal verdict seems to he that this is very
well done indeed. And the price! Only The
Literary Revolution could have accomplished
such a wonder—50 cents a volume for these
beautiful eloth-bomid books, or <SO cents for
half-Morocco binding! The publisher offers a
sample volume to any one with privilege of ic-

NUMBER
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in Old Mexico. ! gents, and the excessvc cruelly of which lie
made use on frequent occasions.” He routed
Mutamoras at Puruapan, and put him to death
STATE OK MoItKLOS AND SOMETHING OK
ITS 11 El JOES. Cl'AETLA AMII.PAS, 1 HE TH BAwhen a prisoner of war. To revenge this
THE or STIIHIING EVENTS.
Cure Morelos butchered two hundred Spanish
CEDE .JOSE
MAH IA MOKE LOS ANI) HIS CON'TEMPORARIES.
prisoners in cold blood.

Byways

and

Highways

A
IN

EOS!' AKT or HIE ALIlAMlIltA PURSERVED
MEXICO 11V DESCENDANTS OF TIIEMOOKS.

Correspondence of the Journal.
Ceaetlv. Men., Oct. 80th. It will he a
long time before the Mexicans recover from
their astonishment :it the rapid manner in
which American* build railroads. More than
sixty-li\e millions of dollars have already been
invested by American capitalists in the railway
movements of Mexico. When a new road is
to he made a swarm of engineers arrive—some
young and full of theories, others gray with
services elsewhere—and within si week succeed
in transforming their raw recruits into hard
working hands, every man of whom labors as
though he possessed an individual interest in
the immediate completion of the enterprise.
This i> partly due to the fact that Americans
than Mexican laborers ever
pat higher wag
before enjoyed, and have a disagreeable habit
of uomptiy discharging tho-e who do not
*vomo to time,” and partly, no doubt, because
these people are great imitators, and ready to
fall into the ways of those around them. The
MEXICAN

MANNED

OI

RAILROAD

IH’ILDING

is diametrically opposed to the American plan.
First a “concession,” or permission to build,
must he obtained from the government; and
then some point sought out, far distant from
any other railroad, and the material transported to that place. It would never do to begin
near the coast, because that would establish a
damaging precedent, contrary to all Mexican
tradition. Hy beginning at the further end of
the line, employment is furnished to a great
many carters and teamsters—which, come to
think of it, is really but simple ju-ti**e. since
t he road wii! certainly destrov the business they
inherited from their fathers,—a business that
otherwise would descend to their children's
children. Realizing this, these aggrieved citizens accordingly
make stupendous charges,
with the thrifty intent of making “hay” enough,
while their sun still shines, to last them for
years to come.
This method of construction requires time
and capital, but if the builders manage carefully they will at least have the satisfaction of
oHonding nobody's prejudices, and—what is
of mon* consequence—of receiving the sympaturn if not satisfactory.
Anyone interested in thy d m«.V owners and <Jil 'ujenrin proprietors,
high class literature ought to send for Mr. Al- wiio otherwise might work groat harm in a
den's U4 page Catalogue of Standard Books, thousand slv ways. 11 dependent wholly on
which is free to any applicant. Address John native workmen, the road will approach comB. Aldcn, Publisher, JbJ Bearl St., New York. pletion mi gradually that by and by it will seem
to the good people as if it had always existed;
With its November issue Babyhood completes and
by that time ‘lie portion of road first built
The real and full liana; of “Lewis rarroll,” its third year and volume. From the lirst numwill need renewi ig—perhaps by descendants
the author of the inimitahle “Alice’s Advenber it has been a pronounced success, winning <d' the
original workmen, even' to the third
ture.** i- l.utwi«U< Hodgson.
praises alike from press and subscribers. There generation, it' Yankee railroad projectors do
is not a home in the land, blessed with small !
not fancy this thoroughly Mexican manner of
An illustrated t.oein hy Elizabeth Akers is
children, hut would be made happier and better | proeccdure, they may go ahead on the American
amiouneed as one of the features of the Christfor it* monthly visits. With the November
—hut run ihcirown risks of escaping the
inas mu iher of serihner’s Magazine.
number is given an index of the volume just plan
bullet, tin* stiletto, or the nut less murderous
Messrs. L« e and Shepard, Boston, are about closed, embracing more than l.onn topic*, and obstructions that were so frequently piled upon
to issue a new and revised edition of Natural
yet the publisher* tell u< that they have scarce- tile Mexican National and Mexican Central
Law in the Business W orld, a very valuable
ly entered upon their licld. A running com- tra ks during their soldier days.
work, hy Henry W ood, whieli has been very ment on the articles in the November issue
Continuing our tour of observation, cia the
widely and earnestly commended hy the con- will give something of ail idea of the scope of More!.,, railway, which 1 tins from Mexico city
this most admirable of magazines. First we across the s-tate of
servative press and the best public sentiment
Morelos, a distance of s(>
have editorial notes, brief and to the point, on mile—having
of the country.
at Ameea-Meca three
such subjects as ear-boxing, early drawings, we, ks. instead lingered
of
three
days, as first intended.
Ail we have ever said about The Swiss Cross
diphtheria, watered milk, and the evolution of \\e find ample opportunity for studying this
as a help to scientific study by hoys and girls,
nursery sciences. Then follow- an article on smallrM of the sisterhood of Mexican States.
we say again, and mention t iat the November
the “Contagious Diseases of Children" by Dr. While* Chihuahua cover. glb.Sni)
square kilonumber, w bieli i- at hand, i- as good as any Chapin, ami one on “Bump* and Bruises" by metres, little Morelos has an area
of only
yet issued. Every young person should have Dr. Martin. W. .1. Stillman, the widely-known about four thousand: hut in
point of populaLot) a year; single
it.
Subscription price
of the London 'rimes, has a
correspondent
i" less than (it),01)0 In.hind her largest
tion
she
nts.
Addre-s X. I». < Hodges, unique and profusely illustrated article on
copies i.'»
sister, and her cities are centuries older. To
publisher. ■! i Lafayette Place. New York.
“First Attempts at Art." This is followed by the north and west of it lies the state of Mexa further di-cus-ion of tin* “Proposed Trainico- whi.-h contain" the Capital, in a Federal
I he Pansy cost- hut
a year, and is intending School for Nursery-maids,v the need of District, like our District of Columbia: on the
ed tor those wli" could not" allbrd to take St.
which Dr. Adams so ably presented in the
south is (iuerrero, and on the east the great
Nicholas or tile W ide Awake, and yet wish to
October issue. Mary Dealing I>c\ier writes of State of Puebla. Ib
have a good and wholesome magazine for their
ing in the very heart of
“School Lunches," giving many hints v. hi- h
little people. It is delightfully gotten up. and
1I1K VOLCANIC ltKlilOX,
will aid perplexed mothers. The’ departments,
i> edited by tin; original “J’ansy," who is none
ii i- extremely mountainous, ami its people—
Nurother than tin; well known writer for girls, Nursery Observations, Bain’s Wardrobe,
sery Problems, Mothers'Note Book, and Moth- like otln is wno dwell among the heights—are
Mrs. <;. 1L Aide::. The I>. Lothrop Company,
ers* Parliament, are unusually full. Tin* numpatriotic and independent, to a degree which
ibis loll.
ber is equal to any that have preceded it, and lias caused considerable trouble.
Branching
cupple-A. Hurd, lloston. liave just publish- this is saving much.* We are glad to know that out from I’epocalipeti and Ixtaccihuatl are
several
ami
the
tliat
of Frio
commences
its
fourth
under
ranges,
C.
W
K.
ed a biography of Com. M.
spurs
including
magazine
year
Perry, hy
bright auspice-. What mother can afford to be Animas, the peaks of (n-utlan. and the Sierra
(fi illis. I >. 1>.. author o'. “The .Mikado’s Kmpire": “Letters from Colorado/' a story in without it? 15 cents a copy; 1.50 a year. de Aju.seo, witli its « xtinet volcano.
In t!k* fertile vallejs. especially along the
ver>e '.i
a
roving trip through Colorado; a
Babyhood Publishing Company, 5 !b-ckm:.n
< itiiii at ami « ucrnavaa rivers, much sugar and
second edition -i “Nature in Scripture," which StrVet, New York.
eotjiM! l- gr«»v n, and tropical fruit- ami Mowers
lias hei ii placed on the same plane as MillOne of the most remarkable literary enterIlourish at tm ir best.
ford’s “Itepiibi’e of (iod”; and, “Old New
Though gold and silver
of the age is AMen’s Matiifoii! Cyclopeprises
;i'e known to exi t in the hills, mining induss"’
:
of
True
Life.
Lugiand Day
story
dia of Knowledge anil Language. The sprejtry i- entirely dormant, owing to lack of energy
I’a'nyland ! splendid Babyland! Mother and nieti pages which the publisher semis frei to and capital. Win it, corn and rice are officially
baby enjoy it together. It lightens the moth- any applicant, show tiie type which is used— a quoted among the products of the State, beer's’care'and iahoi by giving her stories and good clear-facted llrevier; also tin; form— side- alcohol, marble, cinnabar and kaoline.
'The Mate supports eighty-seven primary
pictures to read am! talk about. Baby grows ••Ideal" for convenience, easy for the eye,
to understand them almost as soon as he unhandy to hold. The volumes wifi average about schools, with an average daily attendance of
(‘40
and
there
will
be
*!« rsi aims chickens and birds and kittens. Don’t
pages each,
probably
1 t.iHio pupils,
d here are besides a couple of
let him tear it. Mother with baby a year or about thirty of them -the “manifold” number college's, electric lights and horse-ears in the
will not be inconvenient; when you consult a
live years old, it is fur you. You can get a
principal cities telegraphs and telephones, an
sample copy by sending live cents to D. Lotli- Cyclopedia you are supposed to know what admirable system of water-works, and other
“title” you are looking for; the lettering on
lop ompany, Boston.
adjwm is of \\ iii/ation.
the back of each volume telis you at a glance
But for jaw-breakiug nomenelature, the vilWays fur Boys to Make and Do Tilings. Il- what titles will he found within, so you do not lages of Mi.-re!os
bear oil'the palm. Imagine
lustrated. Boston; D. Lotlirop A Co. Price look in the wrong one—and tin? volumes arc
yo»ir<'-lf riling peacefully alone, through
no cents.
We often hear of hooks which hoy s
so “handy” you quickly turn to the sought-for
mountain
charming
scenery softened by tropiohm’! ail'ord to he without, and this is one of
page. There will lie several thousand illustra- cal verdure, while a fiendish brakeman perpettin in. Here a hatf-du/en or more authors who tions—no “mere
but everything of ually stariies
pictures,”
you by shouting such names as
know ad about hoys and their likings liave
importance that will serve to illustrate. The Yecapixtla! b ante tel; <>'. Jojatla! Tlayaeapam !
| come together t«> tel! them how to make kites, Manifold < )c!opedia is to he much more than a Xoehilepcc
:. :i]»c.n ! Yautepee ! Icazbaleed'iali
I
| and boa; and tents, and -nuwslioes: how to “Cyclopedia of Universal Knowledge;” it will i.t! Coaimixtla! and so on. through 10b villages,
get the* nio-t fun out "f walking and skating,
embody also a Dictionary of the English Lan- twelve town- and live cities, found within the
with a variety of information and suggestions guage—including
every word which lias any live di-tricl- i*;t• which the State i< divided.
about other tilings that every live* bov will he claim to a
place in the language. I low often
The taxable property of Morelos is officially
have
consulted
you
Appleton's or < bambers’s, valued at live and a half millions. The capital
I
or Johnson’s Cyclopedia ami failed to iind the
and chief city is Cuernavaca, (which we visited
The November number of The Forum has j
the following attractive table of contents; title you were looking for—then consulted >ome time ago,) one of the loveliest places in
Warfare Against Society. President F. A. P. [Webster’s rmibridged and wen* successful: the Bepuhlic. It lias a population of about
Barnard.. Miould Fortunes he Limited? Ed- the word belonged to the Dictionary rath- r lb,ono. The (imvrnor's palace was once the
ward T. Peters.
The Fse and Abuse of the | than to the Cyclopedia. <>r you have eonsulr- abode of llcrnan Cortez, and the celebrated
\ to Power. John I>. Long.
Is the Negro j ed Webster, and found little more than a m -n: agricultural college occupies the residence of
Vote Suppressed? Senator A. !1. Colquitt. demotion of the word—you must go to the unlucky Maximilian.
I Tin* Panama Canal from Within (Jeorge C. Cyclopedia for details of knowledge. Or, more
Jonacatepec amt Yautepee—each with about
! Hurlbut. Shall I'tali Become a State? (leorge j probable than either of the foregoing supposi- *5.000 inhabitants, and dYtecaia with s.bOO, are
i Tiekimr < urtis. < hristianity and < Ommunism. | tions, you do not own either a lirst-class Cyclo- important because of their sugar mills, w hich
Lev. Dr. Henry Van Dyke, Jr.
What is the pedia or a lirst-class Dictionary, or only one between them turn out 14,000kilogrammes per
of the two, because of their prohibitory cost, so annum, valued at
nearly two millions of dolobject of Life? W. S. Lilly. Books that have [
“consult
imagination” and “go hun- lars. While government lands in some portion
Helped Me. Brainier Matthews. Avoidable you for lackyour
of the few lines of print that of Mexico sell as low as four cents
1 >anger- of the Ocean. Lieutenant V. L. ("ott- gry"
per acre,
would satisfy you! In the Manifold Cyclopedia
i man.
that of Morelos is valued at.7s g-b cents.
Caterpillar Critics. James Lane Allen.
I The Forum Publishing Co., DT nth av., New you will find a survey of all knowledge which i>
One sunnv October afternoon, bound for
illustrated by the English language—and its
York.
Cl’ A I "l'I.A AM I.I’AS,
cost is within your reach, only r»0 cents a volThe publishers of Our Little Ones and The ume for cloth binding, bocent s for half morocco. tin* terminus of tin* railroad, we rounded ;i
we
know
will
he
as
In
this
of
the
no
world,
they
Nursery say—and
age
general Cyclope- sharp curve, where the Iiio Cuautla force.*' its
good as their word: “Our endeavor will still dia or Dictionary can be in any proper sense
way through tin* mountains, and beheld it.
lie to deserve a w ide patronage from all having
“original”—each new compilation, if it lias whim and glittering, in llie valh y below. This
•it heart tin* education and welfare of the class
merit, is based upon the knowledge found em- delightful old town, whieh was conquered by
Next to bodied in all its predecessors. “Knowledge” tiie
for whom our luuga/.iue is designed.
Spaniards in I.V21, has now less than eight
ii> pn stigi; in the home and with mothers, its
as set forth in books can not be monopolized
thousand inliabitants. though four centuries
! utility as a iiool reader has been tested and by “patent” or “copyright”—only the form of ago it could boa>t twenty limes that number.
hy the most competent teachers. Su- embodiment can by thus covered. The* latest In the old da\> it was called (Jmtu/illi, **beauj certifiedartists
discoveries (or imaginings) of the scientists, tiful
are now l.usy in illustrating the
[ perior
hills," an appropriate name, given b\ its
i work of a corresponding list of writers of tin; latest ‘•finds” (or frauds) of the arehicol- founders, the Tlaiiuieos.
! jirose and poetry, prepared for the new volthe
latest
theories
of
the
econoogists,
political
To see the fashions of this section, one
mists—all are subject to the “sight drafts” of should
ume, which will include lessons in natural hisgo to the Aletnada of Cuautla about
tory, etc., lessons in gentleness and kindness, the latest Encyclopedist. Alden’s Manibdd sunset. at whieh hour the belles and beaux,
! in obedience punctuality, amiability—all sunny Cyclopedia undertakes to combine in the most tin* solid respectability and the 'h ini ni<>n<fr of
convenient and concise (and yet full) and both sexes are wont to
in sentiment, (with oppressive and repelling
promenade under its
i morals omitted.)
economical form possible, the results of the aneient elm trees or
lounge upon the adobe
of the world, up to the time of its benches. Mexican ladies who can alibi'd it have
scholarship
The Factors of Organic Evolution, hy Her- publication. Availing itself most of the labors
a ureai partiality for satin gown.-, and it is no
bert Spencer, is published in pamphlet form by of its predecessors who have accomplished the
uncommon sight
upcm a week-day afternoon
J. Fitzgerald, 21 Fast Itli street, New York, best results, the Manifold Cyclopedia, draws
or Sunday morning. to meet Indies, both single
and w ill he sent post free to any address for 15 more largely from Chambers’s than from any
and married, attired in pale blue, pink or lavcents. The far-reaching consequences of the
other of the family of Cyclopedias, and more ender
satin, a> for a ball or opera, with naked
doctrine of Evolution are strikingly set forth largely from Storuionth than from any other of
arms and uncovered head.
One day in this
in this essay. As commonly apprehended, this the family of Dictionaries—the Chambers's is
Alemada I encountered a most remarkable
doctrine is supposed to he a theory to account an acknowledged model for a Cyclopedia; hut
out
on
dress
in
the arms of its
parade,
for the differences between species, hut in fact it is adapted particularly to England rather baby,
Indian nurse. The tiny aristocrat wore two
it applies to life in all its phases—not less strictthan to America; Stormonth is the acknowledone very short and the other very long,
ly to Psychology, Ethics, Sociology, than Phy- ged peer of Webster, Worcester, the Imperial, robes,
trimmed all around with \ cry wide plaiting* of
siology and Anatomy.' In a word there is no and Murray, as an authority, but without a
satin ribbon. I'pon its bead was an
yellow
department of human knowledge or of philoso- peer in the combined qualities of conciseness, Immense turban of white
satin, with three
phical speculation that has not been revolution- clearness, and accuracy of learning. No au- white feathers upon one side and huge hunches
ized since the publication of Darwin’s “Origin thorities, however, are blindly followed, but
roses and yellow ribbons on the other.
of
pink
of Species.” The work before us, published at
effort is carefully made to bring all matters to
I'ntil the recent completion of the Morelos
a merely nominal price, should he in the hands
the generally accepted standard of the most
railway, there had not been even tliliyencia
of [every one who would think the thoughts of
eminent American, rather than foreign, schol- communication with Cuautla, and so the anthe age in which we live.
arship. Editorial talent second to none in cient customs have remained comparatively
America, in experience and skill is engaged in iminterfered with. Among other objects of
Houghton, M till ill <fc Co. republish for 1888 the
conduct of the work; the publisher’s past interest is a
the Browning, Emerson. Hawthorne, Holmes,
very quaint old church, in which
in Cyclopedia making (notably in is a
distinctively Aztec Christ—hair, eyes,
Longfellow, Lowell, Whitney and Whittier experience
of
Universal
now
The
Library
Knowledge,
< aleiidai s, with substantially the same decoratcomplexion, all perfectly Indian, i’pon firata
in price—as the International
ed cards as this year, but with a marked change known—trebled
days this figure is decorated with a bull-lightCyclopedia) is good basis for the pledge he er's cloak of scarlet velvet and white cotton
in the arrangement of selections from the authat
The
nfakes
his
Manifold
shall
to
patrons
breeches rutiled with lace.
thor's writings. These are now bound in cloth,
he inferior to no other Cyclopedia in any of
The sugar product hereabouts is very large,
so that when the last leaf shall be turned, they
of a popular guide to
this district being one of the great sources of
form a pretty cloth-bound volume of the choic- the important qualities
or
a
pages
free,
knowledge. Specimen
specifor Central Mexico. The tourist should
est passages from the works of an illustrious
be ordered and returned if supply
visit the Coahuixtla hacienda, not far from the
writer. All except tlie Whitney Calendar have : men volume may
not wanted. John IL Aldcn, Publisher, l»!K>
the
and
drawn
from
other
artistic
property of Senor Manuel Meudora
city,
portraits
designs
York.
Cortina, and the sugar mills of Santa I lies llathe author’s residences, or from characters or Pearl Street, New
bunillo, belonging to the Robaldo brothers.
incidents in their writings. Printed in colors.
The hotels of C uautla are the •‘Haller,” kept
Mr. Blaine’s footsteps.
Price, AO cents each. The Literary World, of
Dogging
by a Texan of that name, and the “Nicolas
London, said of the Calendars for 1887: “Each
Sir. Frank Richardson, of the Baltimore Zavas,” run by a CJerman—and it is diflieult to
< aler.dar is a work of art. The coloring and
which is the worst.
tell
and
are
the
Calendars
gilt
artistically mixed,
Sun, who has just returned from Europe, says
In its day, sleepy old Cuautla lias been the
have a very striking effect. We have nothing
in his correspondence: ‘•Several gentlemen
in this country that can approach them in deTHEATRE OF STllSHING EVENTS,
recently returned from Europe, personal
sign and finish.”
friends of Sir. Blaine, and who saw much of for hero it was that Curate Morelos—Hidalgo’s
immediate successor—shut himself up with a
Among the forthcoming interesting volumes
are justly emphatic in the expression of
from the publishing house of Messrs. Lee & him,
troop of insurgents, until Callaja, the Spanish
over the conduct toward him of a
besieged the place so effectively, that
general,
Shepard, Boston, arc “The Fortunes of the indignation
Chicago newspaper. This paper put on the the little party, in dire extremity for want of
Faradays,” by Miss Douglas; “CAIDA! or track
of Mr. Blaine, from the moment lie
the position under the friendabandoned
Danton in the French Devolution,” by Laufood,
planted foot on the other side, a detective ly cover of darkness. In the plaza in front of
rence (ironluud; “The Art of Projecting," by
all
writer.
This
has
his
detective
dogged
steps
the parochial church is a great tree, which is
Prof. A. K. Dolbear, the inventor of the teleover
and has sent almost daily reports somehow connected with that norhr triste of
phone, who mentions especially the electric of hisEurope,
movements, based in a limited degree on the patriot Cure in 1812, for like Cortez at the
and
for
ami
lights
projection
lamps
purposes,
but to a larger extent malicious and
capital some centuries before, he was compellphenomena of vortex rings; “Only a Year.and facts,
What il Brought,” a posthumous story by the imaginative. Mr. Blaine lias made no attempt ed to retreat at night, after a gallant resistance
to conceal from the friends lie lias met the exlate Miss Jane Andrews; “Britons and Musdays to the siege by the Spanish
cessive annoyance and irritation which this sixty-two
covites,” by Curtis Guild, author of “Over the
army.
more
has
caused
and
he
has
him,
‘shadowing’
the
When
revolt broke out in 1810, Padre
and
a
of
“Abroad Again;”
volume
Ocean”
than once appealed in vain to his tormentor to Jose Maria Morelos was a curate under Hidalpoems by David Atwood Wasson; “Educahis
it
would
relinquish
persecution.
Certainly
stationed at Valladolid, capital of the State
tional Topics of the Day, or Chips from a be
rather difficult to conceive a more contempt- go,
of Michoacan. He followed his superior to
Teacher’s Workshop,” by L. D. Klcmin, Ph. D„ ible
of business, and no personal or the
piece
German
of
the
held, and after Hidalgo’s execution came
depart- political
formerly Supervisor
enemy of Mr. Blaine possessing the to be generalissimo of the Mexican forces, and
ment, public schools, Cleveland, Principal of a
attributes of decent manhood but must con- later to have the name of his native
city chaugNormal department, Cincinnati, and Superin- demn
any such species of warfare. As Mr. 1 ed from Valladolid to Morelia in his honor,
tendent of public schools, Hamilton, Ohio.
Blaine said to one of his friends, the conscious- and also to have this State named after him.
ness that his every movement and utterance
Without doubt, Morelos had the military
The Art Amateur for November has, for
was liable to be construed ami misrepresented
gift. Horn of humble parentage, he was amspecial features, a verv attractive color study by a malevolent
was
detracting immensely bitious for learning beyond his station, but
pen
of “Grapes” by A. J. 11. Way, a bold and effecfrom the enjoyment which he had anticipated was unable to attain it until late in life. Hardtive figure of a “Sportsman” for tapestry paintwhen starting on his trip.”
a
fine
and
ink
of
ly had he gained his degrees, (from the same
“Nasturtiums,”
ing.
pen
study
college where Hidalgo was educated), when
and a very interesting and profusely illustrated
It
at all readoes
not
believe
Senator
Cullom
—immediately aftc r the latter’s execution—he
article on “Cats,” the first of a scries on animal
sonable to suppose the Government will ever sprang into his dead friend’s place as leader of
and
The
numerous
painters.
painting
designs
If n Gov- the
include two full-page figures—a Breton peasant purchase the Western I'nion system.
revolutionary army. His defence of Cuautsystem be established lie thinks it la is considered one of the most glorious deeds
by Jules Breton, and a Flemish maid after ernment
a new line.
to
build
would
be
of
Mexican
cheaper
for
a
history. It was Matnmoras, the
Toudouzc; china painting decorations
third in the trio of priests, Morelos’ intimate
cream .lug,
panel and plaque (snowberry,
demands
a neutrality
The
Gazette
Moscow
and lieutenant, who broke the siege with a
sweetbrier and begonia;) embroidery designs
fur a cushion and a sermon ease, and a page of agreement touching Gibraltar similar to tin: hundred horse and aided his chief’s retreat. In
Suez Canal agreement. The paper says it be- due course Matamoras was captured and shot,
P.
notable
artiin
The
monograms
practical
cles arc those on fruit painting in oils (with a lieves that If all the Bowers interested should by no other than Iturbide, the future “Liberawould tor,” ns his countrymen now' delight to call
special reference to the grape study,) “wet,” insist on such an arrangement England
yield.
water color, photograph painting, flower painthim, but who was then in the Spanish forces.
bit ot Mexican history: “In the
To quote
-—....
ing on Holland, and tapestry painting. The
“Hints about Art Galleries,” account of “A |
Seven young widows have been arrested in service of Spain Iturbide had signalized himself by his repeated victories over the insurModern Freneli House,” “My Note Book,” and I Pcstb for poisoning their husbands.
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Late one December afternoon in IS15, at San
Crestobal Ecatapcc, Morelos met his fate,
courageous to tlie last, with his bandit landkerchief still wound around his head as when
lighting the Spaniards, this man—then just in
the prime of life, with the career all untried
for which he had so laboriously educated himself, declared he was
CONTENTED

TO

DIE,

since he had founded the beginning of an independent government. Kneeling before his
executioners, he prayed: “Lord, if I have
done well, thou knowest it; if ill, to thy in-

finite mercy I commend my soul.**
It is curious that priests should have taken
such a share in the struggle for independence
for the Liberal party, which came into existence through
their heroic efforts, are the
deadly foes of Catholicism. Their lives of
sacrifice and tragic deaths recall those holy
warrior-ecclesiastics of the Middle Ages, who
wore the secular as often as the spiritual armor.
In an old convent of Cuautla, now adapted to use as a railway station, is a hall hung
with pictures of Mexican heroes. Naturally
the portrait of Padre Morelos is mo>t prominent in the State that is named in his honor.
Ill all his pictures he appears the same, with
the bold air of a bandit chief and a red handkerchief tied around his head. To the disinterested foreigner it looks odd, typical of something curiously illogical in the Mexican mind,
that the noted men of the past, to whatever
party they belonged, are canonized alike.
There Is the first Iturbide. whom they shot as
a traitor; and Gonralez, who certainly ought to
have met the same fate. There is Bravo and
Guerrero who shot Iturbide. and Matamoras
whom Iturbide killed. There is Ledo, whom
Porlirio Diaz banished for the crime of wishing to serve more terms than one in the presidential oliice; and Porfirio himself, who lias
<o manipulated legislation and intimidated legislators that he has succeeded in making a bill
pass both houses of Congress, amending the
constitution so that he may enjoy the presidential loaves and fishes for an indefinite period.
All these Casar’s and Prutuses, with dozens
more, are impartially honored in the picturegalleries and smile upon each other with greatest complacency.
Verily, it seems as if some
high court of inquiry and review ought to he
constituted for apportioning out the merit>
and demerits of these dead worthies!
Iturbide’s private journal is interesting reading,
and in it bis account of the revolutionary leaders whom he was so active in exterminating, is
far from flattering. The Mexican National
Anthem,—a most stirring and martial air—inj vokes, among other things, the sacred memory
If Iturbide, whom they shot as
j aof Iturbide.
traitor, deserved his fate, it seems much as if
l Americans should invoke the sacred name of
UKNEDICT AltNOI.D

in their “Hail ye heroes, heaven-born band*’—
for Arnold also had rendered excellent service
to his country, and there was no better soldier
than he before lie became unduly intimate with
the British.
A good deal of very queer pottery may be
found in Cuautla Amilpas,— most of it made
in Cuernavaca, forty miles away. It is only
common earthernware, but bits'of stone and
shell are somehow impasted into it. giving it
the look of the old Homan mosaics. One may
also tind in the markets occasional pieces of remarkable] iridescent ware, but wh^re it is made
I do not know. The ware is rude, and the articles extremely thin and brittle, but the lustre is the true Saracenic,—the ancient Gubbio
lustre—shifting colors in changing lights,
ruby, green, and blue. It is the genuine iridescence. like the tiles of the Alhambra.
Is it
possible that the long-lost art may have been
preserved in Mexico through all the centuries,
brought here by descendants of the Moors!-

An

Important Religious Conference.

The cal! which has been sent out for a general conference of evangelical Christian* at
Washington, I). C., Dec. 7-0, promises to result
in

important gathering, if we may judge
from the subjects suggested for consideration.
and the character of the signers. The call suggests that tile closing years of this century are
likely to constitute a momentous crisis in tinhistory of the nation, and that the necessity of
planting Christian institutions in the formative
West, and of strengthening them in the older
States, the duty of overtaking the rapid growth
of our cities with adequate church provision,
the importance of closing she widening chasm
between the church and the multitude, and of
bringing the regenerative power of the gospel
to bear upon every character and life, demand
an

Worlds Day of Prayer for the Temper*
Cause, of November 12, and 13,1 S'*7.

Call for

Mystery.

a

ante

Near sixty years ago providence locate.i your
correspondent in that eharmiu g portion of the
town of Lincolnville known as the Fieldi-T

nil-:

j

Woik

a

f

amt faith. The little pra\
l*i.: oil Staton amiCanadahave ap
*i

ing l.'Jiiui.-f iu «■
neighborhood. In childhood's days we thought } poiiin i’i special d
it a lovely spot. About one third of the prime- tins heaven born
|

val forest was then standing.
The farms were
well cultivated, mountain, iiiil, vale and plain,
seamed and divided by bin >ks and streams,
dotted on everv I.and by ponds and lakes, that
glittered beneath the golden sunbeams like
burnished silver. Hut the gem of them all,
“tomy ui.travelled feet" that often turned that
way, was the Fletcher pond teat nestled at the
foot of the “Moody mountain." Your summer
tourist, tired of east wind and fog will be of
tlie same opinion 1 am sure, if lie or site journeys to that favored locality. This neighborhood has ever been a highly respectable one,
peaceable and quiet as any in tin; state.
Some ninet) or a hundred >ear> since the
early settlers of that locality were greatly excited and disturbed over the mysterious and
unaccountable disappearance of one of their
number, a young married lady, on w hose fate
the lapse of near a century ha< shed ho light.
At the time to which we refer, most of the
farms where the soil was good, had been entered
for settlement, clearings had been made more
or le>s extensive, and rude habitations raised
thereon, when a man by the name of Hilton,
with his wife, settled on what was afterwards
known as the Cox farm and still later as the
Whitmore place, about time fourths of a mile
from the Fletcher pond. There were a few
acres of cleared land and a small house on the
place at the time when liilton moved into the
One pleasant day, not
very neighborhood.
long after Hilton's settlement in the place. lbs
wife visited at Mr. Jonathan Fletcher's. Mrs.
Fletcher described her us a well dressed, tin*
appearing woman, with whose appearance she
was much ph ased.
Mrs. II. remained at I>cacon Fletcher's till afu-r tea, but started
>r
home, some three fourths of a mile distant, before sunset, but she never r* a lied her journey's
end. Her husband declared that he had not
seen anything of her, after she left home to
make the call on Mrs. Fletcher. Careful search
revealed no trace of the missing woman. There
was, as is usual in such cases, suspicion of foul
play which was never, however, substantiated
by any e\ idcnce worthy of consideration. The
people were all agog and the search for proofbecame intensely exciting and the field for g•*•>-ip and surmise was a fruitful one.
.Search was from time to tim< renewed with
increased vigilance, as suspicion of crime beI
prevalent in the community, but renewed
|: came
search afforded no light as to w hat hud b.-rome
of the lost woman.
We can have little conception how completely isolated the people of
Maine were, w ho dwelt a few miles inland a
century ago. The telegraph, the railroad and
their offspring, the daily paper, were among
the unknown factors of civilization, and w hat
took place a hundred miles away was less
known than what now takes place on the eastern continent.
Hut if their world was visionbound, everything that transpired w ithin their
limited range was magnitkd ami inteusitird
and the feeling in the community where this
mysterious event occurred, wa* no doubt a- intense as what we have seen take place latch in
the Harrou ease in the town of ! \t. r.
As a last resort to gain light upon the unsolved problem, a self-constituted committc*
went to Castine, then the emporium of ali
“down Fast." to consult < tic liurgoyiic, winhad great fame in the land a> a st r ."r wizard.
The community at that time, like Saul of old,
believed if an act of worldly wisdom, to consult such people when ever there was any
information to be gained, ami a religion* lutv
to bunt or hang them, if their information
proved correct, as that was proof positive that
they were children of \h<- devil. The story
goes that Hurgoync informed the enquirer*
that Mrs. Hilton was murdered, and that the
body was cut and barreled lip, and the barrel
and contents thrown into the Fletcher pond,
and on tin; strength of this story, the pond
was searched with great diligence, but. no intelligence of the missing one was obtained.
Perhaps as a sequel of the sooth-saver* statement, a lad who lived with Hcacoli FleO-hcr at
the tilde, chanced t » pass by the pond one night
and saw, or thought he saw something whit"
rise out of the pond. !l might have been a
loon or something of that kind that lie saw.
but tie fellow was so sure it w is the gie>*t
the murdered woman, that h
would sear«v!\
go to the door after dark, much !»•-« go near
the pond in the night time. Hut what l e \,i :•
of -Mrs. Hilton lias remained an imsolv. d
tit tit;my*t r\, from that hour till th pr
and will no doubt continue the -iiiil* t!ir* ugh
all coming time. [Vamdcii Herald.
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bracing prayer-day, whlo as the <;irc-;;:t of the un.
It will unify the thoughts of the white.ribbon wean
en all arouml tlu* globe; strengthen theii purpose
ami make their i.and-elasp tinner, as t *gether they
bear onward the- white il.air, inscribed “l or (. pd
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Therefore it
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( hri.-tiait Tetnperamv tnion, to
; : part the 1-Mi
v
ami h.th of No\«-mb» r. :*K7. a- 'lay- of prnve»*
the growth ami universal difVu-ion of all '.onus
temperance work, especially those tint have their
origin in the conviction that the tec of. ami ti*:iit«■
in, brain poisons >f ever} kind. must be abolish, d
ly an appeal to the inteih it ;iiroii_it argument.
the heart through sympathy, ami to the eons*•ienee
through the -niiekeiiing j o n er of ( heist's: 1 nighty
go-pel. < •; -unday, tli*■ IMlis. all pastors are re
been
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to take
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Commissioner Atkins in his report opposes ceived. and the committee discharged, with Austin is tin- pnbli-her.
thanks.
the teaching of the Indian language in the In-n
The Maine larnnr-' Aim; aae t--r 1" hadian schools.
a
Democratic organ is rash published and may. m-.w be had of the m ws-lma!Occasionally
Felix Adler thinks the Anarchists are very had
It is tlie best t»u cents worth of useful information
to declare that it* party is not in
men, but lie would rather have them quarantin- enough
we know of. ami isimp! itidispi i.-a'-lo in t'm
ed than hung.
favor of free rum, although the records prove
In rl-- !
Maim lioiistlmld ami l-u.-ine-- pia.es.
Sir William Vernon Hareourt says the Irish to the contrary, and all take a hand in coddling Nash. A
ugtt -ta, is the publish- r.
question cannot be shelved and that coercion is the so-called Prohibitionist-, or third party.
We have revived from the author, blew ell;. n
not a proper remedy.
The Poston Globe has dene a good deal of this
a copy of tin
Deane. lastp. «d' Wa -1; i ugton, I>.
The forest area of the United States is less
sort of work lately, but evidently dornot
I •• a.--.
: 1
Hiograplii; ai sketch of -b-hn
tliau 450,000,000 acres, or about one-lifth of the wish to be ranked
among the Prohibition or- worth, and brief mention of his connection with tl
area of the whole country.
gans. In a recent issue it say s :
Northeastern P.otmdary -d' Maine, copied fr- m tl
It is said that the grave robbers who stole the
We are perfectly frank with our friends, the
Tli
uterc-tii;
Maine stale 11 i-torinl ><»« i-t.
body of Stewart, the New York merchant, re- Prohibitionists. Y\V do not attempt to conceal
ceived $20,000 for restoring it.
biography is m atiy printed ami b-um-l in phamplet
from them, nor do they conceal from themthe Democratic party is not in fav- form for private eiremati-n.
A nugget of gold weighing 51 pounds, and selves, that
We do not deny our motive
believed to he pure metal, was recently found at or of prohibition.
in
welcoming their indirect aid. That motive
Ballarat, Australia. Its value is $13,000.
Newspaper Nates.
is the election of the Democratic ticket, and. if
The potato crop of the United Kingdom is possible, a Democratic Legislature.
in tin- li*>-ton
K. K. Haskell has sold his inter*'
32.200,000 less than last year, ami the crop in
And it further says of the reward the ProhiII*
Herald to hi partners. Fidsifcrami Andrew
Prussia Is 75,000,000 less than last year.
bitionists will receive for aiding the Democratic
ami tra\ci. 11• lift\

the instant attention of the Christian church
and the full exercise of all its workingmen, the
conflict with the saloon, the widespread spirit
of lawlessness, the alienation of the masses
from the churches and increasing immigration
are enumerated as indications of growing complications in the near future, and it i> suggested that the occasion calls for intelligent and
comprehensive co-operation on the part of the
various churches. The questions specially selected for discussion are these:
1. What are the present perils and opportunities of the Christian church and of the coun-
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In the United states at least ten million dol- I party:
lors are invested in soap manufactories, and
We
the Prohibitionists oamlu'lv that
the annual product aggregates $40,000,000.
point and coni*
j when they have carried their
the
party to make a LToliibipelled
Hepuhiiean
of
its
Somerset
A negress,
years old,
county, !I tion
campaign on a Prohibition platform—as
N. J., is a grandmother. She was a mother at
they surely will compel it if they defeat it
Id and her daughter married at the same age.
once or twice—we will do our host to defeat
The new Spanish steamship line to Panama them on that issue. Hut it will be a great
has forced the Pacific Mail Line to make a hori- point gained tor them, and in no other way
zontal reduction of 25 per cent, on freight can they hope to accomplish anything. It is
an honorable co-operation, with a perfect uncharges.
derstanding at what point it must end.
The Western Union Company has decided to
The Boston Journal well says: “An honorreduce telegraph tolls between New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington and able co-operation" between the third party
the West.
chieftains and the Boston rumseilcrs, who rule
A company in Greece has secured

monopoly
in petroleum, matches, salt, cigarette paper,
playing cards and emery by guaranteeing a loan
of $27,500,000.
a

The Mexican bandit Bernal and his gang

are

terrorizing the people of Southern Arizona. In
residents of
dered and robbed.

some cases

large

towns

are mur-

John Bright, the eminent Quaker statesman
of Great Britain, has written a letter to an
English provincial newspaper strongly condemning church fairs.

Manager Tompkins of the Boston Theatre
and E. G. Gilmore, manager of Niblo's Garden, have purchased the New Y ork Academy
of Music for $305,000.
The Candian and Atlantic Steamship Company has been organized at Halifax for the
purpose of establishing; a line of fast steamers
betweeu Halifax and Boston.
The Michigan Salt Association, which controls the market west of Cleveland to the Boeky
Mountains, will stop the manufacture of saft
from December 1 to April 1 to reduce the large
surplus now on the market.
l)r. D. K. Pearsons and wife have presented
$50,000 In real estate to the faculties of the
Congregational and Presbyterian seminaries in
Chicago, the income of which Is to be used in
the support of needy students in the institutions.

the State Democracy, would be a sight for the
gods. Vet the Globe implies that such a cooperation exists, and that it is accompanied by
a

“perfect understanding’’ of the desired

wants Unsure for >tud\
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have been taken

Kastern friend

hearts of the

a recent interview in l*hilailel|iliia Mine.
Jiinnuschek, describing her full down stairs in
u Newport hotel, explained how she escaped
more serious injury by imitating her practice
in stage falls. She said: "It is a ilitlicult undertaking to fall down. As I felt myself going

down I did not resist the misfortune, hut let
myself ho limp and as it were lifeless. When
aii athlete falls from his trapeze, when an actress sinks to the stage, they both subside as I
did down those terrible stairs. Thus 1 saved
iny life. The drunken man so seldom breaks
his hones because he cannot make himself rigid. liut you say that I broke my arm. That
was the consequence of my impatience. I kept
falling so long and so far that I Inst my patieuce. I tried to halt and I extended my arm.
I lose my patience very easily.” Here is a valuable suggestion for every one to remember.
The secret of tile stage fall is betrayed for the
lienctit of people who are quick «f decision. It
requires practice and a strong will to overcome
the impulse of nature to clutch at something or
to throw out the arms at the moment of danger.

to

the

warm-hearted Westerner.-.

The Kennehee dotirnal

rcecnth made

it- ap

pearanre enlarged to a thirty two eohunn pa
per, making an increase in the si/e of the new
sheet over the old of nearly :jn per cent. A nee
dress from the Ho-ton T\ pe Foundry, and full ate:
interesting new s, local and editorial column atte-t
the

enterprise of

Sprague. Ihnhigh A

the firm of

Here's lm k to the K. •!.

Flynt.

re-

Jauauschek Explains the Stage Fall.

the HernM.

Times, received a most cordial weleonie at Unhand- of tin1 hauling eiti/ens of that growing ••it>
A dinner was served, and the -pcceltr- indicate

Klder.

Hinuldo

sult.

In

on

11>.•
smith an*l Mr. Kdward N. I»■!>_;
i\\«*rtii
ami publi-hcr of the ! .'■

Kitialdo Klder, aged 71
In Freedom, Oct.
years, i; months and is days.
How sad that the passage of a soul so grand can
be told in words so few !
Abilities and talents
bestows
and

a

save

character

have held in

were

his, such a- Hod rarely
special -phere-;

to those marked for

grander

reverence

than many that nations
on which pods ha\o

and

language in eulogy.
dead, hut many a life will be better c
In a higher meaning he still
cause lie has lived.
lives, and will live long years to come in the fond
memory of those for w hom hi- blameless life has
been an inspiration and his stern integrity an ideal.
exhausted
He is

••So liis lito has flowed
From Us my-tenons urn a sacred stream,
In whose calm depth the beautiful and pure
Alone are mirror’d ; which, though shapes of ill
May hover round its surface, glides in light,
And takes no shadow from them.”

The goose hone lias been inspected by those
who know the meteorological possibilities of
the goose bone: and they unanimously report
that it portends a warm, wet and unhealthy
winter.
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Blaine and Cleveland.
Then; is less speculation than usimi ns to the
l’residenti::i candidates next year because publi1' sentiment ‘points strongly to two men as the
coin in it standard hearers of the
Republican and

The November Elections.

of Belfast and

News

We give clscwht re the n turns received from
the elections in various States Tuesday. The)
arc necessarily meagre, lull the showing is on

Mr. Staples Is again in charge of the Beach
House, at Llncolnvillc.

Vicinity.

A 11*1 now the honest dealer pucks
llis apnles up for town;
This is the top row of his sacks,
o O Oo oooouooo
And this is lower down,

the whole highly favorable to the Itepubliean
party. The only drawback is in Xew York,
where by illegal registration in New York city,

o o

o

The

and the usual frauds by which voters are manipulated, the local Democratic ticket has prevailed and the State probably been carried. 11
is a victory for the bosses and boodiers, and the
only compensation is that it must h ive a reactionary efleet when the methods by which a

#410.12

of

were

cent term of the S. J.

paid

in lines at the

re-

Court in this city.

Another steam whistle will be heard when the

machinery

running in Dodge’s
factory, near the railway depot.

We had* a call Tuesday from a gentleman who
has been a subscriber to the Journal for twenty-

o o o o o o o o o o

one

The

city schools resumed Monday morning after
week’s vacation, and will continue until the

one

sum

Mr. Harry McFarland received the news of hi9
sister’s death, and left on Monday’s train for his
home in Toronto, Ontario.

in

charge

the collections

soldier’s monument met with excellent

for the

annual report of the Maine General Hospital
shows that there were eighteen patients treated
from Waldo county.
Mrs. Louisa S. Allard, wife of the late Isaac
Allard Senior,
formerly of this city,died in Boston
The

Tuesday, and

success

the

required

amount will

no

doubt be raised.
The steam

heating apparatus in Masonic Temple,

which has licen in

1879, broke down last
week, some underground pipes in the cellar having
rusted out. Repairs have been made.
since

use

majority was obtained
fully ventilated. An recently, aged £1 years.
Augusta despatch says: “Chairman Manley,
Our local market men think Thanksgiving poulof the Republican State Committee, claims that
will not he of such good quality as in the past.
The owners of the Windsor House are expected
1 Mnocratie parties. Cleveland, although nut the result of the elections arc on the whole ! try
Turkeys will range in price from IS to 20 cents per in town to-day, when it is thought that arrangeover popular with hiparty, has no competitor gratifying to the Republicans, proving that 1)01111*1.
ments will be made for the enlargement and imworthy of the liana* bceause it is realized that New York is the battle ground for isss, and
Col. Ellers, who has charge of one of the crews provement of the hotel.
aIn*
d-ethe
Federal
eontrolling
patronage that the returns show that the Republican
The Boston Elysian Colored Troubadours and
laying the water pipes in this city, has lost a time
lie ean force the party to nominate him, and
party has in it power by a thorough organiza- hook. The Under will confer a favor by return- Jubilee Singers will be at the Belfast Opera House
the part he ha- taken iii tin* New York election
tion to carry the country next \ear.”
ing it.
Wednesday evening, Nov. 16th. The press speaks
shows he '.\ >uld not hesitate* to do so. Hut it
of this company, which Is one of the best
THK liKTl'RXS.
Mr. Percy A. Sanborn has just completed a very highly
will hanky Ik* necessary, bceause his rivals will
colored troupes on the road.
Ohio. Coy. Foraker telegraphs to lion. C.
oil painting from a sketch made at the
pleasing
see ihe
of
the
contest.
On
the A. Routclle: Three hundred and
futility
making
sixty pre- upper end of (p.iantebacook pond. It may he seen
Alexander & Burgess, of the City Market, have
Itepubliia*: side Mr. Maine 1 aoms up every- cincts show a net Republican gain of live thou- at his studio.
one of the most Intelligent horses In town.
The
sand
< lecand
which
nr.
indicates
seventy-tw«*.
where a- tin* tirsl elmioe of the Republicans.
A gale of wind prevailed in this vicinity last animal Is stabled at Dunbar’s, and in the morning
tion by more than thirty tin maud plurality,
At every political meeting this fall when bis
is
sent
harnessed
and
alone
to
the
market. The
with a Republican majority in bolh houses of Friday ami Saturday, and Saturday morning there
name ha- been im-nt ioned it lias b ru cheered
the (Jeiieral Asscmhlv.
horse comes up the street and goes directly to the
was r. brief snow squall, which will
pass for the
Xi;\\
at
York.
The
Democrats
headquar:
tree
at
the
the echo. The I» »stoi. Herald notes his incorner of Church and Beaver streets,
lir&t snow fall of the season.
ters claim the State by 20,001). The Republiwhere he is hitched. It is not safe to attempt to
rca.-cd strength in Massachusetts, and from all cans at
>ur attention has been called to the fact that Belheadquarter' claim the State doubtful
him while he is coming up the streets.
parts <>f the eountn comes the same story. but concede the local ticket*in New York city. fast \ cssels are obliged to send to Camden for their stop
If the Democrats have carried the State it is by
A number of dynamite cartridges exploded on
Ih pie-t mati\e Huchanan of New York, when
blocks, sheaves, &c. We have a block shop here
frauds in that city.
Miller street last week, but fortunately no damage
asked a- to whom ill.- Republicans would nomrKN.NSYl.VAMA. Indications point to a Re- but it does little or no work. There Is enough for
was done. They were placed in a kettle over a lire
inal'*, replied: "That is a diilicult (picstion to publican majority in the State of JO.000.
one man to do and it should be done at home.
arc

If you want me to tell you who is
1 b<* mo.-t popular man in the lb-publican party.
1

-Je

ean

ea-ily eneiuh.

The

man

who to-

day stand- e;.-hriu;d in the hearts of the
workingni'-n. .•!' tlie \\ hole ; eop!e. i James (i.
Hlaim
I tirmly 1" !ie\o tliat In i- stronger
t '-lay with the ni;s--es than he was three years
lie but xpre.-Ses the desire fora
/-•^Tcnojninat ion lie will most assuredly get it.
^ >ulia\e no idea ol the bold Hlaim* has on the
it is truly wonderful.
II. is the
p< pic.
brainiest man in the eountry to-day.”
dr. Hlaim* is meanwhile indulging in a reago.

it

e

spit, from political and literary work in Europe.
1 from ail a< "unts enjoying every day of hts
open -e-Tet that he made no
the nomination in 1>V4. an i it
i- \er\ widen: ihat he is not making ami will
1104 .’Lake an\ eilbrt t*> secure the luuniiiation
next year.
Hut on this point let Senator Hale,
who lia- ju>i r 11;i.« .' from Europe and who
-aw M
Hlaim many
w hen abroad, speak.
W 1|< n a-k' d if lie
\p< !'• 1 to Se Mr. Hlaim
1

\\>r.

an

♦•tlort to

secure

..

<

lake another

Hale

r:i-*<

; -r

the I*j-j*-iilt-ii<• v. S. nator

piied:

ia

I deal of T:iik 1):s11 mad: :i• f<
this,
i.:it*5r:i!. It i- «1:1!i«• u 11 to make* people nni'Tsfand aiiil I; \e that a i)i:m w Iim has on c
•in;
11< :ir tin- Presidency knot liIic*< 1 to over
:1«»\vinu with the desire i'«.‘r that great place. li
i ";iv :111\t!i• 11about 1 lii- in connection with
Mr. Pdaiiu it i- h.-t i«-r t-» to!! y«.ti tin* exact truth
in li.-' matt1, r. Mr. 151 ti;:<• doe* not desire
allot In r
non;;; atimi.
lie has had his share
*’i -ideutia! batik- and shrinks from going
1 hrough aij« : her when In- wiU he the candidate.
1 am entirely sun-in.- would much prefer taking pari in the- n«\t campaign in advocacy of
tin- *-i« ejieu of ^onie '»iher leading Republican,
ih does not d< sire
r expert Iris friend:? to
nia’\
another « out*.-t in tin: .-iiliva lit ion
In
li.k I think he k wi-<
It tin: Republican
party and tin* majority of the American people
desire Mr. Rhine for President, it must h<
a-eompii-hrd i«y a spontaneous movement of
tin part'. making hi** s« !< ction one of practical
unanimity, and one whieii would lie ratilied by
• he
people at the polk. I am not In re speaking
l"r Mr. I’daiueor by his direction, hut am
simple
idling you of his feelings. and what 1 have
i': -aid about the action of tinand
the
party
!
u*c i- only the expr* s-i.m
f my own sentiment upon th.- subject.
Whether Mr. Pdaine
d< -u
or l.ot to undertake the burdens of
another canvass for the Residential otiice. the
•I* « P nnderl' ing feeling with the mn-es of the
: arty i- w hat in tin- end will control the matter."
■'ml rom pri-«nt indi* ation.- .Mr. I i!
will
bo the Republican nominee a: d the next Prcsid lit.
A

a-

potato i- the root of tile 1 rish «j lit -lion,
thin!.- tin- poj.uiar Seicn *e N« v
it says that
i! ihe people
wouid (jiiit the cultivation of
tii; potato ami supply its place with cereal
i he

‘■

lain- would

'-rain. !.-

-oim

!■»

come a

happy and

prosperous nation,** and that “an exclusive
die: of potatoes, no matter how largn tinquantity Used. will ou!\ serve to maintain
1" 'd i" m a feeble. 1 jail-starved. ;a \ olutionizing.
•piarreNome condition.** The potato-bug has
a mi-don to pi rfonu
in Ireland.
is not surprising to tind the editor of the
Prog. Age figuring in the Argus eolumns a- an
advocate of that ai« rti\e and pernicious measun th<
Morrison bill, fathen*d by l»;!i Morrim.
That bill, had it heroine a law. would
li:;\<- struck a (badly blow at tin* farming and
lumber interests of Maine, with no
correspondIt

s

ing 1" neiits to any portion <•;' our people. The
plat form of the Prog. Age to date seems to be:
i'ri ;• -hips, free trade, and. free rum.
i.iriit. mm! II* nu*s sloop yaeht (iaiatca. which
died from New York October H, arrived at
*J!Uh and the Scotch vtidit
1 htstie which lelt New York (let. if arrive *1
•;i * T'eeiioek Nov. 1.
The Thistle folks hragg'-d
that although tin < faint* a had
-cod start they
'vould be;it her ov* r. 'out tie \ ;;;•} ear to have
m*t

■•VII

d th-ir boat a second time. The
of the i’histle wits ‘J'k miles and
the worst To mil-.
da\*s

and
towns give A me- a plurality
The
Council stands Republicans 7: Democrats 1.
The Democrats lo.-t -ix Senators in the eastern
part of the State alone. The complete vote of
Roston is as follow-: Ames. Republican. 21.o7<>; Rovering, Democrat. 2o.nsS: Larle. Prohibition. l.lls; Mark-, l.abor. 2s')—Republi-

gain

can

run

A Washington despatch tciN us that the Republican < oiiecn.rs at \ari«>us Maim: ports
have heen succeeded hy Democrats, hut that
•M'iiarles A. Shepperd, the old collector at
( ::>ti:u* -till
linger* at hi* post.’* For Sheppcrd read Spoilord, who “linger.-" because lie
i- a Democrat and was appointed hy the Cleve-

land Admini-t ration to suco« ! a faithful olliiai and sterling Republican. W. 11.
>argent,
■

i:-M.

In

the State papers have published a
to the effect that
< Tucket!
came
to his death t-y eating

one

of

^11'-

apple.- Horn a neighbor's which had heen
sprinkled with paris green, and that Mrs.
rockett is innocent of the crime for which
-iic has heen sentenced to State prison lor life.

<

The Rockland Free Press

ing: “The

new

saves

story i- probably

itself hy saylietion."

a

Tin

President has appointed Secretary Lamar to the supreme bench of the United States
1o succeed Judge Woods, and the Boston Rc■■ord does not state the case too strongly when it
'ays: L. (£. ( Lamar is not a lit man to he on
tiie supreme bench of the United States, and
his selection by the President,is not a credit to

5th.

>

a

Paying-Teller Jackson of the Sub-Treasury,
N. V., who has runaway to Canada with £10.000
stolen money, is a Jacksonian Democrat, and
no doubt a believer in Cleveland's civil service
reform. 'The Democratic press think him a
model of virtue because he might have stolen
million and only took £10,000.

Our attention lias been called by: a gentleman
of this city to an article on Uastinc
recently
published in the Lewiston Journal, and which

is said to contain

as

many lies

as

lines.

name.

Tiie latest discovery out west is u subterrareservoir of oil in which live sardines are
swimming- Further search is expected to rival a lemon mine, a ‘‘pocket” of cayenne, and
a deposit of water crackers.
This is a Croat

nean

country.
c

hope

nter

the Boston Herald does not intend
into competition with the (ilohe in the

field of dime novel repor'.ng. The silly stutl
with which the (ilohe pads its columns is not
news, and is simply mii'scating.
Hath lias organized a Law and Order League
which will I leg in hard work at once, and it is
expected to furnish the Grand Jury in December with material for many liiptor prosecutions.
Four thousand dead men voted for the Democratic ring candidates at the recent city election in Baltimore. Boss Gorman's ballot box
stutl'ers did the business.
As

speech maker Col. Fred Grant is the
son of his father, but the nation did not honor
Gen. Grant for his speeches. Ilis deeds were
louder than words.

highway

<>n

he built

and

Dodge’s factory

Roll of accounts

to

>nui

to

a

Carp are to be placed ill the fountain at the
State House in Augusta, and it is hoped there
will lie no more carping by legislators.
When a three inch despatch has seven inches
of glaring head lines, it conveys an
impression
of sensationalism

run

mad.

publication, and,

ed.

Tm: Law

by Fred

as

it will be in the hands of

competent managers, its success is
It is to be published in New York.

assur-

(.

license.

T.

compliance with Miss Willard’s call for

a

day of prayer for the temperance
cause,” the members of Pellast W. C. T. V. will
meet at their headquarters in the Unitarian church
parlors on Saturday at half past two o’clock i*. m.,
standard, Nov. 12th, and we cordially invite all
who arc interested in the work of reform to join

The
The

Journal

supplement

includes gossippy let-

ters from New York and Washington, a
ter from Florida on yellow fever, an

timely letinteresting

Rhotj# Island correspondent, a
sketch with portrait of Gen. Albert Pike, the oldUnited States, the continuation of
Mary Jane’s travels, Maine news and Generalities.
letter from

our

California Excursion}!.
Recent changes to the advantage of those buying
tickets via The Great Rock Islam* Route. For
circular giving full particulars address E. A. Hotiirook, General Ticket and Passenger Agent,

Chicago.

liquor.

was

w

boat of her inches

as can

out with the others in

ater-, and blow high or blow low, with her
skipper at the helm, she makes her regular

Steamer Notes.

\

<n i»

I>j

i;u.

Mr.

George

W.

trips only three times a week to Rockland
after tiie river closes, and her continuance on the
route through tiie winter probably depends
upon
whether it proves a paying one—The old steamer
Morrison
is
in
the hands of the ship carpenHenry
ters

Hundred and sixteen and In ye Second year
the Ueigu of the Sovereign Lord
George, by

veil

ol

the Grace of God of Great

Oakes’

yard,

Brewer.

She lias been sawed

was

fol-

at

deceased, also

Mr. A. P.

a

Manslield is

1J

he had before.

room

afford

rear

there is

Main street entrance which

a

an

be used

The lower floor is used for a yarn
department, shawls, underwear and hosiery. On

if desired.

second

floor is

department

ladies

a

*old.

adies and infants underwear is

portion
try on an undergarment

partitions

lady

can

department where

of this

a

where

A curtain

if desired.

sickness

a

K. II. Coombs &
have

The

|
j

a

every respect and as
and respected citizen.
the

Son, No. 70 Main St. Belfast,

prices have been
marked down to suit the times. Undertaking a
speciality, cut flowers and floral designs furnished
at short notice.

The

county.

Watch

repairing

Son, Belfast has

a

specialty.

....Mrs. Addie M.

ready to fill
Shaw, Wintcrport,

pieces at the waist and a new piece twenty
long will be put in. A large force of men
kept at work upon her and the operations
hastened as much as possible....The Silver Star is

j
j

j

will be

to take tiie Cimbria’s place on the route between Bangor and Bar Harbor, and the latter

soon

got ready for next season’s work.
When the steamer Mary Morgan was libelled,
October 4th, all the crew except Capt. Wentworth
steamer will be

|

—

were

discharged, and

officers

or crew now

remains at

awaiting

a

he Is the

only

member of the

under pay. The steamer still
in charge of a keeper,

High Head

decision from the court at

Portland....

The steamer Blue Hill is now making good
time,
and recently made the run from lto< kland to N.
W. Harbor in two hours and live minutes. The
Deer Isle Gazette

says:

“The Blue Hill has

a

big

power and when her machinery is in proper order,
she will be the fastest boat of her inches that plies

Bay.
pin here.”
Silver Star has taken tiie place of the

the waters of Penobscot
....The

Electa

.Stick

a

Father John

Papst,

timore last week and

a

was

priest, died at Balon

Frida y. About

the older Catholics.

Father

Papst

was a

of

strong convictions and was compelled to
leave Europe during the revolution of 1848. During the exciting times preceding the rebellion in
this country he made many enemies. While locatman

ed at Ellsworth he

place
not

was

throw

him in.

to

the

The conversion of

a

ed in the

Miss

same

Gray

s-'Nm

ho

in

the entire

itors for each

There

and each

wen-

nine

Wa!-

the Belfast and Castinc route for

a

few

A SorVKNiu.

Mrs. Horace

of Hart-

on

millinery.The

Watts ha- been

sell. Fillmore landed

\i.-iiing her grandparents Mr. and

Mrs. F..J. Watts.J. A. MeKeen of Belfast has
been in town a few days, the gue<t ol F. .J. Watt-.
...

Mrs.

friend

II.

1'. Black entertained

a

company of

fr.an

Mtar-porl Harbor on ’J lutr-day evening and a very enjoyable evening was spent
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Staples have been visiting in

Motive.
Bkooks.

place is

The

now

Monumental association

active!;, engaged

in

ot

this

with which to pay for the soldier- monument
he erected here and dedicated Juh -Ith. Hon. S.
L. Milliken -poke last evening .'Wednesday) in the

interest of that

object and a supper i- to be given
next Tuesday evening for tliesamepurpo.se.
An-el Pettingiii, tin* shoemaker, ha- moved into
the -hop of F. W. Brown, the harness maker, and
tin* I wo will work together during the winter.
Until men are in a business that is a help to the
town., I'm 1 ;h come in handy w hen you want a
little job doi.c
Fit/ H. A. Boody has opened a
livery and -ah* stable here. He ha- mite good
horse- and we hope he can make it pr titalde_
•*

..

Tilton

Flliolt has returned from

Boston and

ex-

pect- to have plenty of Work in his shop ...Mi-.
Miller is in Boston looking alter her lm-ine-s....
M. J. Dow ha- returned from a trip to Knox Conn
ty for the Hood Templar- ...Will White i-having
lot of nice painting to do this autumn-Several
row s recently indicate that firewater is being in:
ported into town, 'i’iie parties who are doing it
had bett*
be careful.... Miss Florence Cilley has
got a position in the Pen-ion oHire at Augusta.
Her many friend- arc glad for her ...The few
persons pre-ent at the reading of Mrs. Alexander
were much pleased with the entertainment winch
she gave.The young people of Brooks are to

compet-

days.

\i1....i.

jiaid to Cmle Sam to the ',u ,e of
$2U(» annually for postage .-tamj»s.
six new lodge-were instituted
.;
and as many more will be organized t!
n.
The last

Cliai Ic.-tom Danb-rh,,

lies were at

Held, Rienmoiid, South lloj.e, l'r.

the order in the wore!. The ehacti
and member- are requested t..

badgi

"eh

Brunette, ( apt. James Waterhouse, was
into while coming out of
Bo-ton, broke main
boom and was otherwise
damaged. >! e put into
Gloucester for repairs.

The

J. A. Mrtioon and

ity

for

auction.

offer the

.Mr. -J.

marks.

and council

oi

from the 1.

s.

with whicit

to

the

since

stable full of

really

he

on

Fine!:, with

Rcrord iin

n

the

i.

I'.,

of

>

ront.in.

1.1

ion

m<-m

puhli-h. d

i.ia

a

V,\.

h:\uiii-

I

Sear-nun.t. installed ii

i;«•

*•

|M

i..

mo-1

i >\aid.

c.

fell

in

n•

«•

i.
:i

..

evening was spent. A bountt!m a|.j.e. it
v ided by members of I nv in o
v a
n
t b. ha
the pleasant lentuif-. suei: nailing- -I. al be
held trcipuntly.
»

With the advent of the Ion-

nii

tia

g-

,iti

Lodge increases. Si \. v. rand
dates were elected fot memher-hip ai d tw initi..t
e<l at the last meeting, M. m•.,.
%. i.. i_.
n
following otlieers for the eiisninu •,t• :trt« w
.n
stalled

<o o. 1.. White. *
T.. V
|...\! •
V.T.. Miss A bee Kick,mil, Sir.; V,.- 1 ,ib ,, |.,
bins K. Se<*.; Mrs. tiro. I lb;,, kill. Tr< a
\\
Man nibi r. Mar.; \\ illiam <
,.
\

condition and

Johnson, Sentinel.
Lodge, K.u-t Thorndike, iamgn -ma I
numbers, is -till holding the fort. The i-dao,
liethe!

Tills is the first time
lias not had mi hand a

trading stock in tin* horse line, and

the otlieers

are

i Roberts,
s»,(b.
:

for the

:

Will ‘sparrow. M.; A. Ii. Snow, B.

..

—

j

—

—

—

...

—

—

i

\.

present ip.ni
Abide Small, \
1 ;
Tib--. Ik nt. Mrs. I;, a Ti,
T

<

s

m

,.,l
lb,

T.

(

looks lonesome.
Transfer*
The

was

I

ry
coln\ille.

Annie

Master William Nichols died Fridas the 4th inst.,
aged S."» years, s months, and 2 lays. Mr. Nichols
was the second son of Samuel Nichols, who mar
vied Mary Cunningham, of Londonderry, N. if.
He married Nancy P. Nichols, wlm died May pith,
I>77, and by her raised a family of eight children,
l'- ur of whom survive—Mrs. !> V Mitchell, with
wlrnm he ii.t' lived on the *1*1 homestead during
his last x ears, Capt. William G. now in Calcutta,
Benjamin C. who resides in Florida, and Capt.
Kdwavd P. in command of ship Frank Pendletoi
Mr. Nichols

was one

Swam ilh

n,

Betsey J. I
Biiikham. -nine
to

a:

I

I
L.

H

the He I

to

T.

Si

'bum

..i.

|;

t...

of

lb

(‘.arli-lWater

a-t

Boot,
Ib-or, lieifast,

A: al.

\

Simeon lb h

Barks

Charles I
Heifa.-t.

r.

t

«,<

,..

a

p.,

and

h-a.en

«

bat k
o

i.

i;g,

Walt

\1 hi,

■

by guardian,

to

Io
I.

bin.

son, Islesboio.

Wa.ttmni
\\

b
lpheu.- >. Hand. Th-.i ni;ke.
N. b. Wiggiu. !'n p;e I.-lc,
lieifast. Holly Woo.i, Hnnnia n,

|•

A

Hn

■

—

kcr,

Ikdmuud

town

Maria lb

bittlelieid,

marsui

Register

to

•ni,

iga
;

\\

We-ton,

M.

same tow

Wm.

<

—.

Heed- Idple-Is pe,
|.
him not p,
ii\■ and ten m in
no use for then..
of

The

I.eighr. of Revere.
Mass., with his wile and daughter, is spending a
few* weeks with Mr- Leighr's parents, Mr and

> II !•

<

a-PUc

last week
know

I wife
at

I:

aisinont, t*> A
James W. Hog, -a

A. vonant, lieifast
Havel
to Fred L. Knowles, tab
M
Winterport. to I. Idle We-?

Fdward

have returned home from the insane asy lum

1.

>«

Isaac

-anie

an

L.

Aide

to

on.pan.,

A. Fanis wort I *,
....
bro-e Bid.brook Jr. biaeolm ilh-, t

lTof. J.

Adam.-...... Nathan Hennctt

Haskell,

<

town.

bor

IVrley'- writing .-cl.ool
in tin- Filos' «li->tri<-t closed last Friday after a \ery
successful term ...Mis. Martha
ook, of Mary
land, is visiting at her sister’s, Mrs. Robert Ilan
son’s.('. F. Higgins has gone to \ ■._u~T.•
complete his course at the Dirigo liusjnc-- (
lege.

t».

Kstatr.

same

W

attended.

Montvii.i.k.

Mott-1

"ear.-mont, to

o.

Nlekerst

pioneer master builders in our ship yards, and
many of the early built vessels here were om
stria ted under his supervision.
The funeral or
curred Tuesday from his late residence, and was

sorni

lieifast

town.

the

Tu<»i;m>!K!..

Ileal

Troy,
field,
Melvinat Lainpher
al. Malden. A!
lb t.rilUn, Sears[n*rt.
MI. Mag
Mary lb Magoon, same town, tha
||.
baity, to William Ii. M.

blown away clear.

the Pacific coast.

In

following are the transfers in n.
county, for the week ending N«
Alden, Camden, to Tllif

M a!do

I.ater advices from
Capt. Waterhouse say he will be obliged to procure
new sail there in order to cmne
home, as every

Mrs. ,J.

I

drew

towed her into Gloucester.

large!}

ia

Hi Hast

a nee at

with schooner Brunette from Boston for

now on

|.i

w
.11

aide

>earsport, Me. with all sails blown away and

thing

!

.i

lie iio.

\\
>1 ii( h d. i». -1 |
nuarter. .j
L. >. Bib hei and l.!i ha Hr.o.i

ith Invirtu- and

w

a

:

..t

»

thi- ejt.

installing nilieei

met

were

hand.

that Mr. G.

war

w

t

<

\\

I,.

the horses he had

of

the

Grinned, who is making preparations
trip to the Pacific Coast, lias disposed of all

a

olliee

tin-eoming
assisted by

.Mr. \\
for

ounn

ic-and the

dc|

Thursday evening,
* >.

to

The lid;

Urn.

The

See

groceries in their
a line opportun

Black, with the aid
Milliken, has procured
i-!'h ( ommis.siuiier, German
carp
stock Kane sand McClure's pond>.
received early tills week in line
placed in tin* ponds.
s.

<

>

ember number of the Maine I
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wife, id Ellsworth, Janie* N.
Fowler, Jr., and his sister, Mrs. Nellie ( lew-land,
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attend the
funeral of Mrs. James Wentworth.
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vi-il her-i-tcr, Mr>. A. A. shute .Miss Annie
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lJeputy

Joseph
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State

weeks, and a number ot l-.-iriet,
and special deputies are doing local work in dill'.
ent parts of the State, all of which make- i.,:
times at Secretary Ilraeketl’- Hi, e when- -n.reof letters are received ami an-wcn-i i.ni
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rendered their
prize
Goodwin,
ford, Conn., has presented Timothy Chase* Lodge j selection with much credit to themselves and their
I
instructors.
The
this
for
was drawn sixteen years before
of Masons, of
excellence in public
prize
have an egg sociable with a live supper next Tuescity, with an emblem or jewel.
George
SlIIITIXU ITEMS. Sell. John C. .Smith was towed
The jewel is that of a Master of a Veil in a Royal declamations was awarded by voteof the audience day evening, No. I.*»lh, U> obtain nioiiev for the
Washington was born.
from this port to Bangor on Thursday last to load
to
Weldon
A.
of
Poland,
Centre
Arch Chapter—a sword suspended on a triangle.
Montvillo, and soldier's monument. The part\ will be held in
for Charleston....Sell. Charley llueki was taken
Tin-: Gamk Bag. Judge Johnson's
trank Banton, of Freedom, received honorable
party of deer
The material is gold colored. The following acItieh's hall a.nd tin* supper will I •* -er\ed in Her
hunters leave Belfast this afternoon for the wilds out on the Merchants Marine railway at tills port
mention.
The
the present—“This jewel was imported
hall. Preparations are being made for
prize for excellence in public read- bel t -Ion
companied
ot Maine.
They go to Bangor in the steamer M. on Thursday last and the old copper sheathing over 50
years ago by the late Major Horace Good- ing or recita: ion was awarded to Theresa M. Clark, j a very nice time ami tie* \oiiug people outside of
off. The vessel is not injured so hadly as
A M., where they will meet Mr.
stripped
of
Monof
Twombly,
Unity, and Annie M. Yose, of Knox, received I tlu* town are cordially in\ited t** attend.
win, of Hartford, Conn., and presented by his
roe, with a four horse team. The route will be was supposed. The main keel Is not broken, hut
widow’, of Boston, Mass., to Timothy Chase Lodge, honorable mention. The benefit concert Wednesthe false keel was broken in several places and
WinTKKPoiiT.
Ai:.«»n.tr tin* pleasantest serial
over the Air Line or Calais road for
seventy-five
Belfast, Me., Sept. .*M), 1S87.” A letter accompan- day evening was not so good as usual but was w ell
events of flu* season were the ohl fashioned husk
miles, when a detour to Hie north will be made and the planks arc somewhat chafed. The vessel ied the
In speaking of her husband Mrs. attended. The baritone solos by Mr. I.. B. Cain,
jewel.
iwn at .Mr. < harle> Lib
?ng parties which wove
camp pitched some where in No. 35, where deer are will lie extra trcenuiled In the bilge, thoroughly Goodwin said: lie lived
during the days of Mor- of Waterville, the solo “Bridal Bells,” by Miss
of White''- Corner, last week, (Juite a larg«-•id to be plentiful-Mr. Charles It. Coombs and repaired, and rccoppcred. Capt. It. \V. Conaiit lias
Preble, tiie preceptress, and the duet,
in the by's,
gan, a time that tried every Masonic soul. He reMr. John Wilson, of this city, left
Saturday morn- been appointed agent for the schooner .Sell. St. tained the Charter which was granted from the Gloaming,” by Miss Preble and Mrs. Luce deserve number from the village attended the first one,
w hieh occurred Wednesday e\ening.
ing for Northeast Harbor, Mt. Desert, and will oc- .Johns Is loading orange box shocks and hay at Grand
'I’hey arrivLodge in Scotland, also the jewel of st. special mention. Bryant Bros, orchestra as usual
ed in time to strip tlieeox ering from a large pile of
cupy the camp, on Hadlock Bond, used for two sea- tills port for Jacksonville. The gliooks came over •John's
Lodge in Hartford in those days. The Anti- rendered some line selections. The graduating exthe golden ears before they were called to sit down
sons past by Belfast parties.
The trip Is made the railroad from llexter. The St. Johns on the
Masons, a mob, attempted to take and destroy ercises of the class of ’ST occurred at the Academy
to the bountiful and elegant supper which was
with a team. Deer are said to be plentiful there.
passage from Uondout to Boston lost her spanker
these jewels, thinking to obliterate Masonry; but on Thursday eve. The weather was warm and deSell. Henry Whitney, Capt.
'-carsmont claims the champion female hunter boom and jihhoom
lightful, in quite noticeable contrast with the dark, j served for them. After supper the evening was
Mr. Goodwin being a linn believer that any instiof the state in the person of Miss
Mary McCorri- Tapley, arrived from New York, Sunday, with a tution founded on the Bible would succeed, took dreary November evenings which greeted the two spent in pleasant social conversation, music, etc.
son, a young lady who is not only very prepossess- cargo of coal for II. C. Ditcher. The captain re
.Mr. I.ibby is one of our best farmers, lie raised
these relics to his private residence and retained preceding classes. Before the 7 o’clock bell rang
ing, but very expert with a shot gun. Last week ports a heavy gale on Friday, in which he lost his
this year Ida bushels of corn in the ear. They have
them unknown to the Anti-Masons, saying he was every seat in the house was taken and chairs were
f'lic* went into the woods and bagged a
partridge, foresail-Capt. Wallace Turner, of this city, has confident that Masonry would revive.” Mrs. brought from the Good Templar's hail and placed a beautiful home and well understand tin* art of
and subsequently allot a fox. We shall claim for lioiight the sloop New Era, and will rig her
in tiie aisles and in the rear of the desks and seats.
entertaining and making their visitors feel at
Goodwin is a sister of Mr. F. W. Berry. The
her tlie championship until the record is broken. Into a schooner and convert her into a coastWhen Hr. Luce, principal of the school, called the home, and when the party broke up at a not very
was
a
friend
of
the
late
Major
particular
Timothy
Several local sportsmen went
partridge hunt- er. Tlic sloop was formerly owned by Capt. Chase, hence the presentation to that lodge.
meeting to order at 7.30 the house was literally early hour the unanimous verdict was that they
ing last week aud founds the birds quite plentiful J. W. White, of Belfast, who sold her to lslesboro
packed, every available place being occupied, and had had a downright good time, one of the best
in this vicinity, but it requires a skilled hunter to parties....The Eastport Sentinel reports that the
While there have l>ccn many many were obliged to stand diiringthe entire evenImprovements.
they ever enjoyed. Friday evening another large
bag them... .Few wild geese have ljcen heard pass- schr. Abby Wild is loading with llsli at that port Improvements in various parts of the city during ing in tiie entry and dressing rooms. In bis open- company assembled there and finished up the
over
this
for
a
Belfast
and oilier places along shore. the pnst eighteen months, the transformation which ing remarks Dr. Luce said he
ing
fall, and their delayed southward
trip to
regretted that better husking, and they also report a splendid time.
.The new barkcutlne Frances is now fully has taken place in the vicinity’ of the
flight indicates mild weather.
railway sta- accommodations could not be provided for the Mr. George Ritchie raised this season nine him
rigged and last week was ballasted with stone. tion, a section once known as “l*uddle Hock,” is large audience, but it was the only suitable place | dred bushels of potatoes from three acres of laud
l’UKSONAi.. Mr. ami Mrs. Arnnlil Harris, of
1
She will sail from this port for Baltimore direct, perhaps the most striking. This was in the olden that could be procured in the
village. It is hoped without, using anv Paris Green or other poison for
this city, have gone to New York.
They will spend and we hoiie to have an opportunity of seeing her time the scene of business
but had sadly
another year the church will be opened for ! potato bugs. If any fanner in town can beat that
that
activity,
the winter in Los Angeles, Cal ...Mr. A..I. Maunderway with nil her canvas spread. She is a fallen from its high estate, when what is known these exercises if not for the prize declamations we would like to hear from him.\ descriptive
son, of this city, left last week for southern Calibeauty and no mistake. Her lower yards are as “the syndicate,” a company’ of Belfast men, be- and readings. The programme was as follows: and historical lecture on the rebellion, illustrated
fornia where he will pass the winter. He
goes for sixty-c>ght feet long and are made in two
pieces, gan operations then*. Old, dilapidated and vacant Music—Overture, Bryant Bros.* Orchestra; .Script- by stcreopticon pictures, was given at IT,inn Hall
his health.I. E. Cierrity & Co., of
Bangor, re- being spliced in the slings. Spar makers say there
buildings were repaired and filled with a good ure Reading, Principal Luce; Prayer, James II. Thursday evening by W. IF. Freeman, L. I.. I).,
cently finished a crayon portrait of Senator Nick- Is not a
spruce tree In Waldo county that will class of tenants, and the Lewis building when
Monday evenAmes, class of ’85; Music, llo, To the Harvest, under the auspicesof the G. A. I*
els, of Searsport ...Mr. A. G. Hunt and wife were make
a whole yard for a vessel the size of the
transferred to Mr. Dodge was greatly’ enlarged Academy Choir. Business Course. 1. Commerce,
ing the follow ing ollieers were installed by George
at the Bangor House, Bangor, last week, and the
Frances—Sailors are very scarce at Bangor and and fitted with
Pratt Lodge, 1. O. G. T.: Rev. \Y Baldwin, C. T.;
Norman Tripp, Albion. *2. Agriculture, Willie P.
power for conducting an extensive
Commercial says they arc going to California to
K. ll.S.; Mrs. .1. Haskell, L. II. S.;
Belfast, and vessels are unable to obtain crews. clothing business. It is now quite probable that Kenney, Knox. 3. Classical Education,
Eugene Mrs. II. (irant,
pass the winter-Mrs. C. I>. Chamberlain, who
Wages arc high—$25 per month_Sch. E. II. Hcr- this section w ill at no distant day regain some of M. Lawrence, Freedom. 4. Business Education, K. M. Littlefield, Y.T.; Anna Scott, see.; C. 1L
has spent the summer here with her mother, Mrs.
rlnian lias chartered to take the voyage abandoned its former
prestige as a business centre. The syn- Anson M. Sliibles, Knox. Music. Solo—Oh, Fair I.ougee, A. >.; Bertha Smith, F. S.; Carrie Crock
<1. W. Btickmore, Northport avenue, left
by Mon- by sell. Charley ltuckl, recently ashore. It Is from dicate are still carrying out improvements and will
Dove, Miss E. II. Preble. Normal Course. f>. Our ett, Treas.; Howard Grant, M.; Mrs. 1). Moody, 1).
day's boat for her home in Elgin, Illinois ...Mrs. Bucksvllle to
Curacoa; lumber at $9, and back continue them through uuothcr year. The Maine Country’s Progress, Lincoln 1*. Hatch, Jackson. M.; C. M. Chase, Chap.; John Row den, li.; Frank
!.. E. McCarthy, formerly of Belfast, now In busifrom Maracaibo to Boston with fustic and cellar, Central has greatly aided in the work of transfor- (5. The Educated and the
Uneducated, Jennie A. Nichols, Sen. At the close of the ceremonies reness in Dexter, is
selling her stock of mllllnery $4.50and $5....Oct. 23d, the schooners Wni. Fred- mation by
rebuilding the station and erecting a Johnson, Freedom. 7. Home Rule, Ralph W. How- freshments were served and a pleasant social time
and fancy goods "regardless of cost.".Mrs.
erick, Welaka and Charley Buckl—the latter for handsome covered platform, equal to any on the ard, Moutville. 8. Coercion, Elmer E. Hall, Hall- enjoyed....Mr. I>. II. Smith is putting up a new
Philo Chase and Aliss Annie L. Wildes have
gone
and The others for Charleston, S. C.— main Hue in appearance and convenience. Oil the
dale. 9. The Aim of Life, Valedictory, Stella A bon, barn....Miss K. ll.Croxfonl is having her buildto Boston for a brief visit.Dr. and Mrs. Georgetown
got underway at this port. The Welaka broke her Avater front much has also been done. The Lewis Knox. Music, Bryant Bros.’Orchestra. Award- ings repainted.Mrs. A. IF. Ilanscoin is visit
Flanders returned home Friday evening from a
windlass and had to remain, the Wni. Frederick, Avharf has been rebuilt and the old warehouses ing Diplomas. Awarding Prizes. Benediction. .Jas. ing friends in Portsmouth, N. II
Miss Lizzie
two weeks’ vacation trip ...11. I*. Hazeltine,
Esq., which hail a few hours’start, got to Rockland, and repaired and painted and supplied with conveni- H. Ames, Ora E. Gowen and Maria T. Mitchell Chase is visiting friends in Newtonville, Mass.
and family leave Belfast tills week for their winthe Charley Buckl went ashore the 24th in a
gale ences for handling goods. On the Haraden wharf acted as judges and the prize was awarded to Mrs. Sarah Hall will occupy the house of Mrs. I.\
ter home in Jacksonville, Florida... .We arc
glad near White Head and Is now on the Belfast marine below Mr. W. C. Marshall has built a line ware- Ralph W. Howard, of Montyille. At the close of man Wiswell
during Mrs. Wiswell's stay in Brunsto learn that Mrs. G. E. Brackett, of this
city, who railway. The Welaka did not sail until Oct. 26th, house for the storage of grain and flour, the best the exercises the class held a reception and supper wick.... Mrs. Ruth 1 >11 la
way is visiting in Boston.
has been in ill health for sometime, is now
Improv- the Frederick leaving Rockland the same day, but building of its kind in this
city. Hall & Cooper’s at Music Hall, the most interesting feature of which ....Mrs. \. M. Clement and family left Monday
ing slowly-Among those who started for Bos- arrived at Charleston Nov.
2d, and the Frederick branch lumber yard, opposite the railway station, was the responses to the toasts by the students and for Augusta where they will spend the winter.
ton on steamer Penobscot
Monday were Mr. and not until the 4th.Schr. Mary Farrow arrived is another addition to the business of this neigh- former graduates. Carter B. Keen, the junior Mrs. Woodward will
occupy Mrs. Clement's house
Mrs. I). P. Palmer, Mrs. A. D. Chase, Messrs. A.
at Kennebnnkport Monday night with a
cargo of borhood, and there will be more to follow... .Work member of the faculty, acted as toast master and during her absence.Mr. and Mrs. 1. J. Dunham
Clements, Frank 11. Gray, Frank A. Foiled, Geo. coal and after
on the post-office building Is
discharging will come to Belfast
being rushed, as the the display of wit and flowery oratory,the sparkling are in town for a few weeks.Mr. and Mrs. R.
W. Burgess and Miss Grace
Burgess. The hitter Capt. John H. Drew, the well known “Kennebeck- time for completion under the contract
expires repartee, jokes and sallies, would have done credit •S. ltmidlctt have returned from their visit to
will probably remain in Boston for a ten week’s
er,” Is now at Ills home In Gardiner. His ship, the Nov. 21st. Sunday a hard w’ood floor was laid lu to a much older alumni body. Prof. Keen’s “sell” Buck
sport.Mrs. T. B. Grant is visiting her
term at the New England
Conservatory of Music. Sea Witch, arrived at Boston Oct. 14th after a re- the room now used for
Mrs. A. B. Merrill
post-office purposes, and on the principal and the doctor’s completion of the mother at North Scarsport
....Dr. Cowles, formerly of Camden, was In Belmarkably quick voyage of ten and a half months the remaining floor is of the same material—birch. “story” brought down the house, and Norman has returned from Hudson.Mr. Ashley Littlefast Monday ami made the Journal ofllcc a
pleasant from New York to three ports in Java, loading at The money order office U to be In the south side of Tripp’s response to the toast, “The Albion Base Held has
exchanged farms with Mr. Edward Westcall....Mr. Charles o. Barney, of .Searsport,maManila. The passage home from Anjler was made the building, the room now’ used for that
purpose Ball Nine,” and Geo. Worth’s illustration of the on, of Cole’s Comer.('apt. Simeon Rich,of the
chinist, Is In town at work for Geo. T. Head.... Mr. In 84
days. Capt. Drew will sail from Philadelphia will be thrown into the vestibule, affording space “Missing Link” were greatly enjoyed by the audi- schooner Lizzie It. Rich had a very hard time in a
Emery Cottrell and Mr. Rufus B. Condon have for Sumatra in about four weeks. HIs letters to for 400 additional
boxes, aud the postmaster will ence. It was in the wee snia’ hours when the audi- squall which overtook him Monday night, Oct. 31.
gone on a vacation to Massachusetts. Mr. Cottrell the Boston Journal and to Kennebec and
Sagada- have a private office lu the rear. There arc ground ence broke up, each one declaring that the com- The vessel’s foremast and topmast were carried
will visit his brother, Mr. Chester W.
Cottrell, of hoc county papers are read with Interest.Sch. glass partitions between the rooms. When com- mencement exercises of the class of ’87 had been
away and other damage done. Capt. Rich has been
the Broadway Hotel In Chelsea, also rektlves In
Carrie May arrived from Seal Harbor last week
pleted Belfast will have a post-office second to tiie most enjoyable of any In the history of the master of a vessel some fifteen years and this is
Boston and Newbury port, and Mr. Condon will with
lime ami laths discharged by sell. Charley none in the State, thanks to
Congressman Milliken, Academy....Dr. Luce goes to Belfast to take n the first accident he has ever met with
Many
visit Bis father on board sell. Benj. Fallens, and Buckl when she was ashore
at that place. The who secured the
appropriation. The exterior of eity physician’s practice for the winter.Miss people are repairing their buildings and fixing up
other relatives in Boston.Mr. Frank F. Strout,
cargo has been stored In the buildings on Lewis' the building has been completed and the brick Preble goes to Florida to teach....Mr. Keen will for winter.The full term of the down-street
formerly of this city, Is In town on n visit.
wharf.
work oiled, greatly Improving Its appearance.
l teach at FanvclPs Corner.
schools closed last Friday.
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Capt. c. L. Stowers, with his
The American K.xpres* Co. sent last Tuesdax
Perkins, left Monday for Boston to live of
charge a box from tin* Cong, soviet*, direct
join tin* brig David Bttgbee.( iiarles Perkins j
to Kev. s. W. Chapin, Holden, Me.
The content'
and wile came this week from .Monchnin, Mass, to
of the box, and eleven dollars cadi were donated
\i'it at his father
I..
s.
Perkins.Mr.
I..
Capt.
by members of the society for the benefit of Mr.
Hall went to Itangor last week t«» visit his soli, !•'.
Chapin’s society in Holden.
1*-- .Hall, woo is express
on
the
train
messenger
I lie Boston Post says Pilot boat llesper No. a,
from Bangor to St. .John, and living in Bangor,
arrived at Boston this morning from a cruise, relie aeeompaiiu; 1 his son to >t. .John one
trip then
miles S. ]•;. from Thatchers Island
ports about
went, to F..rl Fail-Held to visit his brother, Mr.

ard ami

day.

evening.

a ! ear on

last wee!..

Templars.

■

17th.

< Mm

crew,

at West Appleton, No. -jr.-i.
The G. L. organizers and lecture, :.!•■ a! u.-rk.
Grand ( Temjdar Dow has just retun.ed ir>■ iu a
tour in Knox county, ami will take the ih-I l
n
next week to work until the
holiday-, (.rand
Counsellor Hamilton is making a thorough
vas.s of Franklin
county, to nceujiy mo-’ ..f tin

Mrs. Li/./ie C

I*,

baric-

Lodge degree and |m:.
adojitcd by twelve of tlie l*i -li.-i»

Point.

at work

Thicker of Ellsworth to the Catholic religion, with
FitEKDOM. The Academy commencement exci
the Know Nothing excitement of that day, led to
vises occurred as announced last week.
The
the mobbing.
There wore two Belfast men in the I
weather was all that could be desired, tiie beaumob.
Subsequently the people of Bangor and tiful hunter’s moon
making the evenings delight
vicinity presented him with a watch which by fid. The
prize declamations and irritations at the
special permission from Koine the priest was Grange hall
Tuesday evening lie Id the close atallowed to wear. Axel Hay ford of Belfast was
tention of the large and appreeiath e audience durone of the contributors.

ing

Hutch-

H ill— Mrs. I.ois French is visiting friends
Sear-'port Harbor.... Frank H. French of Boston -pent la -L -unday at his father’s,
Capt. II. \V.
Frem-ii.... ('apt. Norman Dunbar was in town
Sunday. Hi wife returned to Searsport with him
and tie
will soon go to New York to join the ship
Win. Medlvery, hound for San Diego, Cal.
Percy -Jordan has cut hi- leg .p.iite badly.Mice
stowers is in Stockton with Miss .Jennie Lambert

occur-

bought the place

Mr.

at

will he

w

by

e.-eape,
had on... A. W.

ami Knox

Clayton, of Bangor, at
(heir regular meeting
Thursday afternoon, Nov.
Robert

of the

men

narrow

31.

steward F. K.

a

Mrs.

Morse*W

at

Hut if you want to see a
his barn, where you will liml one two
<»
years old estimated to weigh
pounds.

breaking any bones. He
We did not learn bis name_

Mrs. Lord.

river, but did

move

lahmatogus
hog go into

his late residence

community

Mr. Fisas. Farnham’s farm

for

into the house vacated
ing-.Liisha I). Hutchings saw

Mrs. Saunders moved from her home to Bangor
Monday where she will li\e with her daughter

tarred and feathered at that

and the mob took him

will

the

w as

Hi.- funeral

brass hand.... Melvin Leach

—

mother eighty-four years old, who has
sympathy of her many friends.... While (apt.
Spring was riding toward the new country the day
of Mr. Swazcy’s funeral he met some sixty of the
prosession A. <>. l\ W. walking in a double
column, which frightened his horse so badly that
lie turned at a right angle and leaped over the sidewalk and ran over some rough ground, shaking up
the Capt. considerably but fortunately doing no
harm. Lewis Taploy and another gentleman
caught the horse and led him back to thcstrei i_

was

by

bered

many years he

new

a

^1,s(h.i. Mr. Leach will go very extensivi
h into brick making next year.Frank M.
Clement is building ;i new barn.one of our
tIran. rs raised twenty-six bushels of turnips on
live rods ot laud.
Norton and <tray have built a
freight house and waiting room on their wharf_
Charles < >. Hutchings moved into his new house
Saturday and Mr. Madison Wardvvcll, of ( astine,

valued

a

doing llie work ...The Head of the B.i>
upwards of sdi'.t) to buy the in-

ha-bought
<fove

the

located at Ellsworth and frequently held
services in Belfast where he is pleasantly remem-

1854 lie

loose

are

have raised

struments for

on Monday last at 2 p. m.
member of the order of A. O. C. W. and
of its strongest and ablest worker.-, and he
buried under the honors of the Order, ilis

leaves

has found

buried

Wood

a

the State and others will follow. Tin- ia-t
reive the work were Waldo at Troy ;a-t

..

hoys

Penobscot.
Pierce, who has lived with her mother on
Franklin street, was taken ill sonu t ime the fu st of
this month and died last Monday, tier kind manners had endeared her to all who knew her.
she

all orders.

Jesuit

For

we

he

had

District

new

has been

-d w eel. tired a gun.
I here i- m.e
Mr>. l-.li/.a T. Weiilworlh, widow of the late
m-:-in the world than before he tired
Mi
Janies \\ entworth, died Monday
>ilvia Wardwell walking in Ihc woml" -uw a fo.\ ;
e\etiing aged To
w-ars.
Mis. Wenfwoilh was an excellent
wili:
t:1111if111 tail. Mis- Wardwell ran one wav
mother,
|
a kind neighbor, and
read} at all times t<- minister
and Mr. LTv u:ird the other.Mrs. Ada A.dovce
t" those in sickness and «listre»
is ha. dig »r house th- : .i;g!;!v rem \at« d and ic
about her.
The assignees of the stocks of J. W. smart and
painted. Messi-'. .lolinson W Bridges ami <.eei-ge

sutler

when under

«|unlity s‘.i.

crow

Miss

stray sheep.

three

was a

town

a

Government.

lives in

a

is

*

ending < Jet.

livery horses, known as l- .mnmost entirely disables him.
l'r> died on the way from Bangor last .Sund.-tv, huv
ri:\<»i?s< <. (. Mr. .lo-opli A.I’erry, a native o| i
ing been sent for ( apt. < A. Whittier, who was
1
IMeo, one *d ! no Western l-daml-, ag-d lif t>
ear’s, i-.lt by the afternoon train in Portland, and eame
w ho I;.,
sash d
\'T all the oeeaiis, for the lirsl
through <>n the night pulimnn.
linn in hi life !.:

sail for that

him

course

.■

pivs-ing-N. V Pierce is suffering this
fall with his old complaint, he uniat i'in, w hieli a)

below the knee but not

parties. Bead their adv....Mrs. A. B. Knight,
Church street, Belfast, has new and handsome

stamping, and

cause

1

lor the h-est is .-spi ami for the second

greatly felt_Mr.
and Mrs. Barber are visiting their daughter in
Bangor.\ young man working for (apt.
Clements in his schooner was caught b\ the leg in
the bight of a warp, taking She Uesh from the cords

all

in

at

lie

loss in the

word to say in
tiie boot and shoe line that will he interesting to

designs

red

was

Waltham patent’dust proof watches are meeting
the popular demand and are receiving liberal
patronage. Mr. II. E. McDonald, of Belfast, is
the agent. He also has jewelry, gold and silver

always on hand.

employ of the

one

See their advertisement.The

....Dinsmore A

nature to

o'.v

doim. the

have the heartfelt sympathy of all their neighbors and friends.
Mr. Swazey's life had been one of the most
upright
and straightforward character. He was honest in

of the best stocks of furniture to be

one

found in Waldo

a

severely nearly all the time except
influence of morphine. The family

wholesale
and jobbing department. The extension adds to
the convenience of the main store. Mr. Mansfield
needed this additional room for his already extensive and growing business.
of the second floor is used for

rear

of

the eontidenee
ditor of tlu Age only

pabi

a load ol potatoes,
intends to market either in Boston or

was

If 11;i

peopl

oi,

it

enjoyed

lie is taking is nut likely to
make him very popular, \e:i among his own subs-u :!»ers.. .Most of the
hay in this seetion has heen
sold to 1‘eter Aver, of Freedom. The price

Bri'KSl’intT. Deluge lOngine Company, No.is
give its annual concert and hall on Thanksgiving night. Bangor musicians will furnish the
music and arrangements are being made for a
grand time....Buckspnrt Lodge, Ancient Order of
l nited W orkmcn, ranks third in size in this state
and is rapidly growing....Mr. Howard
Swazey
passed away Friday evening at s o’clock, liis

light and

can

ki

to

Windows

abundance of

"f ill!

New York.

now

front and

set

i-eiued to have

man, who

the schooner Oasis for

which ho

feet, two floors, which gives him nearly

double the shelf

Souris, P. K. L, has recently

place in

occupying the extension to bis store in Masonic Temple. The addition

by

ouc-tn.u.
Not eontenl with taking sides
j
against the Ikirion fa mi!'.. it is now trying to
j
tftunp up a charge of murder against the dead !
every

...

of the

i
I

by the

saved

They

station.

lodges throughout the Stab- are entering on
the winter quarter in good working condition w it 1
no signs of a diminution of interest,
rej- -rt- t.ram!
See. Itraekett, who is busy receiving ami 1».. king
the reports from the 330 lodges for tb
.artci

George, which was laid off near
j Mosmai.’s ledge for tiie purpose of breaking
; hri up went to pieces in the gale Friday afternoon.
Freeman McGilvcrv Relief Corps, No. s, will p,

of!

youth of the town assein
week, the occasion Ic ing
u reception to Mr. Frank Beverage and his bride,
May Calderwnod, eldest daughter of B. C. Cahlerwood, who were united in marriage recently.
Mr. I’ticl Mills, captain of the seiner Knuna Dyer,

in two

P *i:.*.-m;,n of ibis city, has handed us an old deed !
belonging to his wife’s family. The document is
i.'l years old, and is in a good state of
preserva-j
tior., and the writing perfectly legible. The instr;;mt-i)t comeys a portion of land in Weston,
M;,- -., from Benjamin and Abigail
Harrington to
their son Isaac Harrington. The deed
says the !
property is in the “County of Middlesex, in His
.Majesties Province of Massachusetts Bay In New
England.” The deed is dated “This second Hay of
July In ye year of our Lord God One Thousand
>■

at

feet

|
winter

Frisbee, night

M. is to

and

n
lately—and that, too, by
«d tlie shb.-eribcr- of tlie l’rog. Age -why
dial paper is ulwav
found on the lawless side

-oiue

large concourse of the
hied at l nion Hall last

At the funeral

truck team

a

•tniry made <ji• 111• ofu

The vessel foundered off Cape

crew were

Good

"eh. John &

inspected by

were

The

Capt. I). s. Goodell’s old dog Jack having become deaf ami
rhcuuiaticey was chloroformed last

j
j

Montv ille this winter.I have heard the in-

t;v

a

today returned his vessel to the owners in C:tr\; r's
Harbor.Capt. Lewis McDonald, the captain
whose vessel was seized by tlu* Dominion ohieials

ware

The steamer M. &

make

sparred and rigged by her owner and commander, who also made the sails and the blocks.
He built ti; boat when he retired from the sea
el.w u y< ars ago, intending to use her as a
pleasure
craft, hut got into the packet business and in the

s
on, and, as he expresses it, “spend the
alnng.-idc the stove.”

Dyer’s yard.

placed on

■

a

mariner, looked out of the
carriage window and addressing the bearers, said :
“I say there, stow that cask bung up.”

Hush deck

winter for A. S.

was

in the cask.

man

of this town, has just slaughtered two ii..^r~ four
months old v. hieh weighed just lull a ton. One
'Vti.hed *> 1and the other i>7
K. Sieph
'•looi; has gone to Tennessee l<- spend the winter.
M i.-s Minnie M obb will teaeh scIhm>1 at Cell-

u-ei:

saving

The

Tuesday

iees

serv

will probably not come off this season. <
Sawyer and Kdward Coombs, who were the
arrived home by stinr. Richmond Monday.

nld.

j

The

the clothes they
Gilman, watchmaker, has changed his quarters
from Wallace’s store, to the Gardner store ojqiosite
the post office.Sell. Nile, a kiln wood coaster,
owned by Win. Sawyer, went ashore at Munllcove, Deer Isle, during the last heavy blow, and

Capt. Alanson Ford, who recently left here for
hrancisco, will have command of ship Enter-

|
!

Wednesday.

and lost all but

San

when they are being fed.
farmers have threshed about all their i
Quite an excitement was caused here
as a gmicral rule oats ami wheat have
Leena very light yield, especially the Leigliim oats, 1 inst. by the discovery that Venus was
ble to the naked eye at
which have omit
\t to nothing_iiyrou t ross.
high noon.

correspondence of
Parkman,

cask into the grave, or as a sailor would say, it
was parbuckled down.
At this moment a brother

the

coming

uninjured.

was

Colcord, 1st ofllcer of the ship Sea Witch,
a short visit in town.

making

K\<).\.

■

lowed to the grave by the bearers, mourners find
citizens. At the grave the bearers lowered the

begun some improvements on his fast little
sloop. The cock-pit is to be done away with and

built the

bury the

the cask

The

Rice, Esq., of ltockland....Kimball’s yacht Jennettc has boon stripped and will soon be hauled

Ik* found in

pn-t eleven years the Edith has carried many tons
of freight and numerous passengers between Belfa-t and i-lcj-boro. Capt. Williams will haul ofl'

buried, and
beside the

is 40

which will be

Williams, which
packet between this port and Isleshoro,

The horse

dent to

—

E. F.

of J. C.

life

Opt. T. 1'. Colcord and wife left .Saturday for
they will remain several weeks.

j

on

Saturday.

on

God, and the

ivennebunk where

^rain ami

heautiful steam yacht, the
Faustina, she is of a graceful model, and will he
quite an .attractive addition to the pleasure yachts
of Fox Island Thoroughfare ...The Fher.ie Flash.
( apt. Aaron Smith, \\ ho has heroine disgusted w i i
the mackerel prospect, is about to he changed into
a coaster, her enterprising captain hein-r honm! to
get a living, mackerel or no mackerel .Captain
Hiram Stone and Mr. Howard Deane, owners in
the Pluebe and Lmma Small, have chartered Fred
Brown’s little schooner, and are now breasting the
November seas for codlish on our shore.Unite

He was Stowed Bi no IT*. Frequently seafaring men who die abroad are preserved in
liquor and sent home for burial. Not many years
ago a mariner in a neighboring town died in Cuba.
The body was placed in a cask of West India rum
and sent home. On arriving it was deemed pru-

rifle

put in, to give more cabin room,
which is needed for cruising, and in place or the
present round stern she Is to have one fan shaped.
This will give less deadwood to drag and no
doubt improve the already line sailing qualities of
the Edna. The prospects of a large increase in
the number of our summer visitors next season
indicates that the local yachts will have plenty of
business....Dr. W. 11. Winslow, of Pittsburgh,
l*a., having sold his cutter Pilgrim tiie past season, is expected in these waters next summer
with a larger craft
Mr. Edward Burgess, of
Boston, the designer of the yachts Puritan, Mayflower and Volunteer, has made plans for a
yacht

carriage

Homing, and

..

Supplement.

this week

He

back.

Edna, Cyclone and Webster’s new sloop arc in winter quarters on the
shore in Dyer’s yard.
Before Mr. Webster
launches his yacht in the spring he will camber stern post about two feet farther aft. Mr.
Albert A. Roix, owner and builder of tlac Edna,

a

haih.

|

“World’s

quantity

of

are

a

High

streets struck the

good of

home

as

j

Press: Schooner Willie

.iccently purchased

Cates, which was considerably injured. The horse
then cleared himself from the wagon and ran over
Primrose Hill where he was captured and brought

has

Wednes-

ti'.p-. Kcc-cntly -lie came over from the Island
when the -learner Electa did not cross the
bay or
the M. A M. venture down river. The Edith was

treasurer

V.

a

shot from

his

s*>mo

Hectare taken from the

Portland

in the work »ione dur-

work for the

situation

Valparaiso for New York.
C. W. Young, who
recently bought the James N.
Fowler house, moved his
family in Tuesday.
Capt. Henry Curtis of ship John C. Potter will
remain at home while the ship makes a
voyage.

Eovejoy,

to

L. A.

line

a

..

('apt. Wm. Henry Hanks, has recently been sold t->
Rockland parties to he used as a roaster. The
vessel, which is a good one, was sold at a great
sacrifice....Frank Smith, son of I I!. Smith, inis

damage. The cart

loaded with rags and old newspapers, and
was a large and free circulation of the latter.

Main and

a

Yachts.

The

Benner

as -mart a

veteran

be presented concerning the interests of
city of Belfast.

P.

Benner, ami found

sloop Edith, Capt.

The

shall then

W.

a

n:ijourjird were arrested and gave bail last
week.\bsur G. Gilmore, convicted on two
counts at the recent term of court, left town before
the juries reported and is still absent.

in the Rluvnix I: »w lire, the
placed upon the December roll of ae

The

Li^roit Ski.lkks.

by a

fishing

a

alley Lodge talks of getting up ait en
lertaimnent for ( hristma.-.Mr. Bailey is doing Thursday.
j
quite a business at his mill. Large quantities of :
C. S. Webber, who is
employed as engineer at
have
been
apples
evaporated. Mr. B. turns out a j the Belfast shoe factory, moved his family to that
first !a>.» an;- V
Miss Bertha Lufkin, of Bock
city last Monday.
land, w h" luol been cn.r;'ged to teach the winter
Cai*t. J. c. Gilmore, who sold his vessel the bark
school in <i»**tr:ev No. 4. has asked to be released j (
lb Bryant at San
Francisco,arrived home by
f: 'in hr:' engagement. This is to be regretted as
train Saturday evening.
good teachers aia not always to be had.... Several
I. d
has a line lot of pigs of all
of our y> ung n.< n and women have gone t«> Massagrades
| and it Sargent
is worth a trip to his stable to see them
chuselts to obtain woi k.

a

the

thorough

Monroe... \

interesting facts concern
ing the North Haven mackerel llcot ^ ill Ik- found
in an article on the fourth page of this week’s Journal. The following additional particulars of the

Mr. Ilartson Clark left his team

very

Miss Ella Trunily has secured
organist for a church in Boston.

buried

was

conducted by the Rev. J. F. Locke .Jerry Per
kins, who has been mate of a Ituek.-j-. it vessel,
commanded by Ids brother Lafayette, arrived

iTed to load at

examinations showed that the

west and will continue

Miss Mnhcll Fletcher lias just dovery successful term of school i:> district V
(», making her third term of school in this district.

a

and

Ship Iceberg, Capt. F. W. Treat, has been chart-

School at the Centre closed

thrown from her carriage recently and sustained a slight injury to her ankles_A. 11. Mayo
ija> been making some repairs on his store.... Dr.
Sewall has abandoned the idea of n trip to the

so
many years, although tinunder it. Saturday noon it lnd been
to the rear, and before night was on

\vi:s.

High

was

Jackson.

Noktii 11

Belfast.

Rockland, lias been visit-

Capt. C. F. Carver left last week for New York
to take command of
ship A. J. Fuller.

man

removing j

ed

C A STINK. Mr. Abner Gray, who lias lived fo
many years on the high bluff in Rrooksvillc oj
posite this village, died last week, aged '.mi years,

Richard II. Smart has sold Ids farm In the north
I'art of the town to John Murphy.

teacher has been fully sustained.Mrs. Mossis .still quite sick. Mrs. Frank Batcheldcr

a

The

were

i»

.Ship Louis \\ alsti at New York has secure*!
on oil for Havre.

Is

Mrs. Dunbar is the

on the teacher,
of Castine. This was Mr.
third term in town and his reputation as

E.

Lovcjoy's

the old buildings, four in number,
including the 1
main house, and whirh have been got out of the
way of the workmen so that no dc!a\ ha. been
caused.

Mrs.
of

material for sills and

were

Simeon

i

by Andrew Woodbury, of Morrill, but driven by a mail named Paul, ran away on
High street in thisclty Monday and at the corner of

tear In his eyes turned Maxie over to
the executioner. < Md Maxie lias gone to the horse
heaven, if there is such a place.

had

were appointed to represent the
a meeting
of the Covet nor and Council at Augusta, Nov. 1"»,
in relation to, a hearing to apportion and refund
the railroad excise tax, and such oilier matters as

in

ami with

'urt and absented themselves until after the court

»■

night

Messrs. Raymond *V Whitcomb will send out their
second and third parties of transcontinental
tourists early next month. The dates of departure
are Monday, December a, and Thursda\, December
S. On the lirst named date a party will leave for
Monterey, where the new and magnificent Hotel
del Monte has just been opened; This is one of
the largest and most costly hotels in the country,
and greatly superior to* the old establishment
which won so much praise. The Decembers part v
will go over the Santa Fe route direct to The Raymond, at Mast Pasadena, and to Los Angelo's.
Doth trains will he of the newly devised vestilmled
pattern, and dining cars will be attached throughout the journey. Although the trains go through
to the points named, passengers can join either
party ami reach any part of California desired bv
the useof the so-called “independenttiekets,” w hieii
permit the holders the greatest possible freedom.
At the same time, persons can secure rooms at
either the Hotel del Monte or The Raymond for
two months, selecting the same before leaving
Poston. Many new advantages are offered in connection with these trips this season, and not the
least are the choice of three routes westward and
live routes returning, and the superb accommodations provided in the vestilmled trains and the
dining cars. Full descriptive circulars mav be
obtained of W. Raymond,
Washington street,
opposite School street, Poston.

lie* built

engineer.

killed

hides

place before returning to

Maine.

ing the term and reflected credit

moved well
j
the site assigned to it. It will have new
windows, j
receive a general overhauling and will be ustd a
;
an annex to the hotel ..It
stid here that
may
Mr. John Stewart has done good work in

-A horse owned

prepared for him. The horse was sired hyoid Buchanan and raised by a Capt. Nichols, of
Searsport. Maxie was very fast and has won
many races. Even at the age of thirty he could
strike a gait that would astonish many a younger
animal. Mr. Hunt could not witness the execution

pleaded not guilty but waived
lined $100 and costs, from
which he appealed... Joseph A. <ii!more and Fred
L. Carter, who were* indicted at the last term of

".

ol

Tours.

\ni* thk

examination.

buildings destroyed

California

an

was

there

his

number of other horses

a

was

broke both shafts and did other

days of usefulness. Maxie was
the trotting park where George O., Isaac

was

rollers

Tuesday evening,
street. No. *2 engine

was

lir.NAWAYS.

friend to shoot the faithful animal, which

or

The

The final

scholars

which it had stood for

on

proceeded from Cross

Friday.

laid as soon as the foundation is comarchitect will be here next Monday
with the working plans and specifications, but before the company is ready for
proposal;-' it is expected to have the sills on and Hour laid....Last
Friday noon the Crosby bouse occupied the site on

pleted.

standing unhitched on Swan & Sibley’s wharf last
week, and the horse ran against the coal hopper,

grave

Benner was arrested and taken next day before
I rial -Justice M. C. llill. Mr. Mitchell testified to
finding the liquor and also that Benner held a l'.

ordered to pay the estates of .1. V. MrC’lintock and W. M. Priest $.*•(» and $*2f» respectively for

the

A., and
there

-.

was

city
city at

thport.

as

a

^passed

led out to

Constable Mitchell visited the
,ey evening, Nov.
I'ce. ij
ot House, Brown's Corner,
N'orthport, kept

si,**;'.'.:!! read and

Alderman Carter and the

Xm

got

had

given

was

extinguished with but little damage.
so frightened that the services
physician were needed.

The ani-

city by deputy

same

Alfred,

Moxkok.

these will be

departure.

for her

alarm of lire

Ilaugh

was

in this

j

late Uev. Alfred Dunbar and a sister
Elder.Mr. James Frost and family
moved to Poors Mills, Belfast, last week, into the
Jordan Wentworth house.

Monday.

Tuesday to get

lire

thirty years old and had been with them
so long the family was
greatly attached to him.
Mr. Hunt would not sell him, and on
Wednesday
he

enterprises

and took

Nye

has moved

Mrs. W. A. .Smith, of
ing Mrs. J. XV. Black.

of Mrs.

—

Cross ami Spring streets, occupied by Mr. William
Ilaugh. The family were retiring when Mrs. II.
went down stairs for some water. She placed a
kerosene lamp upon a sewing machine, when it exploded, the burning oil running to the floor igniting
the carpet. Mr. Ilaugh attempted to smother the
llaincs and in so doing was slightly burned. The

Kev. Geo. E. Tufts will preach

horse called Maxie.

and

Mrs. A. A.

"idow of the

>f

tached to Sheriff Wadsworth’s family. Mrs. Crockett’s people had every opportunity to visit her.
Mrs. C. broke down and wept bitterly when the
came

her home in

brick work
on

short visit at the

a

westerly wall on Main street will he all brick.
The weather continues favorable and the work
rushes along....The sills of the new hotel will he
on a line with a point between the eaves and the
top of the roof of Masonic Temple
The young
man now does Ills
swearing at the hotel ami other

went out but its services were not needed. The
fire was in the brick tenement at the corner of

Durham, all residents of Belfast.

a

Friday

to town

came

on

Scarsport Locate.

j
J

! freight

has been

as.

(

went to Bucksport last Friday, to visit old friends !
at the Seminary for a fendays.Mrs. Uinaldo
Elder and Mrs. Eli/.aboth Dunbar came to town
j
last Friday, the former to spend the winter with !
her daughter, Mrs. T). O. Bowen, the latter to make

The

was

lead

number of men,

same

length

same

diminished head under an initial. lie furnishes an
other illustrathlfi of the story of the IIv on the coach
wheel.Mr. J. T. Pottle went to Bangor

which

at

mal

of Mr.

time ami

the

wall laid in the

Crockett to Thomaston, to serve
her life sentence in prison. Mrs. Crockett has been
ten months in the Belfast jail and was much at-

An

bought a farm on Northport
Wight was a quiet, unassuming man

twenty-one years

some

melted

a

the hotel foundation. The
above the foundation wall was begun

Mrs. Nancy Bryant of Union, whose age is 8f»,
lives alone on her farm through the summer season,
and spends the winter with her children, she
keeps a cow, pig and hens ami lakes care of them
herself. The past summer she has woven more
than eighty yards of carpeting and blanketing,
besides a short web of linen, the thread of which
she spun herself on the little old fashioned flax
wheel. This smart old lady is a sister of George
Sibley of Montvillc. [Kockland Courier-Gazette.

then

Mr.

She

good

Mrs. Martha M.

time

nearly completed_

jail.

Chl'kc'U Notes.

row

bridge at Louisville which is said to have the
1-mgest sj an of any bridge in the world and was
president of the Louisville Bridge and Iron Company and several other institutions. His death
'\ as can-cl by overwork.

policemen at
per year, without fee.-, the latter
going to the city, which passed the hoard of Aidermen in August, and was tabled in Lie common
council, came up. The Aldermen insisted on a
committee of conference and appointed Alderman
Brown. The council appointed Cuuncilmen Alexander and L. \V. Brown, and the matter is now

Professor Charles Sargent will lie tile editor
an illustrated
weekly paper devoted to hor-

most

returns t<

distinction

great

$34,4(13.I'd

counts.

a

-<' "’id
year ol the war. He went south with the
com.'Kind of tieii. Tiiomas as an engineer, and had
much practice in bridge building. At the close of
be war I;.- remained in the South where he won

ordered to build the same.
J. C. Cates, collector of taxes, reported that lie
had collected s'db.tMI.hl on the tax of Ds*:. and

to he

at the steamboat wharf last week

He

and Mrs. F. II.

nephew of Capt. If. A. Starred, of this city,
frequently visited Belfast, where he had many
friend.-. Mr. Vaughan was educated by < apt. Start'-'tt and graduated us a civil
engineer during the

petitioned i.-i a sidewesterly sidi of High street from
Lancaster’s stable to the library building. The
petition was granted ami the street commissioner

sums

lire

and had many friends. Since the deatli of his
wife he has lived with his daughter Mrs. Durham.
His children are George E. and Joseph F. Wight,

cl

in mint of II.

on the taxes for lss'7.
The ordinance to li\ tin* salaries of the

Wight.
Avenue.

u.i- a

the

on

Lincoln-

Mr. Frederick XV. Vaughn, a native of Warren,
die! recently at Louis\illc, Ky., aged 43years. He

if in

est Mason in the

ticulture, landscape gardcuing. forestry and related subjects. There is a wide field for such a

saw

ulation

11. -L Locke and others

walk

A

popular resort,” the writer of the Item exhibits s-tupi^ity of the densest kind. The service
i- -imply discontinued when there is no one to
.-orve, and uili be resumed when the summer pop-

title water.

amounting

are:

that

bridge-: recommended tint

Common

on

page

11 s pi rmanent discontinuance will prove a
!!;;!,
'•■•tree of groat inconvenience to the thousands
who spc.d from a lew days to an entire season at

and

i ir.tcrc-t

Warden Bean

Northport next Sunday morning—Mr. Savage
is having a two weeks’ vacation, and there will
accordingly he no services at the Cnitarian church
until the 27th inst.VII Souls
Sunday will he observed at the Vnlversalist church next Sunday.
Morning service at the usual hour. A discourse
ami mahogany gratings and back board. Mr. F. appropriate to the day will he given by Rev. L. M.
M
!’• t ha- bought the boat for the use of the club
Burlington. Subject—“Immortality.” All arc inat Pitcher*.- pond, of which he is a member.
vited.In hearty sympathy with the call for
the World’s W. C. T. V. for Nov. 12, 18,
>ome ol <.;:r exchanges arc
publishing an item prayer by
‘•oin
ruing the discontinuance of the post-ollice at 1887, a union temperance mass meeting will be held
North;-<irt < amp Ground, together with the special at the Methodist etiurch next Sunday evening at 7
service from East N'orthport. This is hardly in the o’clock at which all the local clergymen will speak.
A generous collection is solicited by the local W.
;...5;.!c oi now-, as tin* action noted was taken neart"o montlis ago, and
reported in the Journal at C. T. U. for their charity work in this city.
ihc time.
When it is said of the N'orthport oIlicre
Mr. A. G. Hunt of this city, has, owned for

city.

Com.
<>.

same

the first

by Capt. E. F. Williams, of Isleshoro,
workmanship, model and material, would
!
hard to excel. The boat lias row locks for three
pair.- of oar.-, lias good beam with line ends,and is
\;
> -till' while easy to row. She is painted white
u:ti: narrow red beads, has ash trimmings and ash

.Judge made the following report for
Iiruiikenne.—. .1; intoxicating lioia -, i.
October
Mr. N. Mansiield petit it -ned .he «-itv to remove
the hydrant near liis store near the foot of Main
the

lower Main street is

on

daughter

A

or so

by the

done

mouth, the hot lead nearly burning through her cheek.

which in

The I’oliee

bridges with instruction- to .grant
their judgment it won'.d I t- f.?!-.*

on

boat built

withdraw.

us. On Sunday, the 13th, the pastors of the various churches are requested to preach on the subPlymouth Church having lost its mugwump
ject, and solicit a contribution to our charity depastor by death has engaged an Englishman as
A. A. II., Secretary.
partment.
his successor. This is eminently fitting.

of

Wc

thc-c

highways

got

on

much
time

turned It into her

Mr.

obituary notice of Kinaldo Elder, and on the fourth
page a report "f the North Haven fishing licet.

nun-tin;; of tin- rip. i-oum-il was
Monday evening, Mayor Burge— piv aiding.
1’innis-ion wasghen Stephen Tiiur.-ion p. erect
and maintain a stationary engine.
IVl'cy < l’icice petitioned the mni.icjpa! ..JJi,- s
to grant 1dm a yearly liceiw lor c:.L ri.dnuu-n’s at
tin- Belfast opera II- ;;si*. in-t ad of licensing each
performance separately. II»- .'a given lean- t*>

on

partially deranged.

explosion followed.

house and at the

Mystery; a notice of Mr. E. L. Bean’s new
•"tore in Searsmont; W. T. C. V. call for a day of
prayer for the temperance cause; An Old Map;

i-

The

Lewiston paper seems determined to wrest
from the Portland Argus it* old time nick-

t\

Local matters

Meetisg.

rommittee

the fuse

Suicide.

at

Miss Larrabee had been ill for

Monday sixteen persons had signed to have water
brought into their dwellings and places of business, and pipe is being laid. The County Commissioners have applied for water in the Sheriff’s

vide

The November

to

forgotten,

were

Nichols, of Searsport, administered
patient is doing well with prospects of
complete recovery from the trouble.

Sewel Lana bee, of Jackson, attempted suicide
one day last week by swallowing hot melted lead.

Joseph Wight, of this city, died at the resiInvitations have been received by friends in this
dence of ids daughter, Mrs. F. II. Durham, on
city to the wedding of Mr. Willard II. Burhauk,of
Monday, aged 8»> years. Mr. Wight was a native
Iiostun, formerly of Bangor, to Miss Mary Lizzie of Penobscot and
came to Belfast when a young
Knowles, of Charlestown, Mass., on Friday eve- man and has resided here since. He
conducted the
ning, Nov. 11. Miss Knowles is the daughter of
ship smith business in Carter’s shipyard until
M
Flora 1>. Knowles, formerly of Belfast.
18G0 when lie was succeeded by his son, George E.

l.oi.l

the

work

tin: icy en

ran- as a

lie ferret I

an

the fair earlier next year.

..

street.

cartridges

and

will settle in Portland.

the gore coming in the hallway. The
change
will improve the looks of the building from Main
street ...Mr. Lewis says he never before saw so

The

Ax Attempt

Tiie Water Works. The pipe on North port
will be connected with the dam tills week,
when the crew will come up town....The ledge

County Agricultural Society Uhl not
-ugh at the recent fair in this city
I-* i»ay all the premiums in full. The receipts were
5?r»o le-s than in 1,-nJ, owing to the storm on the
secomi <lay. The trustees have decided to hold

<

(iovcrameiit

The

spring

Dr. I*. P.

ether.

had the fuse attached.

Some of them

warm.

15‘rnl, of Stock to», is to leave that town. He
will spend the winter in New York, and in the

surgical operation upon Henry l'ikc, of
Searsport, aged about 75 years, on Sunday, Nov.

avenue

Tin* Waldo

take

President < «♦ \t■ I:ii;«! Natuiday
f
\cvui*
appointed •! ml#* Nathan ( '!c;t\V'
< n.-tonis at the port of Portland.<
aptain
Samuel S. Wanin', laP-b <oi». t s :* in I. r of tin
revenue cut t» r W»o«l!'Vii >. died at Toledo, (
Novc mber oil. of r<,n-umption.Four inches
of snow is reported in npp* r Penobscot.Six
loaded bombs writ* found in iin* <•.-!! of Auarhis*
Limra. Sunday. F\: mien; ion of the
bombs lead.- to tin
•;11<•!u km that tin
wt-n
intended to l»e n>*.•*I a- the in< ans of cheating
the-allow-, and not for the injur;, of others.
Three of the 'ondemned Ar.:.jvbis*>. >pie<,
Srhwah and FioM.;;, have written to (,nn.rnor
shy tor executive cFim-ia". on the
-•round that they did la-t advocate ‘ww--i\e
force.**.It i- proposed t
rcoiya.u/c the
steamboat iine hetw*-. a Portland and i-.wi,- r
the 1\< nnehec. and to put n a fa-t boat
i:uk
iuir with the Huston and Portland >:■ aimr-.
.John Pyle, known as t!,. father «*f the
American -ilk indus‘ry. at Paterson. X. d.. idead.Fenny I.ind's lum rai occuri-d in Loudon oti Saturday.
Jler body \va imrii I :.t
Mahern... W. K.'Whitman's agricultural works
at Wintln.op, Ale., were completely destroy d
by lire Nov. 2. Lo-s sii.nni): insured for wj.t?i»ii.
I lie nulls ol the \\ iuthrop Woolen <
an.} the
business part of the town were -a\.-d with d.iflieulty. Fiftv luiildin-s w. ivburm I am! u.; uy
families dcpriv< d of employment and tend mil
hoiiiek sv. It is >aid that the fire vei- the work
of an ima ndiary.
It is feared Mr. Whitman
will not re! iii’d.Mr. lira-in.- <'.
an
»!d and Inahly esteemed and universally beloved
eitizeii of Tnimaiishurj:, N.
died on th J_‘ !
ult.. of paralysi*.. Ib wani«»r of the hrm
of <.rei.ra A < ».
liamiev p. <;r< __.
and;
S. C. < 'unde are hi- ; a: Pier-.
lion. Fred Atwood has rep rest
| thi- len.-e in New Fu_rlam! and tin- Pr»\in
for siv.-nteen years.
The death of the -< m. r will not at all atlv : tiebusiness of the hot; ..Tin story and a half
house of Pexter F. i'ii U i-to!* of lio< k!aild. ,1
the < amdeu road, was burned to tie ground
Sunday nLdit. Insuram-. >:d>o on the'hous-.
and slot) on the furniture. The ere is thought
to have been ineendiary.Tin- Satrndakwe
House at Path. run for seven -.vats by dames
M. Taylor, was closed to the peblie Tues lav.
.There ino hope for tile condemned Anarchist- and they will he exeeupd on the dav
appointed. Lewis Fn-ei has attempted suieide
with laudanum.

It

to

Wadsworth went to Bangor on Thursday
la.-t and delivered James Norwood to the jail in
that city. Norwood was fined $100 and cost9 in a
liqimr case ami was committed in default of payment. It was expected he would pay on arrival at
Bangor, hut he did not.

of 2.Sil»».

City

to

Mieriil'

before them.

the country."

a

2<> cities
of 17,.**.">2.

save

'‘lilt'd.

a sewer

'lily story, originating here,

All

skits.

Nkhhaska. .Maxwell. Republican, i< elected Justice of the Supreme ( ourt by from 20,i'i. Republican candi000 to JO.ooo majority,
dates for Regents of ti.e S ate Cniversity an.
also elected b> about the same majority.
Rhoim: Isi.ani*.
The postponed election of
Representative to Congress tor the second district resulted in a sweeping Republican victory. Wurrcr. < *. Arnold. Republican, rcc< ived
a majority of '*42 voles overt harles S. f *i;i«llt*y.
Democrat, and a phiraiiix of s:js. Only a plurality is necessary i«» elect.
Illinois. In. Chicago the Itepubliean ticket
as a whole was successful. No outside returns.
Mfssissi 1*1*1. Democratic as u-ual.
M\kvlani*. Democratic by from lo.ono to
12,000. The Legislature i* largely Democratic
in both branches. The Prohibition vole isinail. '1 he Constitutional conventi«»n i- defeated by le.ooo.
Mi« •! 11«: a N. Dem.»era!s ••airy Detroit,
outside returns.
Olua.on. 'Phe prohibition. aim in Due;,
;earried by 7.ooo to s.ojmi majority,
i’k
other
two amendment-, munch to change the tim
of election and allow the Legislature i> kx the
salaries of State ollieers are supposed '■> be
beaten.
b‘W.\. Vote light and return- me-, ei.
\ in I \ I a
It is estimated that tile Democrat- will have three -piai'-Ts of the Senate
and nearly two-third- of tin- lion- of Delegates. thus iii-nring the election of a D -m -rci
sucres-or to Riddletx rger. f or the In -: time in
12 years Alexandra city elects a Republican to
the legislature. Speaker Stu n t is<!.■:'• ated 1»\
222 vote.-.

Oct.

er-e-tHo;.’.•

•'.

Massaciii

Morrill. Mrs. Mcservy, widow of t!ie late
Charles Mcservy, who is 74 years of age, had her
arm broken last week,
by the kirk of a row while
milking—Mrs. J. It. Mcars and Mrs. Fred Daggett
g«> to Host on and Waltham, Mass., to visit relatives,
the first of the week......Oscar and !>rlla Storer

J)r.

skillful

<

answer.

for another week the

Church street

gentlemen having

The

clothing

new

postpone

the 10th Maine.

Mr. Ch: ties A. Ellis, of this city, Is now in
Persons desiring a nicely furnished parlor on
charge of the Whitmore stable near the Windsor
should apply to J. 0. Cook, Register House. Ilurscs are stood in for 10 cents and
j
peoof Deeds, Court House, Belfast.
ple driving to town can do no better than leave
Pensions have been granted to Frances A. Gil- i their teams with Mr. Ellis. See his advertisement.
breth, Waldo; George Wentworth, Waldo; John !
The tramp nuisance is again making itself maniA. Leighton, Belfast; Labuu A. Fernald.Troy.
fest. There were thirty-one committed to jail in
Repairs are being made on the roof of the Mc- October—one for every day. They were committed
Clintock building on the corner of Main and High for
drunkenness, but were tramps and nothing
streets. Every storm the water runs down into else.
So long as the fee system prevails so long
Odd Fellows hall.
will the tramp nuisance last.
W. D. Lewis, of Boston, Mass., has bought the
Tiie New Hotel. It was touml last week that
Ellis C. Freeman farm in Lincolville, on the shore
road. He had two engineers last week from Bos- as laid out the westerly
wing of the hotel would
ton making surveys of this land, and other land
not conform with Main street and the architect
along the shore, including the Mahoney farm,
uas
sent for, arriving Saturday evening, and made
which he has also purchased. [Camden Herald.
the necessary change in the plan. The now lines
Dr. II. II. Johnson, of this city, assisted by Dr.
make the rear twenty feet longer than the
front,
Geo. Horn, of Searsport, performed a critical and

years, and he said that he felt he “could not

do without It.’*

Christinas holidays.
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gusta ...Herbert l*ea>e lias gone u- Belmont to
work forniis Wellman, coopering ...'I’here was a
Fdwin l’.lake’' 1.«-1 Wednepound party at lb
day evening. It is reported the minister leecheif
a good pounding, hut
we learn the a flair ended
very pleasantly to all present ...Mrs. Maiy Hark
ness, of Roekport, i- \ isiting at herum-le’-. Mr. 'I

..

>.

<

l’Uospia

Apple barrels are -2J cer.ts each an<
it costs something to haul them w here u ante 1, but
the price of apples in p,, >ton gi\es the farmer a
small margin for shipping. We loaded a little
pinky with apples in bulk las! week and she -ailed
away Sunday last for Mt. Desert and the island-.
We wanted the
apt. to take a barrel of new ei a
T.

..

-.

t«» sell for domestic purpose anion# the island-,
but tin- ( apt. said they would not allow him t<»
sell.

What does dome-tie purpo.-e

.-ter

••Anythin# pertainin#
private." The be-t mark-

eider is to send it

hi#h

eider is
own

sell

-cut

i-

for

to

Bo-ton.

!

some

now

for

aim

p<

r

of

inegar. Who is to decide w hen eider
has worked enough to sell for vinegar, the farmers,
or hav e the officials got to test it
stopping the
liquor sales in the cities will bring some of the old
there
will be
drinkers into the country and

\\ a
ioivi i> a
netting near!'

I It
Si«

The

vinegar.

in

Not h ug since there wa- a loud knock at
a stranger wanted to know if the

the door and

writer was a Douglas- Democrat. He wanted a
gallon ol hard eider and did not care how hard it
was.
From experience we know that hard drink
will drink out of the

same

barrel

we

have been

-i—ion
'1
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the
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whim eider has worked enou#h to
It is said the officials not tar

any

first class
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new

from here knocked in Hie heads of two barrels

trouble

News

We!

Probably the same
hack again and sold for the people's
cents
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rongres'tnaii

Milliken's

Home

ir»

Washington.

1

>iagonall\ aem.-s Iroin -enait li d.
.1 <
opposite of II -trert is tin1 ri'side:
Millikeu. It i- a hand-unr tin.
-io(
;
with mansard roof, and he ha- made •!- I,
the
whole
time
lie
habeen
n
a
nt.it
nearly
|.n
hen-, and being located in such a fast tonal h
of Washington only shows the great >t.ii
Maine what cultured ta-to lin
-me.
[ Porrespondenee Ketinehee .lourna!.
man

-.

selling vinegar from for two or three months The
supplement w ith last w eek's Journal fully explain
3HIP NEWS.
Burton and Will (ie«»rge
ed the cider laws. Fd ]
have arrived home from (ireen’s Landing. They
POR 1 < >1* BFLFA ‘-T.
brought T.'» sheep from the islands and will dress
most of them for Boston market. They are two
N**\
sells St .John-. W ;mvii, I.. -1«• i;. !/«
smart young men and had good pay in the quarry
I ilinks Bangor; Helen Mar. Path r-h:tI!.
IIHmes, Ryan. Ro.»ton.
there.... Mr. H. L. t’lifl’ord raised T.r» bushels of
—

...

ears

of

corn

C.\MI»KS.

from half

an acre.

TIu’ line four-masted schooner, the

Pocahontas, in 11. M. Menu's ship yard at t auulen,
is nearing completion and will he launched Tuesday, Nov. lath. She has been constructed of the
very best materials and by skilled workmen. Her
dimensions are: Length of keel, *210 feet; length
over all, 230 feet; depth of hold, 20 feet; breadth of

No\
York
N"\
N..\
Nov

srh> A
Richardson. Paitv l-ha
Ilcnrv Whitne'
»k sell A I. Mi keen. M alien* •. Ran.
7. sail L I. \\ anvil, < •»!«.. n.
r. n_nn
s, sch John ( ‘Ninth. K<

it
.1
\.

—

-«•!» Izetta, 11 ink
N.u Yerk.
sell 11 Hon Mar, Pa lit '■ha 11. Now ark, N .1
>t Johns.
7, soli o>sro,
Nov s, sch Fannie ,Y Kdith, Rydi r. Now ^ ...
N*>\ *.», 't-lis lloi.rv Whitnev.
\
llano.>t
nio 1. Mt Keen. .Mahonov. Now ^ t*rk Julin ( '•m.i
F oss, Charleston.
Nov

a.

Nov
Nov

—

beam, 40 feet, she will have a carrying capacity j
of 2,300 tons. 11. M. Prince, of Camden, is mak
AMllUUVVN 1*0 UTS.
ing a handsome set of boats for her. The sails
Boston, Nov I. ( .‘lea red bark
lara I Mei.ii
tire being made by L. V. Pease, of Providence, and
vorv. (•rillin, Wilmington. N <
ith. arrived In
the brass trimmings by ,1. ti. Torres \ Son, of Harry >tc\vart, P>lako, lComloiit; sohs p« r..
Rockland. The cabin and forecastle will be heated Parlor, Hoboken: otti. arrivotl soli Palatka, < h. |
los, Hoboken ; 7th, arrived
sparkling VV itoi.
by steam. The cabin is commodious and finely Ilicliborn, Au\ Caves, Jiadbrig
-el
heav\ woathot
finished, the joiner work being done b\ II. I
Daylight, Harding, Hallimort : Beni Fabons, < oi
M
Dora
Now
oil
i
doll, do;
French, Fronoh,
Small, of Camden. She will have made >pars.
Now York. Nov J.

Arrivotl -oh D.-ra M In

o1

Capt. J. M. Phillips, of Taunton, Mass., will com- Fronoh, Amboy for Bangor; 4th, cleared **oh> '1 l’>
The owners are Capt. •). M. Phillips, ! Mi Men, Dyer, Kingston, Jamaica. Ridgewood.
Jacksonville ; nth, an ivod brig America'.
Capt. XV. II. Phillips, both of Taunton, and others. Woavor,
Patterson. Ma vague/. ; nth, an ivod seh l.noia PThe four-masted schooner King Phillip built last tor, Crindlc, Moston. 7th,
ship W andering Jew
Nichols, Calcutta; soli W’arrvn Adams, Colcord.
year by II. M. Mean, for Capt. ,J. M. Phillips, had
Da
rion.
a carrying capacity of 1,000 tons.
Capt. Phillips
Bangor, Nov 4. Arrivotl soh Annio II Iawi*.
commanded her for a short time and then resigned Lewis, Klizabethport.
his command to Capt. ,1. M. Coombs, of Islesboro,
Philadelphia, Nov a. ( loarotl soh Herald, Dm
Boston; 7th. oloarotl soli Prosoott lla/.oltino, Knot
who is now in command of her, to have the Poca
land, Boston.
iiontas built for him. Capt. Phillips contemplates
Saco, Nov 7. Arrived brig Katahdin, !I:im
building a live-masted schooner next season, Phila.
Now London, Dot-7. Arrived soh Moyer A: Mid
! which shall have a capacity of 3,000... .The Megonlor, Perkins, Darien.
ticook mystery is still unsolved, last week’s reBaltimore, Nov 2. Cleared sell Nettie Laiigd.
ported discovery having proved a false scent. It Bagiev, .laeksonville; 4th, arrived soils Fdwai'l
Johnson, Warren, Boston, to load for Brazil.
1 is learned of the man who came to Rockland from
Mary L Peters, Williams, Boston; Helen t. Most
Hast Machias that on the 24th of Octolier City Mar
ley, llolt, do.
shal Crockett served a writ for him to quit his
Charleston, Nov *2. Arrived sch Wehtka, ( t
! lodgings, and that he packed up and did so, ids troll, Belfast; 4th, arrived sell Win Frederiok,
| wife accompanying him. As the man on the Burgess, Belfast; 5th, arrived seh Sallle I’On,
West. Rockport.
mountain was round the Kith, an entire week be.laeksonville, Dot 31. Cleared soli Flora Condon.
fore, it will require no explanation to show that
these men could not possibly have been the same.
Fronoh, New York.
Dutch Island Harbor, Oct 30. Sailed soli Sallie
The authorities arc or the opinion that the man
w ho was found had been there about a month, so
i’On, West, Rockport for Charleston.
Arrived ship Nam'
that whoever he was he must have disappeared
Astoria, Oregon, Oct 27.
about the middle of .September ...The Camden
Pendleton, from New York.
Port Fmls, Nov 4. The reported arrival Oct 27
Herald records good luck on the
of some of
part
bark John Watts is an error.
the local sportsmen. It
says that F. M. Young has ofNew
Cleared hark Oeorgr
shot 90 partridge and woodcock during the present
Orleans, Nov 5.
season and 1>. If. His bee shot lob.
Treat, Steele, Almeria.
mand her.

II
j ;i' Mart. \rriwd Nov 1 brig
f ramiou. 1:li;-1 *:n, V v. ^ .-i k.
Lo-ario, Si jii
sailed hark l L Long, Park,
!. 'o .Janeiro.
Liverpool. Nov j. Arrived ship Frederick Bilungs. Sherman, San Frami-eo.
In port hark Adam W Spies,
Melbourne, Nov :
I; -'•ton.
FitiIn;-,
Mali tax, N >, Nov I. Arrived sell N K Symonds,
I’.iii k-pi-r:, Mi*, for < 'harlot;etown, I* K I.
sh.a i,-..rhac, sept -.’l. Sailed ship \V II Conner,
NielioL. 1'or New Yoi k.
\-iclaide, o< t .">. In port ship s F Horsev, lien1,on, j'or Port I larvvin.
!!•
l\«u.g. sept l~. Sailed ship P N lilanehard,
* '.ike-, now
'l '-ik.
\ alparaiso, sept •-!»-. sailed hark Albert Bussell,
l-jiii.pn-: Vi-L arrive-! hark C P Dixon,
ik o l -s. \\ eilir.gt'.n. \
Kin. Nov
s.i:«. |
!i Carrie A Lane, liver,
New V»:k.
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A i n. W. sj-ie.-, Field, was chartered Oet.
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1
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I suffered with catarrh fifteen years. Toole
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and I am not troubled any
with catarrh, and my general health is much
better.” I. W. Lillis, Postal Clerk Chicago
& St. Louis Railroad.

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

Sold by all druppists. $1; six for $5. Mado
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

Doses
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| way
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-11*|,«M
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R. C. Flower Medical
For Sale

Co.,

Boston.

quickly.
They are so sure.
There’s nothing like them.
They never fall.
This is the retard, and these are the endorse,

incuts

so

of thousands who have

su tiered

71 Miiin Stiwt.
Nelfast, Nov. 10, 1887.—2m42

W. T. Colburn.
BOOTS, SHOES,
“RUBBERS.=
trade this Fall has been far head of

Our
were

our ex-

pectations. and in order to meet the increased demand, w e have just put in the

Woodbury's Dyspepsia Killers,

prevent Heartburn, or any disorders of the
Momaeh, and eorree.t all conditions which lead to
Dyspepsia and Indigestion. “Take a D. K. and be
o! K.” has become almost a world-wide maxim.
They eost only r»o cents for a large box (trial box
for 2S rents), and will be sent by mail to any part
of the r. s. on receipt of price, by
Doolittle. & Smith,‘24 and 2b Tremont St., Ilnston.

will

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.
All

Travelling Expenses Included

A WINTER

ever

before offered in
We

Belfast, ami will sell them at

astonishingly low prices.
offer the following bargains :

The second and third Turtle* of the season will
and
have BOSTON MONDAY, DF.CKM It Kit
THURSDAY, DEC KM BK It H, in

('elf Boots.
Men's Thiel• Boots,
Boys' Thiel Boots, sizes 1 to
Youths' Thiel' Boots, sizes It to /.»,
Ladies' hid or drain Button Boots,
Ladies' hront Laee hid Boots, re/v/
..

i.

btolntcly

Parc.

A marvel of purity,
nit iuMore economical
j;Ii .i!i11
-'llnan Kinds, and rumiotIn*sold incoiiu
11n
with tin* multitude "l the low test, short
;ilum or pirn- phnte powders. Sold only in
i:
\i. Hakim; I'owukki.'o., lot; Wall st.,
v

l.

ne\.
w !i •!'

vines.

■

■■ ■ >•
■

lyr.VJ

Belfast

Opera House,

WEDNESDAY, NOT, 16, 1887.
-THE-

BOSTON ELYSiAN COLORED

Thr most

Talrnlrd Inlnred Organization In
America.

-Consisting oi—
Prt f e. P. SKELTON. King
M;

of Uie

Banjo.

A. B. RICHARDSON, the Popular
Guitarist.

THE GLOBE MALE QUARTETTE,
"i'l others, in Solos, Songs, Character Sketches,
‘Quartettes, Jubilee Choruses, and Instrumental Selections.

1‘riceii 2i5 and 3S Cents.
H-.-it-

,.n

sale at CITV DRUG STORE.
open at 7; begin at 7.45.

|

Doors

REMEMBER
"

hen you drive to town you
-In

can
a-

stand your horse

Good Warm Stall in the Whitmore Stable,
ms THE WINDSOR NOISE, EM I Or.
Careful at'ention to teams in charge of Ladlcr.
stable open evenings.
C. A. ELLIS, f roprietor.
1 a ,t, Oct. 2.«, 1887.—lw45*

stock Is crowded with

new

FLANNELS,

Gents'

The train leaving December 5, will go through
without change to the New aad fclegant Hotel del
Moatr, at Monterey, and to Baa Francisco, via
Council Itlufl's, Omaha, Denver, Ogden, Salt Lake
Citv and .Sucrumento.
The train leaving December 8, will go through
without change to The
at KaM Pasadena,
and to Loft Angeles, via Chicago, Kansas City, Las
Vegas llot Springs, Santa Fe, Albuquerque, liarstow, and San Bernardino.
Passengers by either route will l>e entitled to
visit other sections of California, and persons ticsiring to proceed at once to other points than are
named, can go by either train.
Many new features have been Introduced in our
excursions this season.
Vestlbnlcd Trains and
Dining-Car* are raa Across the Continent for the
first time. Special trains with s|»erinl facilities for
sight-seeing. A choice for three routes in the outward journey and live routes returning. Nlaeteen
Retnralag Parties, aad the Tickets also good oa
all Trains ip t# Jmljr I, 1888. Inde|>eiideiit Tickets
covering all expenses both ways, and allowing entire freedom in California, and returning. Hotel
coupons supplied for long or short sojourns at all
the Leadlag Paelflc Coast Resorts, including The
Raymond, Fast Pasadena, The Arlington, at Santa
Barbara, the new Hotel del Monte, and the Palace
Motel, Han Francisco.

Came and

see

what

Raymond,

Dates of Other California
2, 12, 16, and 23; February
and 12.

Excursions.—.January
2, 7 and 20; March 8

Dates of Mexico Excursions.—January 16 and
March 12.
W. RAYMOND.

I. A. WHITCOMB.

descriptive circulars.
W. RAYMOND,

Ad Send for

2S8 Wash Ington St.

2w4.1

1. 7.»
/.1M
1.00
1.00

Black’s Block, PhoBnix Row,
(UP ONE FI.IGHT.)
-Studio Hour*—9 to 11 and to 2 to 4.-

and find out

CANNED CORN!

Temple.

In order to reduce our LARGE STOCK we shall make
mark down in prices for the next 30

W. T.

Having bought
auction

We have just received (he LARGEST and BEST assortment of

Tons

Shorts!

THE BEST IN THE MARKET.

Howes

Co.

tfc

(Ms for Sale.
for sale of the following varieties:
J
LIGHT anil DARK BKAIIMAS, BUFF.
BLACK. WHITE and PARTRIDGE COCHINS.
WVANIK)TTES, 1*. ROCKS. LANSIIANS and
WHITE LEGHORNS. The above are from first
class stock and pure bred. Correspondence promptIf. I>. HARRIMAN.
ly answered.
I*. O. address—liox 4.‘i, Stockton. Me.—4w44

(lOCKERELS

Ever offered in (his city, which we are selling in SUITS
PIECES.

PR.ICES
AX

WAY

ENDLESS

or

ODD

DO WIXT !

VARIETY

OF

just received

I fretline, Ac.
chenille cords,

ANu

at prices that POSITIVELY CANNOT BE BEAT.
Call and see
for yourselves. We have an immense variety in every department.

SUITS, In Pine, Ash, Cherry £ Walnu?.

BEST GOODS A LOWEST PRICES!
NEW FEATURES !
EXCL US I YE S TYL ES !
UNEQ UA L ED IIA RGA INS !
WILL DEMONSTRATE beyond a shadow of doubt that it pays to
trade with

R. H. Coombs A Son.
Floral

Cut Flowers

Designs!

R. H. COOMBS & SON, 70 Main Street.
I Belfast, Nov.

We are really selling out, and are to close up
business hen* as soon as possible. We are
sorry to say this, for during the past nine years
lhat’tlie writer lias managed this business we have
increased it nearly K<K'lt FOLD, and our customers have become our personal friends in nearly
every instance. It will he some time before we get
awav, and we hone to see you all many times before’we leave. W e thank' you for your appreciation of our efforts to deal justly with all. Our reasons for closing up this prosperous business are
many; the principal one being that we can do betour

ter.

Lounges & Easy Clairs. "‘-‘s“K^"‘'Willow Rockers.

10,1887.—4w45

these goods last July from the large New York
we are prepared to sell at a LESS PRICE
than can be obtained elsewhere.

sales,

the immense stock we have on exhibition
2d floor of our store. Prices very low.

see

on the

Oil Cloths, &c.

At no time have Carpets been so
cheap as at present, and tho
stock we show the trade, and prices so
very low,
should prompt the trade to buy lively and liberal.

We shall offer NKW < V S1I IIAKDAINS KVKKY
DAY. We name a few that will be of Interest to

CARPENTERS.
A SH of Blits and yonr rholec of Blit Braces

Mission's Saws

forenibrohlery.

new patterns
Also new ornaments.
silk fringes and a

India silks,
of materials for working ribbons for suspenders and
Felt
school
all
work.
ribbon
stamped. Lustra
hags
paints and flitters in all colors. Having the largest
In
I can suit all
the
think
of
patterns
city
variety
who may give me a call.
MRS. A. B. KNIGHT, Church St.
Belfast, Nov. 10, 1887.—8w45

variety

Parlor to Let.
NICELY FURNISHED PARLOR on the second

floor of the brick house at the corner of Market and Church streets, opposite the Court House.
The room overlooks Church street and Is very
J. G. COOK,
pleasant. Apply to
Register of Deeds, at the Court House.
Nov.
Relfast,
8,1887.-45tf

HORSE NAILS 2c. to 2 l-2c. per lb.
hi.i.ow oi k coMn.i rmus.

J;

-25 lo

50

por

cent.

i

at

1

FARMERS l
See Oar 8500 PLOW, worth 88.00.
others In proportion,
Cultivator very low.
Itake $20, worth £27.
Bush Scythes 40c., worth H5r.
Shovels 2.7c. and 35c., worth otic.
50c., worth 75c.
tales

Royal Horse

Are You Building,

Repairing

10 percent, tie'll Discount

price

PRICES.^

)
Pretty Capo Overcoats in Plaids or Mixture.
S Agos4tol2,
Good Chinchilla Cape Ovorcoats,
S
Fancy Casaimere Capo Overcoats, Astracan Trimrnod,
Serviceable Overcoats in Fancy Plaids or Mixtures, 1.
v Ages 12 to 18_
Chinchilla or Fur Beaver Overcoats,
Fiue and Strictly All Wool Overcoats,
y.
Men's Durablo Overcoats, well lined.:.

Boys’
Boys’
Boys’
Boys’
Boys’
Boys’

WINDOW

Men’s Chinchilla and Fur Beaver Overcoats. 5.00
Men’s Full Indigo Blue Overcoats, fast colors. 7.50
Men’s Heavy Cassimerc, All Wool Overcoats.. 7.75
HAVE THE

WK

BEST El INK

OE

Or

AND

GLASS—Via

to the best

Custom-Made,

to which wo invite

-ALL THE NOVELTIES IN-

MR. PERCIK SLEEPER, a finished workman, lias
charge of the watch work department. Clocks and
Jewelry repaired in the best manner. ^-Prices

Phoenix Row, Belfast.

Wooden Ware!

^CHILDREN’S & BOYS’ SUITS OR OVERCOATS:))
^Every

Article Marked in Plain

Waterman’s One-Price

Figures

at^

Clothing House,

^•Church Street, Belfast, Maine.^

I CAltltY

LOW BY-

equal

GEORGE 0. HORN, M.

1)7,

11

<-Of

1887-8.K-

ire have just relume

1

from Boston with

a

LARGE & VARIED STOCK
-OF-

Choice

that

can

Tli.t
litl

HOWES A CO.

prescrip-

BELFAST.

Stray Sheep

at the
owner

of MRS. ADDIK M. SIIAW.
have them liy proving property

premises
can

BOYS;

IN

SUITS & OVERCOATS

AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

PIKE NIX

ROW,

BELFAST,

9
MAINE.

Spanish,
Germantown,

Call and be convinced that ice can <iirc yuv a
LA RUEIt ASSORTMENT at LESS price
than you can.find elsewhere.

Hats,-

TRIMMED OR INTRINMED, SKLLINU (HEAP.

Mrs. B. F. Wells.

naying charges.
Winterport, Nov. 7,J.<87.—Hv45

Flowers! Flowers!!
AT.

r.

save

PEOPLE’S DRUG STORE.

are

LATEST NOVELTIES

Knitting Yarn

Millinery!

Belfast, Oct. 13,1887.—tf41

8, 1887.—tf

you
money by having your
tions lilted at the

3

&

Bearer,

special attention.

Scotch,

MAINE.

Ofllc Main Street, formcrlyHoccupled by Dr
and 7 to 0 P. M.,
Stcpcnson. Office hours, 2 to 4not
otherwise proand other hours in the day when
C. HORN.
GEO.
fessionally engaged.
10

A.

THE BEST LINE OF

to the bent custom made, to which I invite
ALE THE

MILLINERY

•■Sailor

-HOWES & CO.-

A.

Overcoats,

Fine Overcoats in OinicMlla and Kersey's

Saxony,
Andalusia,

Brooms, Clothes Fins and Churns,

Remember

and up.

$0.00, $0.30, $7.00 and- uj>.

that lie intend to sell VERY ('llEAI'.

Stone Ware!

Sears port, March

OVERCOATS,

$3.00, $3.30

LOW.-

SEAB8POBT,

special attention.-

at

All TfiTool

Differ-

GENTS’

Physician and Surgeon,

Chinohiliaui,

•:-Men’s

£) CHILDREHS

CLOCKS,

-SELLING

FINE OVERCOATS IN KERSEYS, BEAVERS.

lined,

M elt made and

erent Sizes.

OTHER GOODS.

-VERT

3.50
2.75
4.IK) always reasonable.
5.75 C. HERVEY,
3.50

DURABLE

MEN’S

prices of

$2.00 Pearl,Shell & Ivory Handle Pocket Knives
3.00

12 to IS Yearn, $2.30, $2.73, $3.00, $3.30 and $4.00.

Prices

Store

Superior Razors,Scissors it Shears
LADIES

$3.30.

EXAMINE——

WATCHES,
AND ALL

COATS,

Hoys’ Serviceable Overcoats in Fancy Cassimeres,

We shall continue to give 10 per cent, discount for CASH. Dealers
should see us before making their fall purchases, as ire hare many
I
4w42
goods we will sell below mannfuctui •ers prices.

ful reduction in

well-made, perfect fitting

$2.no, $3.00

amt

re-

on

constantly being received, and note t he wonder-

Gar-

4 to 12 Yearn.

BOYS’ GOOD CHINCHILLA

Heady Mijre<( faints—S.OOO
e/nls, sold by us this sen son.

Horse Shoes and Norway Iron l-2c.perlb.

-AND

ft 1.7lit $2.00 anil $2.HO,

or

IT AII l> HI It V .'

Finest line in this section of the State.
nearly 25 per cent, below any one.

^Prices 2

Boys’ Neat Patterns Cape Overcoats,
at

Another lot

Painting ?
/»“ VIL DKRS'

X»owest

Atlas

BLACKSMITHS!
duces

BURKETT,

>

i

CA I NTS, It. It. Colors, (Sc, per lb.

takers !

W.

NSW GOODS ! LATEST STYLES !

Discount.-

lioston Cure Lead. price reduced.
Hubs, Spokes, Kims, Shafts, Car-i
VV\SI:t:D oil lower than erer
riage Trimmings, <£•<•.
-ALL KEDliCED TO COST.before.
j

our

CALL.-

Bills in FI OierClitli!

Bolt.-*, UlvetN, Nuts, Washers. Flips, Borax, Vires,
I
Axles, Malicables, Ar.

dealer.

FILES, liny a handle mid we will glie yon a File,
or nearly so.
ttb F.VEBVTU1XG IN THE TOOL LINE AT COST.-OTr

Itemcinber that

-A.

81 & 83 Main Street, Belfast.

i

10 per eenl. less than any other

Carrige

US

RETAILERS OF-

Fop.$2.00

A SCI of Pairing Chisels.$‘2.75, worth $1.00
0.00
A Set of Framing Chisel*. 4.00,
•20 in. Band Saw lor 00c. I Boiler one for ...llflr.

Hervey’s Jewelry

Where you get

-G-IVE

CEO.

OUT !

-Call At-

-Equal
have

-JOBBERS

WlBi W3 ProposeOoing sod Why!

tPARLORT^iTTiNGlROOMlFURNITURET]

^rnents at the LOWEST

Belfast, Nov. 3, 1887.-4im43

Louis

Cali anti

W. K. Morison & Co., Coliseum, 47 Main St.,

wear.

McClintock9s Block, High St.

St.

grand

National Bank.

FINE GOODS & LOW PRICES DO THE WORK! Hardware, Cutlery, Iron, Steel, Paints, &c.

the

COLBURN,

SO

STARRETT,

SELLING

Buyers Delighted!

SPECIALTY.

A

A..

FT.

NEW STYLES of JEWELRY

heavy soles, just

a

days.

Carpetings,

Visitors Surprised!

$2 a* *2.00 /t/a Hut. Hurts.

whle anil easy with
thing for Fall

Goods !

SPECIAL BARGAIN.

Opposite

$2.50 «f .*.'*.00 C«*/ S/iors,

LADIES’ HAND SEWED KID BUTTON

A

a

are

prices.

our

PoIh'p

Quality

JUST RECEIVED BY

doing

.00

Belfast. Nov. 8,1B4 —tf«4

100 Dczsn Best

we are

l.oO

(opp. School St.),Boston,Maks

Sanborn’s Studio,

These

FANCY ft OUTLINE GOADS!

-LOOK AT OUR-

they are

Belfast.-

in

Ifi SHORT EVERYTHING.

SATIN RHAPAMES FROM 75C. TO $2 PER YO.

city.

-ANI)-

Lotties

Bargain

Dress

COMFORTABLES,

goods.

EX TRA BA RdA INS IN

New ill MicilfltfRl Trains or Vrstlbnlrd
PiIImi PalireOin, with PiIIhid Palace
ldnlUK-tar.s Attached.

...

LADIES’ VESTS 50 CENTS.
-Best

Best quality and at
of every description procured on short notice.
Men's (’<r/t\ Seamless (Jon(tress Hoots,
prices LOW Ell than they can he bought elsewhere. We are agents for
all solid leather. at the /'trier usually
•I. NE WMAN A SONS, one of the largest and most popular Florists in
paid for Bnff Shoes,. $2.00
the city of Boston. All Undertaking Work a Specialty.
Men's ii'ttod
1.90

stylish,.

CALIFORNIA.

department.

PRICE.

or

h fact all our
We hava SPECIAL BARGAINS In these goods,
the
and
at
of
BEST
the
LOWEST
PRICES.
QUALITY
goods are

-II :o:||-

Chilli's drain But. Boots, it to IO

;

our

“aS, of

CHAMBER

--AND-

from the

variety of Momaeh Troubles eaused by
DYSPEPSIA AND INDIGESTION,
and have gained no relief until they used
D. K. S
when they received immediate benefit, and
permanently ruved. An oeeasional use of

Dr. MarkE.

Son,

by all Druggists.

THEY ARE SO CONVENIENT !
They art

B. 0. Oinsmore &

dis-

only by

Manufactured

-.

\ :ifii F.

ci ira
.ardiner,

come

Ur) When you need anything in the Noot and
Shoe line and would SAN K a penny, call on

—

years

I'o.-hv, aged 2s

■1

v\

Dr. It. C.
Important Note.
Flower’s
Liver
and
Stomach
Sanative is one of the greatest scieutifle triumphs of this age. It not only

4

<iioi-e |:. I higyett, aged <ih
"t it- and 7 da; s.
‘< a pt. t diver
sleeper, for•i. 1 « '•
I 71
ears. I! months and
i,

surely

HAPPY!!

to be obtained In this

magnificent

Nothing gets the
hard knoeks and depletes the purse like Children's wear, and the* above will stand the test
If you huy one pair you will
every time.

wife of Harry
and 21 da;
S
wileot the
d. Senior, former!; of Belfast, aged

11-

B

A.

II: )llt 11-.
c. «t.-i
:iu. Mary s.,
ears, 2 months
igi d <d
<*el. 2 ■ Mr-. Loiii.-a

\

'•

ji! 1 Wight, aged

Vr-ta

S.

aged

of

The best assortment in the

just the thing for winter.

of the finest System Tonies ever
covered. X’rice, SI.00 per bottle.

I'-l lor. B:ii ton,

!';

Trimmings,

Boys’ Hiit Cnt Button and Lace,

radically cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
and a Torpid Liver, but is positively one

b. U

are very neat and attractive.
GALL AND SEE THEM.

Special Bargains

the NEST and NEATEST Iloots for the
money in the State. And our

-AND-

n.

.a1. .1. BoBertson and
I,' a-kiand.
ITt
and Nel
I- !;,nd.
oi |;
ai’li
M. Brooks and
>•:
-a ii .,i MU-worth.
1
«'* 1
! I. at the Hiureli of
mi Wnlger;
Thomas, dr.,
M11 -It
*s\v(*den and Norway,
iB- ih. la ay liter d Mi v nar Tornei.oBiema: meniBer o| the Upper
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found af

and DINSMOKK will sell you a pair that will
suit you, and give good service, for 1,KSS
money than any shoe dealer you overtraded
with. No shoddy goods whatever.
All are
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Show Goods to Suit all Circumstances.
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which completely exclude dust and
moisture from the movement.
They are far superior to
al! others claiming
equal

only

I awes & Missesfall

->*

OK

A NEW & ELEGANT UNE IN LARGE VARIETY.

^ WF0R"LADiES7MISSES~&^HiLD REE

in actual use.
The Waltham were the
first Patent Dust Proof
C ases manufactured, and are

Cl

e
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Lumbermen, FarMechanics, Engineers,

Travelers and others whose
occupation requires a watch
which is proof against dust
and moisture.
Over 150,000 Waltham
Patent Dust Proof Cases

the

receiving from New York

STOCK

Please call and examine for Yourselves.

are now
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■
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whose service parrequired an abso-
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| ticularly
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originally made for rail-
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SURE CURE!
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Watches
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Dust Proof

I

I suffered with catarrh C or 8 years; tried
many wonderful cures, inhalers, etc., spending nearly one hundred dollars without benefit.
X tried Hood's Sarsaparilla, and was greatly
Improved.” M. A. Abiiev, Worcester, lias.-..
Hood's Sarsaparilla Is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st, the combination of
remedial agents; fid, the proportion; fid, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla tones up inv system,
purifies my blood, sharpens mv appetite, and
seems to make me over.”
.1.1‘. Thompson,
Register of Deeds, Lowell, Mass.
need's Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
Is worth its weight in gold.” I. IIakuington,
lfio Hank Street, New York City.

Geo. W. Burkett

PATENT

Ms

1

Waltham

Dress

New Y •'k, are loading the ship Win.
witi:
nera! nu -liandise for San Die<
iu Sort nin-ls’ Line.
»
S'i
<
I.ovve, at Boston, from Winof jil.hoom and headgear
i•11 tin 1
!"
Min: tin- g;i in
-I tin* lsi.
"■'
i
i id. <1 IPu-kland, recently wreck
P*
a., has been -old for £*JOO.
She
••
where she lies, and all that Is
her
aging. iron, sails., etc... will lie
<

A

;•

'■

Catarrh Cured
Catarrh Is a very prevalent disease, with
distressing and offensive symptoms. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla gives ready relief and speedy
cure, from the fact it acts through the blood,
and thus reaches every part of the system.

WOODCOCK <e
BELFAST, MAINE,
AGENTS

Fred'k

H.

iVehuythe BEST quality that

Please remember that it is poor
economy and a waste of time in

knittiny

a

cheap

yarn.

BUCK.8PORT, MAINE.
Every style of Floral Decoration supplied at short
as low prices as the quality of the work
We solicit your orders.

Improved methods of growing roses, etc., and
large additions to the growing stock enable Mr.

Moses to offer a greater variety and better flowers
than ever before.
The reputation for artistic
Is well
established, ami every effort will Ijc made to sustain It.
ffe'Ploral emblems of Societies and Orders a
iin40
pccial feature.

composition

VERY

*

LOWEST * PRICES
-AT-

THAYER ft

l'ours Respectfully,

FOR

Motes, Decorative Florist,

or >11 kills are Mlllag at tke

can

he found in the market, anil do not
intend to keep any other kind.

sox,

notice, at

will allow.

and Ball Yarn.

^JEWELERS,*HIGH STREET,

Itclfast, Aug. 18, 1887.—:B
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Storage at Coliseum. 5050
/1AKUIAOKS, lTItMTCKK, &r.,
\J

a ire

Apply

taken for stor-

to
W. K. MORI SON,
Coliseum, 47 Main Street.

at owner’s risk.

Belfast, Nov. 3,15*5^7.—4w44
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BELFAST.

23,1387.—lyrists

Dozen Brown's Sarsaparilla,
“
"

Hood’s

Ayer’s

AT WHOLESALE PRICES BY

Howes

cto CO.

SKIN SCALP
BLOOD.

The North Haven Mackerel Fleet.

j

Tiio Drummer's Best Girl.

Anal Season of Low Fares

The Portland Pros has Interviewed one of |
lie hurried up to the office as soon as he enthe erew of sell. Sea Foam, of North Haven: j tered the hotel, and, without waiting to regisON THE STEAMERS OF THE
Having been a sufferer for tyro years am! a half ! **1 sailed from North Haven on the Sea ter,
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t'fom a disease caused by a bruise on the leg, and
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Any letter for mer
when all other method'- and remedies tailed, 1 deem ;
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her house and lot in lielfast, situ- ened during the strange disturbance and con- do no permanent good. The common-sense method farm; large and llrst class pastures, living water
FOR riSH. FOWL.
L
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MEAT, SOUPS
in
fesses
an uncomfortable
to
each; good neighborhood; near schools and
of treatment is to purify the blood, and for this
ated on Upper High street leading
feeling himself.
fai
the same time and place 2
f AIDS DIGESTION AND IMPROUES THE APPETITE
jIA
Piano.ec
to the Upper bridge. The lot conpurpose there is no preparation superior to Hood's churches. Also at
| CALL FOR SAMPLE BOTTLE
/
tains one-fourth of an acre, good
Sarsaparilla. That this peculiar medicine does horses; 1 colt, 4 years old; three cows; 1 calf; 10
,AS M W.
AITJA TO
house, ell an«l stable. Well and pleasantly situatThe gold mines of Australia continue to be cure catarrh is shown by the many testimonials sheep; 1 shout; 1 ox wagon; 1 jigger, single or
1
1
1
and
double;
riding
wagon;
sleigh;
pong
ed, good condition, and is an excellent neighbor- very productive. Some of them are more than from people who have found relief upon using it
C. L. STOWERS,
1 sled, double harness, 2 single, ditto;
sleds;
hood. Apply to
when
all
others
failed.
A
book
MKS. it. CAKI).
stateOct.
lss7.—.'»w4‘l*
containing
‘20,
Sandy l’oint,
2,000 feet ill depth aud many will be sunk even ment of cures sent on
machine, horse rake, and other
Belfast, Oct. 18, 1887.-42tf
receipt of two-ccnt stamp, plows, mowing
lower than that in the near future. This is con- bv
farming utensils; also hay in Imrns, straw and lot
<J. 1. IK>OL> & (JO., Izowcll, Mass.
of pine lumber. Furniture in the house, and other
trary to the predictions of old mining experts,
G. P.
FOB SALK IN BELFAST BY
Sin40
articles. Fine apple and pear orchard of young
who said many years ago that no gold would
When a young lady offers to hem a cambric handtrees in good bearing condition. If stormy', next
for a rich young bachelor acquaintance,
ever be found ill Australia at a
F. A. KSOWLTON,
E. A. JONES <(': CO.,
depth greater kerchief
33
353 TV T I S
fair day.
you can set it down that she means to sew in order
than a hundred feet.
M. 11. KSOWLTON,
that she may reap.
3w44*
MARK KNOWLTON.
ELLIS «C- GINN.
subscriber has leased the Capt. WM. O.
fornrr ('hurrh and Spring Streets,
C.
C.
CRARV, Auctioneer.
Al.bKN HOUSE at the corner of Washington
The Commaadcr-la-Cbler
The Boston Transcript tells of a hotel at a
Itf
BELFAST. MAINE.
ami bridge Streets, and is prepared to receive
per- health resort in which the
following rules arc of the Grand Army of the Republic, Major George
nuinent or transient hoarders. Good stable attachS.
Merrill.
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not
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do
this
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ed to the house. The premises overlook the beau■niPIII Mv
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tail. Try thrm.
vicinity than Sulphur Ritters; their sale has lieen
tiful harbor, and the situation is unsurpassed in you can do yourself; go elsewhere if vou lire not
I AIIIfW Iltliivo neveriiixurc
a-cy;ialariCy;
very general throughout this section, and the numpain,
the city. <.00,1 board at reasonable rates, (live suited here, as there are others wanting
flood Qualifij mid Loir Prices, ft
your ber of reliable and well-attested cases of liencllclal
matte and effectual* far »<i|»<*rl»r to Tanay,
-IS ATme a trial.
A. S. KEI.I.EV.
*•* nr«*lv mallei •»»
room; any disagreement Itetweenguests will be results and
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■•ciany royal or Oxide.
their
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and
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recovery
by
large
Hctfsst, Sept. 6, lasT.—.'hulk,*
settled by the request of Isotli to leave.
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I'riee I Or. a package to color.-.
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CHAT FROM WASHINGTON
MEN

THE

AND

THINGS

CAPITAL.

If inoted :or h:s
industry ami is ono of tho
hardest working of newspaper men.
lie
h- a good talker and during his visit
to
the
troublous
districts
of
Ireland this slimmer he made some speeches
to the jxx>plo.
IIo is an enthusiast on tho
tariff, and h believes, I think, that tho mission of Ids life is to keep up protection. Ho
has a wife who i; fully as bright as
himself,
who can make a man’s salary at
newspaper
correspondence any day, and* who is at tho
same time an
accomplished society woman.
Porter’s father was a well to do country
genand
he
tleman,
had somewhat tho same tastes
as Porter, in that he liked
good living and
lots of it. IIo was not u worker, however,
liko liis son, and the result was that when
Robert began to reach the years of manhood
the family exchequer had become eo reduced
that Porter saw that ho would have to make
his own way i:i the world. It was at this
time that he read tho life of Con. Grant, and
from it ho decided that tho country which
could turn out such a product from a tanner’s
son ought to give a chance to the1
offspring
of an English gentleman. IIo came to America with the idea of being a fanner, drifted
into newspaper work, becamo an assistant on
the census commisr ion. and was finally appointed one of the commissioners to revise
the tariff. lie is now secretary of the American Protective Tariff league, mid his new
paper will undoubtedly be run in the interest
of protection.
It will also bo Republican, for Iv>rtor is a
Republican, and Frank Ilutton would be lost
anywhere but in the Republican party. Hatton is a good newspaper man.
Ho is a man
of strong convictions, and ho believes in push
in journalism. lie will not be at all backward in his newspaper work, and it will be
strange if this newspaper, with two such
men at tho head, does not succeed.
Hatton
is .also a young man. He is straight, dark,
line? looking and he has ft jaw which expresses
determination. He i*. a good follow, and ho
has had sonic newspaper experience on The
Burlington Hawke re, as editor of The National Republican and, since he lias left the
postmaster generalship, as editor of The Chicago Mail.
Washington has l»een the newspaper training school for many of tho leading editors of
the United Males. A Washington eorres]K>ndont has a position second only to that
of the managing editor of a paper, and every
year managing editors are taken from hero
and promoted to the head of the pajiers they
represent. Jovph 1 ulitzer, editor of The
New York World, was once a Washington
correspondent, and V\ hitelaw Reid, tho editor of The New York Tribune, represented
Tho Cincinnati Gazette here for years. Ho
wrote letters ove r the signature of “Agate,”
and there is now in The Commercial Gazetto
office an old do: k at which lie used to work.
J. B. McCullough, editor of The St. Louis
G lobe-1 'emoc rat, was considered one of tho
brighest newspaper men at Washington during the days of Andrew Johnson, and Janies
Gordon I'enin tt wrote letters from Washington before lie established The Herald.
Newspaper work at Washington increases in volume
every year, and more than 100 correspondents have now admission to tlio press gallery. There are, all told, I suppose, 500 men
who do newspaper work at Washington, and
tho 100 correspondents above spoken of make
their entire living by it. One of the brightest of the correspondents who have been
added to the corps within the past few years
is John S. Shrivor, of The Baltimore American, who is noted for his White IIouso gossip. He delights in giving hi.; renders graphic
»

Frank Hatton's New
Robert

P.

Paper-Gossip About

Porter—Bancroft and Cor-

Compared—Some Newspaper Cos*
•ip—A Sensation Which {'‘ailed.
coran

{Special Correspondence.]

Washington,

Nov. 8.—It was tho hour in
tho afternoon at which the great government
departments vomit forth their mass of working humanity. Crowds of men and women
1 mured by tho thousands out of tlio cavernous
jaws of tho United States treasury. Tho
maws of the state, war and
navy building
v.’cro black with tho human stream, and tho
clerks of tho attorney general’s office wore
leaving their department for their homes.
Thcaveuuo between Seventeenth street and
the Higgs house was black with people, and

BANCROFT AS A PEDESTRIAN,
the liveliest hour of the clay in Washington. Just at this time clown the avenue
and through this moving throng walked a
straight old man. He was six foot tall, and
as thin as a devil's
darning needle, but his
flesh apjiearcd to Ik* as solid ns jerked beef
and his slop was a springy one. lie wore
a tall silk hat upon his head of frosted silver
and a snow white patriarchal l>eard foil
down upon his chest. He looked in front of
him as though proud of his strength through
a pair of brave
blue eyes, and his cane
seemed to spurn the asphalt jus he trod
it.
It
was
the
lion. George Bancroft,
upon
o::-moml »cr of President Polk’s cabinet, for
more than fifty years the leading historian
of the United States, and now wherever he
goes t he observed of all observers. A whisper
went through the crowd of “there is Bancroft," and not a few wondered to see the old
historian taking a walk amid such dangers.
Bicycler, wheeled in and out about him.
Throe line.; <>f Jl.rdic cubs met at the station
through which he was marching, and there
seemed to be dangers to the right of him and
dangers to the left of him, but on through
this valley of life marched the great Bancroft. He was in the center of the street,
and he scorned to court notice rather than to
shun it. Tii vehicles made way for him and
he passed on through safely.
Ho seems to
grow livoli* r and tougher as he grows older,
and he is in this respect a contrast to Corcoran. who i; now 88, and who never goes
about Washington without his valet.
Corcoran rides jibout in a close carriage.
He is helped in and out, and a man servant
takes his arm as he walks. lie is always
dressed in the cleanest of clothes, and he
looks like a wealthy French count. Ho has
a mustache as white as the driven
snow,
ami his head is ji big ono firmly seated upon
a pair of broad shoulders.
He sports yellow
kid gloves, often wears ji white necktie, and
liis over gaiter.* aro of tlio latest style. He
is as
as Ba.ii-roft, and he
weighs three
i.i .1 ••!. I ;•.* lias given about
time
$3,000,000
i\
he
away
y.and
has, I venture, at
least ?lo,OtU,Oh\> left. lie docs not do much
els th.hi h» >k
f: r his proj-oiTy, but I am
toi I that I,- wud« rst.inds his business as well
now.: he ever did, and tin- business men of
Waslmr o;i s iy that the weather is decidedly
cold when Corcoran gets left in a business
transaction. He and Bancroft are friends
and you often s.*e them together. They live
within a stone’s throw of one another, and
Corcoran’s house and grounds are worth
lie has nearly a whole
1* rhap:; <:.*tK»,000.
block to him. elf, and the house ho lives in
was occupied by Daniel Webster when he

ft

was

■

was

I

secretary

«»f state.

that Robert P. Porter and Frank Hatton are .about to start ji Republican
newspal**r in New York. Mr. Porter has been note<l
for you: .:
a tariff
and
Hatcorrespondent,
ton land-' many friends here while lie was
postil:as! r gviu ral under Arthur. Porter is
see

<

CORCORAN AND IIIS VAI.ET.

rotund, smooth faced young Englishman of
Xi. i lo has .v large head,a hrunctto complexion ami bright black eyes. lie is of medium height and lio has a stomach which
keeps his system in tho liost of working order. Hols a lino looking fellow and has a
good address. Ilocamc to the United States
as a boy and ho
lias beconio thoroughly
Americanized. Ho is a good writer anil lie
knows more alxrnt tho protective tariff question than most of tho political economists of
tho country. lie is close in the confidence of
men like Judge Kelley and Sam Handall and
ho bus u wide uequaintanco among tho public
men of England.
Ho has written a number
of books which have sold well, and ho has
tho
few
during
past
years made considerable
money in literature. Ho is a good liver,
bowever, and he likes to spend ns well os moke.
a

Supplement.

ROUTE It.

HATTON,

pictures from behind the scenes at the executive mansion, and he believes that the people
care for the little things of White House life
as much as they do for the president's messages. Shriver has a very brilliant imagination, and a funny story is told of one of his
experiences while he was in Baltimore and
before he came to Washington. He did at
this time much outside work, and often sold
of his leading sensations to different
newspapers. One day he offered, it is said, a
dispatch to The Boston Post, and The Post
published the next day his telegram and their
reply. The telegram was:
some

Boston Post Do 3*011 want the remarkable occurrence which happened here today?
Baltimore's tattooed woman has just given birth to a
tattooed baby. This is the only instance in history of such an occurrence.
Baltimoiu: American.

To which Tho Post

telegraphed

hack the

reply:
Baltimore American—Yours received. We do
not want the dispatch about the tattooed woman
and her tattooed baby. We have upon our staff
a high salaried man who does all that kind of
business for us.
Boston Post.

The father of the Washington correspondents is Gen. II. V. Boynton, of The Cincinnati
Commercial Gazette. He has been liorc over
since tho war, and he won his spurs as a war
correspondent. Ho is now about 50 years old,
but is as active as any reporter of 131, and lie
writes as well now as ho over did in the past.
Boynton is pre-eminently a fighter. Hois not
happy unless ho is in a newspaper controversy, and when ho onters one lie never stops
until lie wins. lie had a fuss with Shaker
Kcifcr a year or so ago, and the ox-speaker
has, I doubt not, regretted that he ever engaged in the quarrel. Boynton has been
spending his force in an attack upon the District commissioners during tho past summer,
and I venture that there is not a newspaper
correspondent in Washington who has more
influence for radical reform than ho.
He is
an especially able writer upon political questions, and lie has tho iiolitics of the country
and its war history at his jJen's end. Ho lives
very nicely in Washington mid is a strict
Presbyterian, as well as a newspaper correspondent. Ho has a pleasant homo life, and,
like several other correspondents I know, he
docs not allow any but the most important
telegraph messages delivered at his house
after ho 1ms left tho office at midnight.
I see that T. C. Crawford lias been doing
somo very good work for Tho New York
World from London this summer. Crawford is a Michigan man, and his first newspaper work was done as city editor of The
Milwaukee News. Ho was afterwards connected with Tho Chicago Times at Washington, first as an assistant and then as head of
tho bureau. lie loft Tho Times for Tho
Chicago Nows and from Tho News camo to
Tho World. IIo is a good writer, and ouo of
tho best dressed men in tho profession. Ho will,
I understand, bo back at Washington to tako
charge of The World bureau during tho
coming session.
Speaking of newspaper men, they maintain
thoclosostof relations with our public men,
and there i3 no place where this is so much
tho case as at Washington. Tho Washington
correspondents aro as a rule high toned gentlemen, and they aro intrusted with secrets
by senators and cabinet officers which they
could sell for large amounts if they were unscrupulous. There is not a correspondent

hem who t.« :nt frequently Intrusted w ith important ne ws which ho would like to publish,
but which ho dares not, bccauso tho matter
has been given to him in confidence.
Tho coming session promises to bo a
very
lively one as far os news is concerned. Two
presidential candidates are to be nominated,
and president making will go on in the houses
of congress cs well as in tho social centers.
Ingalls will probably return to Washington
with lire in his eye and vitriol on the end of
his tongue, ami there will he a number of
prominent Democrats who will bo as ready
to denounce the Republican
party as Ingalls !
is ready to attack tho present administration.
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MART JANE'S TRAVELS.
PARIS,

THE FAIREST CITY OF THE
CONTINENT OF EUROPE.

It

In

Iiilnxluvt't]

Neither
can

I’<H’try

T;y Khyme; That
Nor

Arc

8cnti meat—Ameri-

French Not Useful

Tllcrt—Against

the Old Masters.

[Special Correspondence.!
No

Paris, Franco,

city so fair is,
I think, as is Paris,

Oct. 2i.

So thoroughly, madly,
wildly Francals.
From Naples to London,
All others arc undone
IJy Paris, enchant ingly, wickedly

BOYNTON.

KHRIVEIU

Senator Sherman will probably make anunil-'or of political s]ieeclics on the floor of tho
neuato, and Tom ltowl and Sam Cox will
iiitht as they have done in days of yoro.
bat tho now material will pan out remains
to be seen, but there will be
undoubtedly
enough cranks among the new members to
add amusement to the scenes, and the session
will be lively from December until June.
Thomas J. Todd.

“YELLOW
Attracting

JACK."

Attention from
in Tampa.

Its

Presence

[Special Corresp* >ndenco.J

Jacksonville,

Nov. i>.—Florida is

tho

cnly state, so far as known, in which there
has been yellow fever this
year. It made its
appearance in Key West in the latter part of

May,

and

disappeared

before the middle of

August. It was of a very mild typo, and tho
percentage of the sick who died was very
small. The origin of the fever is not in
doubt. It is agreed that it was
brought from
Havana by a family of Cubans, who
brought
w

ith them

by

a

some

bedding which

had been used

yellow fever patient.

Ihe outbreak at Key West,
occurring so
early in tho season, alarmed all the Florida
towns, and excited apprehensions of danger
even in Charleston and Savannah.
A vigor-

sanitary movement was at onco inaugurated, and in r. little whilo tho health auous

thorities of tho different towns announced
that every possible precaution had been taken
against the fever. Tho only place about
which much alarm was felt was
Tampa. The
opinion was frequently expressed that there,
it anywhere, the fever would obtain a
lodgement on the mainland of
Florida, and time
proved its correctness.
The announcement of tho apjx’aranco of
the fever at Tampa, although tho season was
far advanced, was followed
by exhibitions of
the wildest alarm in all the towns of Florida
011
the
lines of railroad.
Quarantine
against the infected city was at once estaband
lished,
travel became almost impossible.
'I ho fear which yellow fever excites in
places
which have been alilicted with the disease is
that
cannot
be
something
explained. Tho
reports of the appearance of smallpox,
typhoid fever and even diphtheria are received almost with indifference, but yellow
fever, although far less fatal than any of tho
diseases mentioned, causes such terror that
everybody who can get away from an infected place does so with delay.
The reason yellow fever is so dreaded is
that when it Ijccomes epidemic about
everybody is attacked, and ii; severe epidemics
oven those who are
regarded as acclimated
do not escape.
The very general belief is
that one is not liable to a second attack, but
experience proves that this belief is not well
founded. There is not a city in this country,
which has suffered in late years from yellow
fever epidemics, where there cannot Lo found
persons who have had the fever more than
once.
In New Orleans this is especially true.
A great many people died in that
city from
the fever during the great epidemic of 187S
who had certificates of physicians of established reputation showing that they had suffered from the yellow fever in previous epidemics.
The captain of one of the finest .steamers
running between New York and a South Atlcntie i'K»rt has, perhaps, had the yellow fever
more times than any other
living man. Jlo
is a little past 50 years of age, and is in the
enjoyment of robust health. He does not a’t>pear to be more than 40, and it is doubtful if
he feels as if he were beyond that
age.
His experience with yellow fever is such a
remarkable one that it would bo worth the
while of those interested in the study of that
disease to give it more than a passing notice. The first time ho was attacked he was
oil the west coast of
Africa, in 1840. Ho was
then only a well grown lad and was noted
for his uniformly good health. He was sick
three months and was not expected to reThe length of his illness was duo to a
cover.
relapse and the excessivo weakness which
followed it. Ilis second attack was in Calcutta, but it was a light one. There was no
doubt, however, about the character of his
sic kness. His third attack was at New Orleans during the terrible epidemic of 1853,
when iicoplo died so fast that it was impossib!" to bury them decently. Indeed, there
Nveso
net
enough well people to prepare the bodies for burial, and they were
throw:: into trenches as they were taken
from their beds, and covered without funeral
ceremonies of any kind. Tho captain, whose
experience is hero related, was not expected
to recover, but his iron constitution stood
tho strain, and after forty days he was aide
to attend to his duties on shipboard again,
llis fourth attack was at Rio Janeiro, in 1850,
ami it was a bad ono. The Masons of that
city, however, nursed him through it, nml
after a month’s illness ho was able to bo about
nguin. In 18(10, in tho same city, ho was
again stricken down with tho dreaded disease, aud tho attack was so severe that but
little liopo was entertained of lii.s recovery.
Tho physician who attended him expressed
tho opinion that if ho recovered ho would
enjoy exceptionally good health, or, as he
put it, ho would be a “new man.” This
opinion proved to 1.erect, as tho captain
seldom suffers from sickness of any kind.
Ono of tho reasons why yellow fever excites so much alarm is that physicians do not
know anything about it. They are all the
tiino experimenting. Tho treatment is different in almost every epidemic. New Orleans is thought to have tho best yellow fever
doctors in this country, and yet their treatment of the disease is radically different from
what it was twenty years ago. Boforo tho
war a patient was dosed with calomel and
castor oil. Ho was given a mustard foot
bath and wrapped in blaukcts. The windows
and doom wore kept closed, as it was thought
there was more danger of catching cold from
fresh air than benefit to be derived from it.
Now tho treatment does not iucludo tho calomel and oil, tho blankets, nor the closed
room. Every effort is modo to increase the
patient's comfort, and ho is strengthened in
every way for tho pur]x>se of offering tin
greutest possible resistance to the disease
E. N. II.

gay.”
1 here, that is neither
my poetry nor my
I
sentiment, and
give it merely to show'
the had effect of
Babylon on the young.
wrote
and
I select it ns the lx-st out
Dickey
it,
of a great lot of
very much worse, if that
he possible.
During the last three months wo have l>ocn
in all of the best cities of
Europe, and in
some wo have
thought it hardly possible for
Paris to l>o superior. 1 >ut
twenty-four hours
here will convince the most
skeptical that in
all those' features which go toward
making a
city attractive, in tho general sense of the
Paris
is
so
far ahead of all competitors
term,
that you can’t see them without a
telescope.
But with all her
beauty and attractiveness.
Paris is inconceivably
bad, and she lias urrived at that stage of
shamelessness, in which
the subject pays no heed to
concealment, but
sho rather glories in
exhibiting it to all the
world. Perhaps Paris is not
altogether to
blame, however, for the thousands of visitors
lrom more pious sections of tho
footstool
ta.vc a hand with
her, and the cosmopolitan
combine” is
something terrible to contemplate. I know staid and sober American husbands and wives who go to some of tho
gardens and theatres of Paris where
respectable
1
are never
seen, where the can
rol!ch
can is a feature, ami
where vico is spelled
with a big V. One to whom I
spoke in some
surprise about this replied to this effect:
‘•Oh, of course; I wouldn’t think of going
to such a place at
homo, but it*s all right iu
Paris, and must l>c taken in as one of tho
orthodox sights of tho
city.”
But Paris is beautiful, and I am
reminded
by her beauty and wickedness of Mcssalina
u-hose marble face in tho Vatican
is fairer
than t.iatof
any woman. Jiving or do-'d I
have seen on tho continent. I can
scarcely
give the record of Messalina in a public
print
blit those Who knot/ it
1
will, think, agree
with mo in calling Paris tho
ilessaliua of
cities.
''hats the use of
jumping on Paris In
that style*
asks Dickey, anil I am constrmnod to repeat tho question to
myself and
pause for a reply.
has
Somebody
got to ho supremely wicked
and if Paris wants the
distinction let her
have it. Eat, drink and he
merry, for tomorrow ye
die, and after death comes?_
I line! that my American
French is not
w-ortli shucks as a medium for
the expression
of thought in France, and it is
oven worse to
grasp what is said to me. My ear is not so
wed educated as
my tongue, and when I
manage to get a question asked intelligently
I am completely knocked out
by the answer.
A policeman, with real
French politeness,
tumbled to that fact the other
day, and
when he couldn’t tell me what I
wanted to
know ho fished out a,
jicnoil an l paper and
wrote it for mo as if I had been deaf
It antho purpose and my
question, though,
and I was
correspondingly grateful.
Mem.: Learn to read French, which
is
really easy, and when you visit France pro
tend that you are deaf.
I met a man the other
day—r.:i American—
something I've done a million times, I prein
sume,
my long and uneventful career, and
lie began to plume himself on
his superior
knowledge, as men do often when there's a
woman in the case.
Wo went out to buy
glo\cs. traiits is the French for gloves,
which arc cheap in
Paris, and ho took mo
by several places, because, ns ho said, wo
could find
something better. Finally wo went
into a shop and he began to
spread.
“I've noticed in every
window,” said ho,
“that Gant’s gloves are advertised more than
any other, and I think you had better get
them.”
“Who’s Gant i” said I,
innocently.
“Oli, said ho, wisely, “he is a
prominent
glove manufacturer, 1 suppose, as I see his
name in every glove
in
town.”
shop
I may say in conclusion that I made
enough
by buying (rant’s gloves to buy a French dictionary and send to that man.
Except in gloves and certain “articles of
laris, or “specialties,” Paris is not a cheap
place to make purchases, and my experience
has taught mo never to go into a
shop which
has a window display with the
prices not
marked
oil
each
plainly
article.
Paris has two loading picture
galleries, the
Louvre and the
Luxembourg; the latter devoted to French masters of the modern
school, under certain restrictions.
The
Louvre has lour teen miles of art,
they sav, including a little of everything, by everybody,
and among tho pictures it is
astonishing how
many of them the amateur connoisseur is
able to forget. In every
gallery I have seen
there has always been at least one
picture
that makes alasting
impression, but in the
Louvre that one has been
wanting in my
case*, and all I can remembor is a long vista
of red and bluo and Jlesh tints and
gilt
frames. Among tho brighter, fresher
pictures of tho
Luxembourg, I find different results, and though my opinion in art may not
be of weight, I am willing to wager a champagne cork that of tho 100 or 2,000 of Americans who have seen each
gallery tho great
majority will vote with me, as against the
old master variety of art. It’s heresy, no
doubt, but I think art needs a Martin Luther, and lam paving tho way for him as far
as is ill ray power.
I took Dickey down ninety feet under tko
city in the catacombs, tlio other day, wlioro
0,000,000 skeletons of defunct Parisians nro
ranked up like cord wood, with the skulls
and crossbones put in fantastically for ornament, hoping it would have a sedative effect
upon her; but the only result I have observed
was n remark to the [joint
that, although the
catacombs was hardly the basement kitchen
of Paris, it still might properly be called the
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skullcry.

Wo aro once more in the land of visible
newspapers, which wo hnvo not been sinco
leaving Rome. It’s a littlo queer about newspapers and their sellers. In Germany, where
uioro persons can read than
anywhero elso
probably in the world, I don't think I ever
saw n paper offered for salo
by newsboys on
tho street as in our own cities; but down in
Naples, where fewer persons can read than
anywncro else in tho civilized world, tho wild
fronzy with which men and boys chased
around yelling newspapers was appalling.
Wo found them plenty, but less vociferous, in
Rome, and after that Florence, Milan,Venice,
Vienna, Berlin, Lcipsic, Frankfort, Amsterdam and Brussels, as I say, I don't romember
of seeing any offered for salo except at tho
“kiosks,” little circular nowsstands, something liko a detached monitor turret with a
dome on top of it.
Whore tho nowsboy prevails you will also
tlud his confrere, the bootblack, but nowhere
In such profusion ns you find him in American cities.
Of course the train boy with year
boforo last apples and peanuts and papers is

’mpossibft.iy, owing ro *bo compar tn.ont
oar, which no train l>oy, however much gall
lio may have, bos the hardihood to attempt
to manipulate. This is the only
redeeming
trait of the compartment car as compared
with our open enders.
I want to say u few words about men’s
clothing, and Paris is a good \ '» v to say it
from, because the men in Paris dress about
as in harmoniously as
any I ever saw, not excepting the American politician .s who constitute the winter army at Washington. One
can sco in an hour in the most fashionable
promenades of Paris a collection of silk hats
that would paralyze the well dressed Londoner or New
orker; and as for coats and
trousers, their cut is abominable. The best
evidence that the French are bad tailors is
tho number of signs bearing the legends
“American tailor” or “English tailor” to be
seen in nearly
every street. JJad fits seem to
be a continental weakness, and Munich is the
banner city i.i that regard.
Of say 200
young men 1 sa-.v one Sunday in the promenade there, there wasn't one who had a
pair of
trousers on an American girl would walk
down Broadway with. Their dress from hat
to shoes looked
eracily liko a caricature, and
I could scarcely believe that they considered
themselves mashers attired in their most destructive style.
The Uerman shoe also struck me as something unique, with its sharp too, wide middle
and high heel, and [ couldn't understand it
until I saw in l no castle ut
Heidelberg a statue
of one of the Uuperts, 500 or 400
years old,
and what ho had on bin fi«et was the
shaj>o
exactly of the modern German swell shoe.
Darwinism in shoos, that is all.
Speaking of shoes reminds me of a little
story to wind up with, which happened to a
Chicago girl in Vienna. Shoes arc not numbered as with Americans and
English, but
they run much higher, a No. 8, men's size,
No.
42.
being
Well, this Chicago girl wanted a pair (not
men’s size, of course, for I wouldn't slander
any woman, even if she did como from Chicago), and she went with her mother to get
them. It was her first
experience, and when
asked the size could not mako herself understood, ami the shopkeejK'r measured her foot.
“Bring mo a pair of No. ;Mj's,” he called to
an assistant in the back
part of the shop.
“What number?” usked the assistant, failto
ing catch the order.
“No. 30,” repeated the .salesman.
Tho girl looked at her mother and then at
her foot.
“Mamma,” she whispered softly, “how did
ho ever know I came from
Chicago *”
I don’t believe this story at all, but it does
no harm in
telling it, just to show our standing among these envious foreigners.
I wear a No. 15 myself.
Mary Jane.
c.u

Gen. Albert Pike.

[Special Correspondence.]
Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 7.—Cfun. Albert
Piko, poet, soldier end grand commander of
the highest council of Masons in the southern
jurisdiction of that order, was born in lulu
in

Boston,

Muss,

lie

was

educated in the

public schools there, and nt an early n^i
moved vest, settling at vliat is now Pino
Bluff, Ark. There ho sjicnt many years of
his life, owning a fine plantation,' with a
large number of slaves. Taking life easy lie
left much to bis foreman and
plantation superintendents, while
he
hims -If
sirent his time in reading and writing.
Throe volumes of poems wore
published

years ago, and his

verses

had

some merit.
rikt' became
a Mason when lie
wai* but 22
years
of ape, and is consequently the oldest member living
of that society, lie
resides at t he Scoti tish Kite t<*1111»1<*.
!on t ie southeast
comer of
E and
Third streets,
Washington. I). (’.
Ills family consists
0EN- ai.:«ert pike.
ofa.laughl.T, Miss
Lillian, and two sons, Luther Hamilton ami
Ivan. Loth tho boys arc tall, well knit
young 'icllows, and liear a .striking rcsemblaiici to their father. Miss Lillian, on the
other hand, resembles her mother, who has
been dead for nearly twt nty yearn. She is a
very bright, intellectual woman, mid a constant help to her father i:i his
literary work.
Olio peculiar phase of Gen. Pikes life is his
great love of birds and the attention he pays
them. Tliero Is not a room from the kitchen
to tho office where there nr not at least half
a dozen of them.
In all he has .1 -ut 150
songsters of all kinds, from the canary to tin*
bird.
Tho
mocking
general, although nearly
fourscore yean; of age, is tall and robust, lie
has expressive brown eyes which haw never
looked through glasses and which arc as
bright as a child's. As a rule he docs not
wear coat or vest; while his long,
thick,
white hair, like a great mane, comes half way
to his waist.
Gen. Pike spends more than half his time
in his study, which is a square, plainly furnished room. There arc over a hundred birds
hero, w hich keep the general company. Ho is
never idle, however, as his time is
given to
tho translations from the Sanskrit. lie has
now finished seventeen volumes.
They all
aro not yet printed. Gen. Pike
speaks French,
Portuguese and Italian.
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Kxccllcm’i! of Americans in

Sport.
of the (VoluntocrThistle) race seems to prove that wo have not
yet mastered tho secret of success. Wo must
try again, that is all, and we must keep on
trying until we do succeed. A glance at the
work on “American Yachts and Yachting,”
which has lately boon published, with copious
illustrations, i>y Messrs. i.'asseil, will show
what immense pains and skill the Americans
dovoto to the art of building fast sailing vessels. The truth is that with them yaelit racing is even more a serious and mind absorbing pursuit than it is with Englishmen, aim
when uu American devotes himself to a task
of practical .skill ho is apt to bo hard to beat
in it.
Americans have not so many outdoor
pursuits as wo have, but such ns they have
they take seriously. They have given us the
best fishing roils, and their skill in easting the
fly would put our best anglers on their mettle.
They can shoot and they can ride in their
own way as well as the best of us, as the
“Wild West” lias shown. We can hold our
own in rowing, but they can l>eat us in sailing. They are beginning to compete with us
in horse racing, and in trotting matches they
have no rivals. They are nowhere beside us
in cricket, but their skill in baseball, a game
which lias a science of its own, is marvelous.
—London Times.

Unfortunately, the rpsuIt.

Tile Invalid's Mistake.

More mistakes have lux'll made in this matter of tile treatment of disease by cliango of
climato than in many others of the multifarious conditions for which n physician is consulted. And statistics, arrays of barometric
readings, lines of humidity, comparative
prevalence of winds, all go for little when
ouco a poor sick wanderer gets 1,000 miles
away from homo, and longs for familiar
faces and surroundings. Then, to counterbalance nostalgia, to mako up for what has
been abandoned, ono needs that health
should rapidly return, or homesickness will
do more harm than change can do good.—
William F. Hutchinson, M. D., in American

Magazine.

Maine Matters.

Trade; T. B. JIussey, manufacturer of agriculLetter from Rhode Island.
This was given I>y stringed instruments
only,
tural implements, North Berwick; Dr..!. t'arv.
comprising eight firsl violins, twelve violas arid
Caribou: E. M. (ioodall, President of tin- SaiiPOLITICS—-P1SOHI11ITION—Ml
.SIC'.
four'cellos. In the tuneful effects of this com.IT d
ford Mills, if it would load up to annexation;
position was found the satisfying element lackSTATE CONVENTION OF THE Y. M. C. A.
Albert
oore, North Anson; F. A. Foster,
[Correspondence of the Journal.]
ing in the piano. The warmth of coloring ami
The state convention of tin; V. 31. C. A. lumber, Iloulton; Enoch Cousens, merchant,
iyisv11 i,iNov. 2. !ss7, The Second Con- delicate shading elicited in the melodious measopened its session in Hoekland Thursday with Kennebunkport; Editor Drisko, of the Machias gressional District of this State is in the midst ures stood forth in strong contrast with
Waga small attendance.
Welcome services were Union. The Portland men favoring recipro- of a somewhat heated
ner’s explosive thunder hursts of almost imand the
held at the Congregational church led by Pres. city or commercial union arc: President Bla- tion at issue is anothercampaign,to elect a quesharmonies.
possible
first
in
attempt
RepMy
experience
F. .1. Bicknell of the Rockland association. bon and Secretary Rich, of the Board of Trade; resentative. In previous letters L have
outlin- listening to the tickle music of the modern
After half an hour’s praise service, addresses Burnham A Morrill, canning industry; J. IE ed the divided condition of
was
the
voters
rendition
of
disciple
the
second
section
Republican
Shaw, of the linn of Peering. Milliken A Co., in this district and the defiant
were made by Mr. Bicknell in behalf of the
attitude of the of “Dor Ring dcs Nibelungen” by the New
local association. Rev. 1>. W. Hatch in behalf «lry goods; C. B. Varney, Hour; L. S. Wyman.
enemy. There is no need of further recapitu- York Symphony Orchestra.
Three mortal
those
to
union are Secretary lation than to remark that the
of the churches, and Mayor Benj. Williams for Among
opposed
present unfortu- hours and fifty minutes did I listen to the
the citizens. The exercises were interspersed Whitten, of the Fishing Exchange: Hon. Fred nate status of atl'airs i> the outcome of the celeof various instruments vicing with each
rivalry
with singing by the excellent congregational Atwood, agricultural implements, Winterport: brated “31
ay Deal” in our Legislature eighteen other in a hopeless attempt to make the most
Hon. J. P. Donworth. Iloulton. the latter bechoir.
months ago. For that reason we are now liv- violent sounds. Wagner’s orchestral writings
Friday forenoon the services opened at 9.30 lieving that it would cheek immigration to the ing under a Democratic administration of State always strike me as a mistaken endeavor
to
o'clock with a devotional meeting, led by Rev. State. A number who ctler general objections ollices. hi the
coming contest a plurality elects. make the trombone and trumpet kings of the
F. W. Sanford of Topsham. The business think that for Maine and especially for Port- The Democrats
orchestra
once
more
the
rather
lion.
than
leave the crown with
present
meeting for organization was then called to land it would be beneficial and create a boom. Charles S. Bradley for their candidate. The that long established and rightful monarch, the
order by T. II. Day of Auburn, the correspondTin: INSl’UANCE QVESTIOX.
Republicans have wisely selected Warren O. violin. If the coming music is to be constructing secretary of the state committee. The
Arnold as their standard bearer, and upon his ed on what I choose to term the
The Lewiston (iazette is complaining that
“slam-bang*’
following officers were elected: President, If.
garments there is no suspicion of the ravages principle of wonderful combinations of chords
R. Hatch of Colby University, Waterville; the excellent system <>f water works in that of “IJossism.” The
without the slightest trace of melody, then I
will
Prohibitory
party
business committee,* 31. A. Johnson of Rock- city, among the best in New England, accom- again aid in the election <>f
Bradley by with- predict that while future audiences may listen
land, If. Small of Rates College and G. II. plishes little in tin: way of low insurance rates. drawing a very respectable number of votes to music that is “great,” they will suiter
from
Allen of Portland; devotional committee, Rev. It claims that Lewiston’s insurance rates are irom the
a
to which they naturally belong.
horrible sensation of tediousness and he
party
F. W. Sanford of Topsham, F. L. Bartlett of too high anyway in proportion to the average The district ;s
to contain a majority
because it is the fashion to hear
supposed
martyrs
only
fire
loss.
A
committee
of
the
Board
of
Trade
Auburn. K. P. Jordan of Auburn, and R. A.
of Republicans. At the last
it. It will not be from inherent desire that
Jordan of Bangor; committee on resolutions, was appointed some time ago to look into the election the Democrats cast a Congressional
plurality of Jhey worship at the shrine recently erected.
II.P. Winter of Portland,.!. R. Boardman ami matter of insurance rate.- in that city with a votes. Thus matters
stand, and he is a wise There will even he some that prefer'the meloF. J. Bicknell of Rockland, and P. F. Marston view to getting a reduction, but the* (iazette
who can to-day foretell which party dious music of Italy and the Fatherland, and
hears of nothing done. If rates are kept way prophet
of Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
shall be sueces>ful.
of this number while life lasts may be reckoned.
up, while the protection from fire is good, citiThe afternoon services opened at *2 o’clock,
oho rather ounou- feature of the campaign
M. M. Reynolds.
NEWS
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GOSSIP
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with a devotional meeting. Then a paper by
K. C. Whittemore of Bates College on ‘‘Association Work in Our Colleges,’’was read. He referred to the origin of the Young Men’s Christian Association in college and its wonderful
growth. The speaker emphasized the importance of getting a proper influence over the
new comers to a college.
The systematic study
of the Bible and neighborhood work were
touched upon.
Mr. Morseof New York followed Mr. Whittemore with an interesting paper on “College
Work in General and the Study of the Bible in
Particular.’’ The subject, “Educational Agencies,” was ably treated by R. A. Jordan of
Bangor.
Many young men were reached
through educational agencies.
lie
evening exercises were exceptionally
interesting. They were opened with a praise
service, led by the Topas male quartet of Rockland. President Hatch presided. A valuable
paper on “Work for Young Men Exclusively
the Work of the Young Men's Christian Associations.” was read bv T. 11. 1 >av of Auburn.
Mr. Day was followed by O. (J. Morse of New
York on the “Work of the .Springfield School
for Christian Workers.”
Saturday’s session opened at nine o'clock, a.
m. with devotional services, followed by a very
bright and interesting paper on “The Social
Department of Uur Work," by Rev. F. W.
Sandford, of Topsham. A profitable half hour
was then passed in the discussion of the advantages of special training for Christian work, in
which there were many participants, skillfully
conducted by O. C. Morse, of New York.
The afternoon devotional -erviecs were conducted by J. L. Folsom, of Gardiner. “The
Association Gymnasium, Its Place and usefulness in our Work," was the subject of a
timely
paper by A. 11. Whitford.of Cambridge, Mass.
Another important paper was that of R. M.
Armstrong, State Secretary of Massachusetts.
Both papers evoked a lively and exhaustive
discussion.
The evening services were held in the
Methodist church, opening with a half hour
praise service. Then followed a short business
meeting. The committee on resolutions reported, thanking the citizens, clergy and press of
Rockland, and others, for kind help. Vacancies
in the State Committee were filled as follow-:
A. G. Dewey, Portland, Chairman: T. P. I>av,
Auburn. Corre.-ponding Secretary; F.
A.
Haskell. Auburn, G. F. French. Portland, W.
S. Corey, Portland, and J. R. Libby. Biddeford,
were re-elected.
After the busiiu>> meeting
<>. C. Morse, of New York, described international work, assi.-ted by the following college
representatives, who ‘explained the special
phases of college work: E. T. Whittemore, H.
W. Small. Bates College; li. F. Marston, II.
Merrill, C. F. Hersey, Bowdoin;O.B. Lorimer,
Colby; J. R. Hoard man, Orono. The delegates
to the convention number about seventy. Thev
will conduct services in the various churches toinorrow, the convention closing with a farewell
meeting at s.30 r. m.
TIIE GETTYSimu; MOMMEXTS.

Col. M. B. Lakeman, President of the Third
Maine Regimental Association has forwarded
the Executive Committee of the Maine Gettysburg Commission, the design for a monument to be erected on the
Gettysburg battlefield and which has been adopted by the Association. The monument will be eleven feet and
six inches high, resting upon a base five feet
square, and the foundation will be four feet
The main shaft is a quadrilateral of
high.
rough granite* the angles dressed to the depth
of about two inches and surmounted by a diamond bearing the inscription “Third*Maine
Vols”
The following legend appears upon one face
of the shaft: “2d Brig., 1st Div., 3d Corps.
Casualties, killed—wounded—Total—.” Upon
the next face is inscribed “Position, July 2d,
1S03.” On the base are the words “The Salient.”
The monument when in position will rest in
the Sherfy peach orchard diagonally upon the
Emmitsburg road and the crossroad leading
through the wheatfield to the Taney town road
and Round Top.
The plan is accompanied by a sketch of two
markers with suitable inscriptions to be placet!
out in the woods in front of the main line of
battle, and to designate the advanced position
of this regiment early on the morning of the
2d day of July, while making an armed recounoisanee under command of Col. Lakeman, with
the sharp shooters for the purpose of finding
out the enemy’s position, who were found in
the woods near Willoughby’s ltun.
The design of the monument for the Oth
Maine lteginieut will soon he finished. Col. A.
li. Sumner of the Council, ami a member of the
committee, is in correspondence with the Commission in regard to it. Information has been
received from Col. Edward Moore, of the Seventeenth Maine Association, that a design has
been selected for their monument which is to
he placed in the wheatfield at Gettysburg. We
arc requested by the Chairman of’ the Executive Committee to state that the committee w ill
have charge of the construction of the monuments and that they are to lie of the finest quality of Maine granite. Bids for their construction will lie asked for, and will include transportation and setting up. The committee expects to meet at Augusta soon and those associations which have failed to procure designs
to he submitted for the approval of the committee should act promptly. It is the design
of the committee to have the monuments set
up
on tile field by the first of
July, as that is the
25th anniversary of the battle.

’to
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A i\EW YORK LETTER

ALL OVER THE STATE.

zens may well consider the advisability of taking their own risk. In the aggregate it would
be lots of money in the peoples’ pockets. Bath
property owners do not propose to bo trilled
with i«i this matter, and now that we have a
superior water system, with which we can
stop almost any lire in its incipioiicy, insurance
rates here must drop materially, or the companies will be likely to experience a decided
shrinkage in their amount of business in this
locality. There is growing confidence in our
water system and in our ability to cheek the
progress of fire, and Bath people may well feel
no little degree of independence toward the insurance combination.
[Bath Times.

THE IiUJE HILL WOMAN

ANI>

THE Dl'KGLAi:.

Mrs. Charles Harding, residing on the Sedgwick road about a mile from Bluehill village,
says that one night recently, she was awakened
about 11 o'clock by a noise on the outside. Having no other company than two or three small
children, she sprang out of bed just in season
to see

a man endeavoring to gain an entrance
by the window. Seizing a clui) and a butcher's
she
faced him and told him if he made
knife,

another

she would kill him. At this he
the door, broke a sidelight and endeavored to gain access that way, but the
plucky little woman was there, and from 11
o'clock until 3 in the morning she kept him out
by pluck and fortitude. Sin* says she handled
the club and knife vigorously and at last fearing daylight he departed.

passed

move

to

SUICIDE BY

A

COLLEGE STUDENT.

harles Libby, a student at the Maim; State
College and a resident of Orono, committed
suicide last week by jumping into the river
from the tall bridge in that town. For some
time Libby had been drinking quite hard, and
this in connection with an infatuation for a
handsome young lady in town, is supposed to
have been the cause of suicide. lie spent the
night before his death at the hotel with a party of
students drinking, and the next morning went
to his father's store and deposited his* watch
and money and left and wa- not seen until ids
remains were found in the river. He was tinson of cx-Statc Senator Libby.
(

ASlinUItNE'S WILL.
The will of the late Klilni 15. Washburr.c is
probated. The estate is worth £>50.(MX). Among
the bequests are : To the Fnivcrsalist church
of Norlands, Livermore. Me., £500; >'200 each
to his nephews John and Robert, of Hallowed,
Me.; £10.000 to the Newsboys' Home; Congressional desk and chair to his son Hempstead:
Oxford Palace at Nmlands, Livermore, Me., to
his son Pitt: £300 for four years to Bertie Hager, son of an old friend; public and private
documents, paintings, relies, etc., to his son
Hempstead: £500,ooo in trust for the benefit of
bis sons Pitt and Klihu.
HON.

E.

li. W

.STATE COLLEGE AlTAIiiS.

There will he a meeting of the trustees of the
►State College at Orono, the last of November,
and important business is coming up. The Coburn fund of £100,000 remains in the estate
having never been paid over, and it has drawn
5 per cent, interest since the 11th of
February
last. Thus an income of £5,000 will accrue to
the college this year, and the question of disposition will come up. It is proposed to establish
a new

department,

the nature of which has not

been determined. The matter of restocking
the college farm will also come up and the advisability of using some of the available lunds
of the institution for that purpose.
ix gkxehal.

The trustees of Oak (drove ►Seminary have
decided to rebuild on the old site.
Jacob Stern, the Bangor forger, was released from jail last Thursday night, and at once left
the State.
A Guide Book to the Megalith*, Spider and
upper Dead River Regions, has been issued bv
the Secretary of the club.
The second edition of the Sons of Veterans’
Guide written by L. J\. Gould, the present commander of the Maine Division, is soon to be issued.
It is stated by an exchange that operatives in
the sardine factories in Washington county get
good wages, the females earning £14 to £1> per
week and the males sometimes as high as >30.
Ellsworth people, by the edict of the underwriters, will have to pay higher insurance
rates hereafter, having failed to provide waterworks for adequate protection against lire.
The November Century contains an article
on “College Composites" with a number of illustrations, among which is a composite photograph of twenty-eight members of tin* class
of >7 at Bowdoin.
The Maine Pedagogical Society meets in annual session in Augusta. December 29-30-31.
Among the speakers will be Senator Patterson
of New Hampshire and Professor Chapman of
Bowdoin College.
Miss Bradley, a niece of Bishop Neely of
Portland,
lias won a diploma from* the
famous Paris .School of Medicine, passing a
brilliant examination and receiving the maximum mark.
lion. .1. II. -Manly, chairman of the lie-publican State committee, has called a
meeting tube
held at the Augusta House. Thursday evening,
November 10, at S o’clock. The purpose is organization and conference with llepublieaus
who may be present.
The quarantine against the States of Massachusetts and New York, which has been in
force for some mouths, is hereby declared oli,
and there will be no restrictions against bringing cattle into Maine for milk, beef or breeding
purposes until further notice.
An efficient game warden says the reason for
ENFORCING T1IK GAME LAWS.
the large number of bears in Maine this year is
found
in the unusual abundance of deer and
Violators of tUe flsli and game laws of the
.State are meeting with ill success this season, other game in the State, occasioned hv legislative
He believes they have come
especially those who would engage in “dog- downprotection.
from Canada. He also looks for the apging-’ deer. The game authorities arc keeping
of
wolves
in the northern wooded
pearance
a close and continual watch for the latter class
of the State for the same reasons.
throughout the region of Northern and East- portion
lion.
Francis
llarncs. the able Aroostook
ern Maine frequented hy deer, and the Wardmember of the Maine Board of Agriculture, has
ens are continually on' the alert.
They now- been presented with an
elegant gift book bearhave three Massachusetts sportsmen spotted,
who think themselves secure in a recent disre- ing the following inscription, which l'uliv exthe
beautiful
plains
"To Francis
present:
gard of the law. These gentlemen visited a
section near Bucksport about two weeks since, Barnes, as a souvenir of the visit of the Board
of Agriculture to Aroostook and New Brunsforwarding their dogs, three in number, in adwick, October, 1887. Compliments of Z. A.
vance. They spent a day in the woods and
Gilbert, 11. A. Burr. It. W. Ellis, G. M. Whitwere quite successful, bagging several deer.
aker and G. M. Twitchell.”
They sent the venison to their homes, as thev
Mr. E. F. Packard, a highly esteemed citizen
supposed, secretly, but the hunters were close- of
Auburn, died of heart disease Weduesdav,
ly watched, and will be obliged to answer for
til. He was President of the First Nationtheir illegal hunting at no distant day.
aged
al
Bank
of Lewiston and of the Androscoggin
Kish and game commissioner E. 51. Stillwell
County
Savings Bank. Mr. Packard was eduof Bangor, has received information from Game
Warden C. W. Tracy of Gouldshoro, that lie cated at Ilowdoin College, and for 33 years carried on the shoe manufacturing business. For
captured the notorious poacher Seamore Sun- the
past two or three y ears ill health has comday morning, Oct. 30th. at Tunk l’ond, with tifteeu black ducks in his net. Seamore has net- pelled him to abandon active work.
Ail
interesting ami valuable manuscript has
ted ducks for years, against the law-, but owing
been presented to the Bowdoiu library by I)r.
to his cunning in keeping out of the
way at the C. E.
Clark, ’71. It is the original draft in his
time
has not been arrested before. II is
proper
own hand writing of the decision of
nets have been found and appropriated
Judge
by the Story in the famous case of Allen vs. McKcen.
I
wardens a number of times, but the owner has
This
decision
reinstated
President
Allen
and
always until now, made himself scarce, lie is established the
of the legislature.
one of the best known and most extensive
poach- The annotationsindependence!
in form of marginal notes are
ers known to the wardens and his
capture is im- in the hand
of
Sumner.
Charles
writing
portant. He, of course, knew all of the habits
Jeremiah l-’enno, Esq., who returned from
of the birds, where they were to be found,
whet, they hatched, etc., and would entice them Aroostook, Thursday, informs the Bangor I
tor the prointo the well prepared nets with corn, which Whig that the pledge of
Northern Maine railroad, has been given
they are fond of, spread about the nets. In this posed
the
citizens
of
by
Aroostook, and a survey will I
manner Seamore lias captured large numbers
of black ducks, and has disposed of them to his be begun this fall. This road will cut oil' the
one hundred and twenty-two extra miles now
advantage. His arrest will put a stop to his
necessary to be gone over in reaching Presque
depredations for a time at least.
Isle.
COMMERCIAL UNION WITH CANADA.
I
Augusta is said to have {twenty-seven suits
for false
on its hands
brought byThe l’ortlund Argus of Saturday morning members imprisonment
of the Salvation Armv. In one case
devotes a half page to biterviews with leading the
are put at several' thousand doldamages
5laine business men on what they think of a
lars, it being alleged that death resulted from
commercial union of the United States and
imprisonment. It is said if these suits are sucCanada. The article show a marked leaning cessful others will be
brought indifferent parts
towards reciprocity and towards commercial of
Maine, the number being set at over 200.
union if it is synonymous with reciprocity.
Among those who express themselves favorThe Western Uuion Telegraph Company has
ably inclined towards reciprocity or unions
arc: Tresidcut Fuller, of the Bath Board of increased its
capital stock to *83,000,00).

$lf>,000

is the fact that Democratic “bo.-ses” are cracking the whip in lieu of their opponents- They
have had h-s practice hut an* none the less
vigorous on that account. Headed by their
candidate, surprising bids for votes are being
madt, some of which partake of the contemptible in character. It is whispered that encouragement of a substantial nature is tendered by party sympathizers at distant points.
The possibility of a divided Rhode Island delegation proving a pivotal matter in the election
of a Democratic President is spurring political
worker-> to their best mettle.
Another humorous point for consideration
i- the attitude of the Providence Journal. At
the disastrous conclusion of our election for
State odicers last April, the Journal was pronounced a traitor by such papers as the New
York Tribune and Poston Journal. With a
host of others. Mr. Kditor, your columns testified to the JournaPs supposed treachery. Hut
within our borders its course was viewed in
another light. It rebuked the dictation of
“bos-es” none too strongly for home appreciation. To-day the very men who laughed loudest at the siieeur it gave to a clean, though hostile ticket, and smiled complacently at its presumed conversion to Democratic faith, are
eluding under its blistering strictures of Judge
Hradley’s candidature. I he Journal persistently attacks his -ympatla with Morrison
tariff reforms, and points in plainest language
to the dangers which
threaten
protective
Rhode Island in ease of his election. At the
same time it warmly endorses Mr. Arnold as a
clean and competent man f<r the position.
Past evening an enthusiastic Republican rally
was held in Woonsocket, a populous centre of
the district, l ime does not permit a review of
the telling points made b\ the eminent, speaker.-. of whom S mat or Aldrich was one.
I cannot omit one ft attire of the campaign,
the f.a'ee of which i- lost upon non-residents
of this commonwealth,
i he Democrats have
applied to Judge 1 Potion Colt. of the Circuit
Court, for tin- appointment of supervisor.- of
dictions. That dignitary has mimed William
W. Dougins a- < 'bn f Supcr\ isor. The Re\ i-ed
Statutes of the l lilted States provide for the
selection of deputy supervisor.-, and in good
time each voting precinct will be supplied with
men to perforin .-neb duty.
It i.- beyond 'pic.—
tion that \oters are regularly bribed by* both
parties in the district. Th- debauched fraction
of the electorate look upon their right of franchise as merely a resource of pecuniary profit.
The confession
accompanied with a blu-h.
hut candor compels ii should he made. Tin*
ludicrous element in the present po-ition is the
record of the party applying for relief. In
your correspondent's town the men now so
desirous of purity at tin polls are accused of
canvassing :he \ot;rs carefully for weeks in
advance of an election, and arranging that
purchasable voters shali deposit their ticket.
For a consideration? Oh, of eour.-e! Then,
when “things are fixed,” the plan i- to visit
the poll- on election morning and howl for
purity of the ballot-box. Fierce warnings an
given of intention to prosecute any attempt>ome facts already coining to the
at bribery.
surface indicate that the idea'on a magnified
scale is to be put in operation throughout this
district. 1 hope that competent supervisors
will bo provided and that they may successfully adjust themselves to the delicate situation.
No oin• wit’ sooiiel* Welcome all unprejudiced
expression of popular sentiment than my-elf.
Prohibit km i-a dead letter in Rhode I-iand
and threatens to remain so. 'Phose who rejoiced at the speclaele of “a State thus redeemed” may now \i,-w the saddening picture of a
state disgraced.
My prediction made in your
columns after tin* passage of our Prohibitory
Amendment ha- been veritied. I write this iii
sorrow; not alone for the contempt shown for
this particular law. but for the demoralizing
tendency it has toward the non-enforcement of
other laws, (iovernor Podwell is recorded as
remarking the futility of attempts to enforce
your law in some Maine cities. Here the same
trouble exists in an aggravated form. In former letters
1 have written at considerable
length on tln< subject.
A Prohibitory convention just held has endorse*! the work ol‘ Chief of State Police Curtis, who has succeeded to tiie position created
for the redoubtable den. H ray ton in our “May
Deal." A convention of clergy men held at
nearly the same time has decided that iihode
Island is cursed with more drunkenness than
before. K\ id* ntiy the ministers have been close
ui- r\er-.
for a majority of people sustain
their verdict. We seem slowly tending towards
the conclusion that in high license will' be found
a diminution of the evils now
attending the
reign of free rum.
At one thing we may rejoice; the contemptible occupation of the despised “.spotter” is
Last week some eighty cases came up
gone.
for trial in tlie prosecution of which spotter
testimony was vital to secure conviction. The
jury hearing the trial eases was an exceptional)!} good one, so excellent in fa* t that neither
side cared to challenge a single man of the
twelve. This is something verv unusual iu
similar prosecutions. Hut these men would
not convict a single prisoner on spotter testimony. The witnesses were unexpectedly separated and were not permitted r<> compare
notes; neither could they hear each other's
statements to the jury.
As a result a conflicting mass of fraudulent evidence was presented !
for the jurymen to reconcile. The task was |
impos.-ihle. One member of the jury said
openly that he would not hang a eat on the
testimony of such men. The docket of eases j
was continued, never in all probability to
again
come up for trial.
Hovers ot music here have rare treats in
store for the coming season. Among these
may l.»e mentioned concerts by Theodore
Thomas’ Orchestra and the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, and the best organizations rendering both vocal and instrumental music. Customary seasons of standard opera may be
anticipated. An early event of note is the
golden jubilee of our favorite American Band,
which occurs on 7th of present month. Under
the direction of that talented composer and
organizer, I). XV. Keeves, tliis hand has conic
to occupy an enviable position in the front
rank. Its merits are too well known to need
my feeble lilies of praise, it suffices to say
that 31 r. Keeves lias selected a happy programme, and will have the assistance of several
soloists besides his own.
Last evening it was my good fortune to visit
Providence and in Music liall listen to the perfect harmony of Theodore Thomas’ superb
orchestra. The first number presented was
the prelude to Wagner’s “I>ie Meistersinger,”
and this specimen of “the music of the future”
was magnificently rendered.
Much more to
my taste was the performance of Beethoven’s
.Symphony in A Major. In this work, so full
of delicate and pleasing effects, the spirit of
Mr. Thomas’ genius was fully exemplified.
His monster aggregation of musicians was
under complete control, and he seemed to lie
playing with his baton upon a grand organ of
the most ample capabilities. A move of the
hand induced the softest of dainty melodies or
the most robust bursts of noble harmonies. At
the* conclusion ol' this lengthy composition the
eminent pianist, Uafael Jose tty, gave an exquisite rendition of Chopin’s E. Minor Concerto. My admiration was commanded by the
artist’s perfect command of the key-board,
llis execution was truly marvellous; his rapid
runs and trills of pearly clearness; yet there is
something wanting in the display of even such
brilliant virtuosity to satisfy the cravings of
musical taste in a part of so large an audience
as politely listened to the slightest effects.
The
missing quality is beyond the most perfect
piano’s power to impart. In vain are the iron
wires vibrated bv a master. I am reminded of
the soulless punishment the pianos of the land
receive at the hands of a numberless band of
amateurs.
It is a relief to occasionally hear a
piano solo well rendered; a torture to hear the
customary affliction. Of the remaining work
of the orchestra, Schubert's Theme and Variations in ]> 31ii*or was the delightful feature.
<
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The oil producers have eomhined to curtail
produetiouand force up prices.
1 he SI ore claim to t lie site of San Erancisco
has been pronounced a

Curios—Th0 Books by Far the

Important

Lehigh
a new

and \\ ilkesbarre Coal Company
vein of coal which will net them

Mulligan.

I he number of persons who have
emigrated
fiom <n.*rman> is 19,000 over the
number of
emigrants in 1N80.

mversity.
Washington Irving Bishop, the niindreader. has been
seriously ill with an epileptic

in

I>avid Scott, a well-known
paper merchant
>ewi ork, has disappeared
leaving *00,000
notes.

Walker

Blaine has formed a
partnership
with
.Mr. K. F. (Jorton of Chicago, and will
practice law in that city.
Mr- Holmes of Cincinnati has
just completed
..buy-imie \aeht cruise on the
great Ink. s.
her
own
managed
yacht.

a

bite

\\

base

illiamson and Hint lttive ltroken from die
Hall Players' brotherhood, ami signed
with the Chicago*.

contracts

•leimy Lind <ioldselmiidt, the celebrated
Swedish singer, is dead, aged Oti. She has not
appeared in public since lstki.
I lie mares Hello llamlin and Justina
were
trotted a mile at buffalo, N. V., Thursday, to
wagon, in L2S, beating the world’s record."
Mrs. Samuel Nelson of
Oakland, 111., gave
tli to four children. The children
are doing
well, but tin* mother’s life is despaired of.
mi

lit.* Lngli.-li Cabinet has resolved to continue
present vigorous policy in Ireland especially

I
its

regards speeches

as

I.icut; llonii,
'•'ill

••ring bis
aud take
gatta-.
'I’‘

i*1-

at

proclaimed meeting.

owner of tbe (ialatea, says be
boat to Ani(.*rica again in the
pall in all of next season'- re-

The campaign fund of tile New
York
Hcmocrats probably reached
£U00,(JW. the
great, part of which was kept for distribution
on election
day.
News from Honolulu by steamer
indicates
thf probable defeat of the
government and tbe
reconstruction of the cabinet when tbe legislature meets this month.
Mure railway track was laid in this
country
from Jan. I, IKX7, to November 1st than was
before laid in the same length of time in
tins ur any other country.
< hief Justice Waite is the
only member of
llio Supreme Court who does not
employ a private sen tary.
"I don’t want one.” he savs.
’’lie u only lie in the way.’’

At a l air Trade J.eague conference in London last week, resolutions were
passed favoring a change in tile fiscal policy of Great Britain
m the direction of
protection.
The Commercial Gallic
Company has filed a
certificate of increase in capital stock from sf
000,000 to £(1.000.000. Additional shares to the
number of 30,000 will lie issued.

Professor Egbert t:. Smvthe, removed from
bis professorship at Andover
Seminary liv vote
of tlie Board of \ isitors, lias carried the
matter
before the Massachusetts Supreme Court.
"
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amlerbilt has taken the castle Linden-
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Mail advices to London from Sierra Leone
say that the natives of Sauuehoo have risen,
and massacred the native police and a number
of other people. Two gunboats will
proceed to
the scene.
i he New \ ork Graphic has been bought
by
syndicate, of which Edwards JI. Golf is president. It will be run as an independent Demoa

cratic sheet, favorable to State and national administrations.

The delay in the sailing of one of the Allan
Line steamers from Montreal in
July, 1885,
caused the death of 21 head of cattle. The
court decides that the company must pay the
shippers >2100.
A resident of Franklin Parish, La.,
recently
gave a party, and some wretch introduced poison into the food.
Seven persons have died
from the effects of the poison, and mauv others
ale seriously ill.

LeadvilJe, Col., hasn’t money enough to keep
its public schools open. It must not be inferred, however, that the city is altogether lacking in public spirit, for it gives a generous support to 1,100 saloons.
Commissioner of Agriculture Coleman asthat Brooklyn, New York, and Baltimore
have for forty years been plague spots from
which pleuro-pneumonia in cattle has been
spread through the country.

serts

Majority and minority reports were made
last week to the New Hampshire Legislature in
relation to the alleged bribery of members.
The majority report charges attempts at bribery by two brokers of Boston and by other
parties.

A circus train met with an accident in St.
Louis Thursday. Several cages were smashed
and the Bengal tigers, lious, leopards, ajuguar,
ibex and vultures escaped. There was a great
stampede at first. It took all the afternoon to
recover the animals.
Governor sawyer or New7 Hampshire has
vetoed the bill authorizing the Boston and
Lowell or Boston and Maine to lease the Northern Railroad, or if leased by the Lowell permitting the Maine to guarantee and assume the
covenants of such lease.

Plymouth

man

he

dynamite,

Among

monthly magazines

It is said that the Hawaiian Government lias
decided to cede Pearl Itivcr Harbor to the United States for a coaling station so
long as the
present reciprocity treaty remains in force.

ed.

course

it may be inferred
that he will continue to remain for
some time longer.
Mr. Stevenson is

physically, having

An explosion in a St. Louis
grocery caused
llie death of eight persons. The cause of the
explosion is not known, hut various theories,
among them that of
have been start-

f

ho
makes mOT'i anyway, so far. and if
continues to tilP this there is every reason
to believe she will continue to act, as Mrs.
Langtry has. Will sho £nprovo in her art*
it is not wise
As a well known critic puts
to predict as to this.
Robert Louis Stevenson seems to like
America, lie has now been on this sido of
tho Atlantic fur some months, and from his
contracting to be a
regular contributor for one <-f the

hof, which belonged to the lute King of Bavaria,
for next summer. 'The Bavarian
Government

refused to sell the castle to Mr. Vanderbilt.

o

The theatrical season has opened and the
people have not yet done wondering at the
big receipts of Mrs. James Brown Potter's
opening night, neither have the critics lmishC'l telling her she can’t act. Well, ho

ever

The municipal elections in England have
been completed. Tile returns show a
gain for
the Liberals of 7* ami a gain for the Conservatives and dissident Liberals of (i

—

church when a litr
tie slave girl, proACTORS MONUMENT.
duccd on tho pintform. was redeemed by a voluntary contribution from the audience. Among the contributions was a ring from Rose Terry,
and
in
the
picture the dusky little
one is represented gazing intently at the
bauble. Thu picture is called “The Ring of
Freedom.”
The books are, of course, more valuable
than anything and everything else that is
offered. But tho great mass of the.se show
few signs of use. Among them is a “Guest
Book,” also
book,
evidently a gift
in
which
to
guests were expected
write their names opposite
elaborately
But
there
are
no
printed designs.
names
written 0:1 the broad fair page,-;.
Quite a number of books arc marked with an
asterisk in the catalogue, and they contain
either the great preacher’s autograph or annotations by his hand. Of course these will
sell well. There is also a record of the trial,
authenticated by Judge Neilson. Curiously
enough Mr. Beecher’s collection of rugs is
extensive, and those who are posted in such
matters say it is a very tasteful one.
I strolled through the cemetery of the
Evergreens the other day, and my eye full
Mr.
upon the actors’ fund monument there.
Beecher was to have presided at its dedication hist June. I give a cut of the monument, which is built of Maine granite and is
forty-live feet high. Everybody n members
the accident that came near fatally marring
the ceremonies of its dedication, when the
platform whereon Edwin Booth and other
notables were standing and sitting gave way.
Fortunately no one was lu.rt, and p< < ; 1
laughed at what might have been a tragedy.

Francisco.

outstanding

dubi-

crayon pictu r os is one 1
>y
Eastman Johnson,
depicting 1 ho sceno

Mr.

ot

is

the

ale l

or

sort

painting.

Too much exertion at lawn tennis caused
the
death ot a promising and
popular student at

in .>an

in

i thin proper
limits —and wliat
could lie do but accept them and
treasure them ? Of
oil paintings, there
are
few, and almost nono of the
present school of

t raudulent insurance to the amount of hunthousands of dollars has been placed

lit

mat

ous

w

<irc.l> of
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Fund

the col lection. For they deluged him with
prints and books
and bric-a-brac of
every conceivable

A commercial union dub has been
formed in
Toronto, with Prof, (ioldwin Smith as president.
oe

Actors'

muon

hive local assemblies in the Northwest have
seceded from the Knights of Labor.
I»e Lesseps announces that the Panama ('anal
will he opened on February 3, lstK).

HHi.lllMJ.

The

Beecher’s personal friends and tho members of his church, too, arc responsible for

Extensive gold fields have been discovered in
the northwest part of Cape
Colony.

I
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not.

forgery.
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[Special Correspondence.]
New York, Nov. S.—The sale of the art
treasures and library of the late Henry Ward
Beecher is set down to begin Tuesday, and
the American Museum of Art, where the collection now is. has l>eon visited by great
numbers of people since it was first exposed
for sale. The bidding will no doubt Ihj brisk,
especially for some of the books, but there
will l»e few things purchased because of great
artistic merit, for Mr. Beecher was not a connoisseur—he 1 •ought his pictures and pieces of
bric-a-brac because ho liked them, without
regard to art.
But e-cn had Mr. Beecher been possessed
of the most delicate artistic taste, his collection would of necessity have embraced much
not of a high order of merit; for he was the
recipient of an enormous numlxu* and variety of souvenirs, testimonials, specimen impressions of engravings and lithographs from
publishers, etc. Few of these latter are anything more than ordinary in conception or
execution. Their presence in the collection
now offered for sale
may serve to explain
many a now half forgotten advertisement
containing Becclicr’s indorsement of some engraving, then new, of a religious or domestic
subject, the aim of which might be consciously recommended whether its art was good or

$l«,S33,t>y5.

Mrs. Garfield is receiving
attention in England.

SALE

Monument—Hubert Louis Stevenson.

Tlie decrease of the puhlie debt in October

was

ON

MUSEUM.

Thoroughly Artistic Lot of Pic-

a

tures and

Generalities.
\elluw fever is

EFFECTS
AMERICAN

lost his health in
the far west, where

/
passed through
/
variou.; hardships
r. l. stevexsox.
i;i early life. Mr. Stevenson’s most striking work—the one which has made
most of his
fame—is “Dr. Joky 11 and
Mr. Ilydo,” a novel in whic h the hero assumes cither of two entirely dissimilar characters at will by tho drinking of a potent
potion. This book lias been dramatized, as
you know, and Richard Manslic'd played tho
double role in Now York. And he played it
well, too, but the critics say it will not bo a
Charles Linnley.
lasting play.
A Chinese Law fop Debtors.

In the last batch of Chinese medical reports which have been published by order of
tho inspector general of customs at Shanghai,
Dr.; W. Morrison, of Nowchang, mentions
a. revolting fact which must lx* now to
many
of our readers. It is that in some places in
China debtors who arc unable to meet tho
claims of their creditors are punished with
tho loss of sight. In the case which came
under Dr. Morrison's observation it was tho
debtor's son who was the victim of this diabolical custom. lie was tied hands and feet
and deprived wholly of the sight of one eye,
while that of the other would have been lost
but for timely surgical aid. The offense was
that tho poor fellow’s father owed the remorseless ohyloeks forty taels, or about £10
in English money. Dr. Morrison was informed that the practice was by no moans
uncommon, and that about the time he was attending to his patient another man was dying
in tho same neighborhood from similar injuries. The Chinese authorities are investigating tho matter, and wo hope that when Sir
Robert Hart issues liis noxt volumo he will
be able to speak of such barbarities os things
of tho past.—London Nows.
Colonel George Washington Jones of Mississent this communication to the President: “As 1 desire President Cleveland to be
re-elected, I send him the left-hind foot of a
grave yard rabbit that was killed in the dark of
the moon. Tell him to preserve it carefully,
and as long as he keeps it, he will always get
there.”

sippi has

It is rumored that several wealthy newspapers are considering the advisability of purchasing the United Lines Telegraph plant and extending its scope, in opposition to the Western
Union.

